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Imagine your perfect getaway and all the things you want 
from your overseas break. 

Super Break has been crafting short break experiences for over 35 years. 
From cultural hotspots and bustling cities to countryside escapes and 
beautiful beach resorts – we’ve got it all. Retail therapy? No problem. 
Poolside stay? Consider it done. Make it happen with Super Break.  

Spoilt for choice

Whether you’re looking to lose yourself in nightlife or escape to 
somewhere quiet, there’s a whole world waiting to be discovered across 
Europe and beyond. 

But what about all those little extras that make a break really special? 
Don’t worry, we pride ourselves on the details. Travel, luggage, airport 
transfers, sightseeing tickets, add-ons and extras – we can take care of 
everything. Now, let’s make your break super.

 

What makes a Super Break?

+ Great value and choice

+ Flexible packages

+ Added value extras

+ Excellent service

+  No booking fees

+ 4.5 Star Rating 
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Choosing Super Break allows you to book every element of your trip in one simple place. 

From 2 - 5 star hotels, travel, theatre and event tickets to sightseeing and attractions around the world, 
we help tailor the entire package exactly how you want it. 

So when you’re ready for your next much-needed escape, trust us to create 
a truly unique and unforgettable short break. 

Creating your Overseas Short Break is so simple!

Choose your destination add your hotel add tours and experiencesadd travel

This could be you...



Peace of mind with ABTA and ATOL protection4
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With 35 years’ experience in the Travel Industry, we’ve seen millions of breaks booked and enjoyed. 
Working hand in hand with Travel Agents throughout the UK, Super Break has established a firm 
reputation for excellence and quality.

Here are some of our most recent awards for outstanding service: 

European City Break 
Supplier of the Year 

2018

Hotel & Resort 
Operator of the Year 

2018

Hotel 
Booking/Accommodation 

Supplier of the Year
2018

Travel with confi dence

Dutch courage? No need, we know you want to be 
protected. That’s why Super Break is a proud member 
of ABTA and an ATOL license holder, meaning you 
can rest assured knowing you’re covered. 

At Super Break, we want to be the difference, the travel company with a little extra. That’s why 
we give you more value for your money, more unique experiences and more choice. We don’t 
just book your hotel and send you on your way. Oh, no. We’ll help you create your entire getaway 
– book your room, tickets to a show, travel and attractions all in the same place. There’s no need 
to have six tabs open or make more than one call, those days are over. We’ll sort your travel too, 
with Air, Rail and Coach options available for all our breaks. 

But don’t just take our word for it. With over 1.5 million customers and a 97% customer service 
rating on Feefo, you can take your neighbour’s word for it too.

1.5 million 
happy faces

Prague Iceland Barcelona
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What makes the perfect break?
Don’t settle for less

The perfect break isn’t just about where you go, it’s about all those special details that make it just right.  
We’ll help you with every last touch, from finding the right hotel to making sure the journey runs as smoothly 
as possible. Don’t forget, it’s always handy to have your trips and attractions sorted before you set off. 
Whether you’re planning an exciting adventure, family getaway, a relaxing break for two or a full-on city slicker 
group getaway, the Super Break Team are here to help make sure you don’t miss out on any of the action.

Super Break star ratings

 
Super Break star ratings are simply a guide to help you choose between our 
hotels. They won’t necessarily relate to those awarded by other organisations. 
Our stars symbolise the level of service and range of facilities that you can 
expect at each property, ranging from 1 star: hotels with the simplest range of 
facilities, to 5 stars: luxury hotels with an impressive range of facilities. 

**Please note that different countries have different standards and star ratings may differ 
according to the country where the hotel is located.   

Special Requirements

We are not a specialist disabled holiday company, but we will do 
our utmost to cater to any special requirements you may have. If 

you or any member of your party has any medical problem or disability that 
may affect your trip, please tell us before you confirm your booking. We can 
advise and assist you when considering the suitability of your chosen break.  

One of our team is here to help, please call us on 01904 420 446.

Budapest
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With over 35 years’ experience in 
providing great hotel packages, we 
understand that you want a good idea of 
what the hotel is really like, even before 
you make a booking. To give you an 
impartial view of the products we have on 
offer, we’ve teamed up with TripAdvisor 
to display ratings, reviews and opinions 
from millions of travellers to help you plan 
your perfect break. 

Rooms

Service

Value

Cleanliness

Give the gift of a Super Break 

Treat your family and friends to a Super Break gift 
voucher. Available in denominations of £10, £25, £50 and 
£100, redeemable against all Super Break packages.

Venice

Iceland

Visit www.SuperBreak.com/gift-vouchers for more information.

To view these ratings alongside our customer reviews, visit SuperBreak.com
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Arrive relaxed and refreshed by air

Wherever you’re heading, getting you there relaxed and ready for 
your short break is all part of the service. With a huge range of 
airlines, we can make sure you have an excellent choice of regional 
airports to depart from across the UK. Great flight times and airport 
check-in included at no extra cost all adds to the convenience of a 
Super Break escape.

We take great care to make sure you can tailor your holiday to suit you. 
You can create a bespoke itinerary and stay as long as you want or 
move on. There’s also no credit or debit card fees and, we include your 
taxes too for an even better value break. For total peace of mind, we’re 
ATOL and ABTA protected so your fl ight and hotel are in safe hands. 

Come fl y 
with me
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Choose from a wide selection of fl ight inclusive 
breaks in top destinations

Paris
Paris city breaks offer a wealth of culture and history, renowned museums and 
galleries as well as world-class sightseeing and the pinnacle of fashion – it’s the 
ideal choice for a trip to remember.

2 nights + flight from £183pp

Amsterdam
Amsterdam city breaks are the perfect way to experience the beauty of the 
Dutch capital. Hire a bicycle to explore the city, stroll along the canals or visit the 
world’s only fl oating fl ower market!  

2 nights + flight from £151pp

Barcelona
Soak up the sun on the edge of the Mediterranean before exploring Barcelona’s 
stunning architecture, luxury shops, tantalising restaurants and world-class 
cultural attractions.   

3 nights + flight from £159pp

Rome
The Eternal City of Rome is the ideal destination for a short break – combining 
breath-taking history with all the benefi ts of a modern metropolis for the ultimate 
city break getaway.    

3 nights + flight from £181pp

Dublin
Dublin, Ireland’s capital and the beating heart of a land as old as time. People are 
drawn here from miles away to dip into the nightlife and its off erings. 

2 nights + flight from £131pp

Prague
The Czech Republic is a fantastic destination for a short break. With a range of 
fl ights and hotels in Prague to choose from, you will be ideally located for exploring 
this city’s striking architecture and stunning landscapes. 

3 nights + flight from £95pp

Add connecting rail 
from your local station

Leave the car at home, arrive at 
your chosen airport relaxed and refreshed 
by rail. Simply choose your local station, put 
your feet up and enjoy 50% savings on tickets 
booked with Super Break. Easy.  
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See pages p18 - 21 for our exclusive North Iceland fl ight inclusive packages
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The Eurostar™ experience 
Standard off ers excellent value for money with no 
hidden extras. Travellers can purchase food and 
drinks from the Café Metropole or take their own 
food on board. Ticket gates will close 30 minutes 
before departure.

Includes:

   Quick and easy automated check-in

   Reserved and comfortable seats

    Bar buff et serving drinks and light refreshments

Standard Premier off ers the freedom to work, 
think or simply unwind. Relax in quiet, spacious 
surroundings, with a light meal and drinks.

Includes:

   Quick and easy automated check-in

   Dedicated Standard Premier carriages

    Spacious and comfortable Standard Premier 
reserved seating

  Selection of complimentary newspapers 
and magazines on board

    Complimentary light meal and drinks served 
at your seat

 Attentive service on board

    Quiet coaches

Upgrade to Standard Premier 
from £76pp each way
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Why not include a 1 night stopover in a London 
hotel plus rail from your local station?

Rail from York + stopover in London from £89pp

Rail from Leeds + stopover in London from £89pp

Rail from Birmingham + stopover in London 
from £95pp

Connect your Eurostar break by adding UK rail from your local station
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Paris

Culture, history, world-class 
sightseeing and shopping await 
you in Paris. London to Paris by 
Eurostar takes approx 2 hours 
20 minutes.

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel 
from £189pp

Brussels

From gothic buildings to 
delicious waffles, Brussels has 
it all. London to Brussels by 
Eurostar takes approx 2 hours.  

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel 
from £142pp

Lille

Lille offers a delightful blend of 
French and Flemish flair. London 
to Lille by Eurostar takes approx 
1 hour 30 minutes. 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel 
from £143pp

Marseille

Marseille offers a great mix of 
urban life and relaxing elegant 
parks. London to Marseille by 
Eurostar takes approx 6 hours 
30 minutes. 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel 
from £235pp

Bruges

Bruges is filled with parks, 
cobbled streets, and quaint tea 
houses. London to Bruges by 
Eurostar takes approx 3 hours. 

Eurostar + 2 nights hotel 
from £196pp

Take EurostarTM to all your favourite destinations 
throughout Europe…
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Just imagine a great choice of food, evening shows, cosy 
rooms and that’s all before you arrive at your destination. 

A wonderful mini cruise break takes the hassle out of 
travelling. So drop your bags and relax with a drink as your 

holiday starts the moment you step on board. 

With total flexibility you can plan your perfect getaway; 
choose from vibrant, eclectic Amsterdam, the romance of 

Bruges or innovative Rotterdam. And it’s easy! 
Just decide on your destination, choose a hotel and add 

any tours you’d love to try, then relax.

It’s all smooth 
sailing from here

For more inspiration, visit blog.superbreak.com 14
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Many more destinations available – please ask for more information

There’s plenty to entertain everyone here. Relax in the Sky 
Lounge or head to the Casino at Sea. With two eateries and 
Starbucks Coff ee you won’t go hungry. Plus, play areas keep 
the kids happy and there’s shopping too.

Mini Cruise to Bruges or Amsterdam 

Price includes 2 nights in a standard 2 berth inside cabin on 
board & return transfers from Rotterdam (Europoort) or 
Zeebrugge to your chosen location. Sailing from Hull.

From £86pp

A P&O Ferries Mini Cruise is the perfect way 
to enjoy a serene, comfortable and entertaining 
journey to some of Western Europe’s most 

stunning locations. Just imagine delicious dishes, fantastic 
evening shows and comfy beds and that’s all before you arrive 
at your chosen destination. So, drop your bags and relax with 
a drink as your holiday starts the moment you step on board.

Extend your stay 

See and do more in your chosen mini cruise destination by extending your visit by adding a 1, 2 or 3 night hotel stop 
over. With a fantastic range of hotels to suit every budget, you’ll be sure to find the one for you.

Set packages are also available. Please ask or see online for more details.

Enjoy the comfort of a Mini Cruise

Amsterdam Bruges Rotterdam

Call 01904 420 446 | Visit www.SuperBreak.com | See your local Travel Agent 15



What’s the occasion? Tell us about your birthday, stag or hen-do on: 01904 420 45416
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There’s nothing like 
a group getaway
You know what they say, friends are the family you get to choose. Most of us have already made some 
amazing memories and shared the best moments of our lives with mates, so why not make a few more?

We’ll tailor your package to suit your group – transfers to your accommodation, exciting event tickets, world-
class attractions and much more – making your break truly one to remember. Our specialist Groups Team 
will take care of everything for you, meaning you won’t pick up the extra work that can come with arranging 
a getaway with friends. Plus, with ABTA and ATOL protection providing peace of mind, you can relax and 
enjoy your break. Perfect. 

Group Getaways
Off  to see a big game abroad? Going to your fi rst European 
festival? If you’re going on a break with friends, our dedicated 
Group Organiser can sort your rooms and help arrange your whole stay. 
In other words, you can sit back, relax and enjoy. 

Prague
Marvel at the cobbled streets and 
beautiful architecture.

See pages 114-119 for more information

Rome
Explore this fascinating &
breath-taking historic city.

See pages 78-83 for more information

Barcelona
Uncover rich Spanish culture whilst 
soaking up the sun.

See pages 94-99 for more information

Krakow
Filled with stunning architecture, 
picturesque streets world-class art.

See pages 120-125 for more information

Contact our specialist Groups Team today
Call 01904 436 050 | Visit www.SuperBreak.com | See your local Travel Agent

Lines are open Mon – Fri 8:30am-6pm & Sat 9am-5pm

Every group 
is welcome
No matter what the 
occasion, 10 or more 
adults or 5 or more 
rooms can be organised 
quickly and easily by our 
expert team, leaving 
you to enjoy the fun! 
Remember, we have 
a wide range of group 
breaks available across 
the UK and Europe!

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR PERSONALISED QUOTE
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Incredible 
   North Iceland…

“We were on the inaugural flight from 
Cardiff and had a wonderful time. 
The Super Break staff, and the staff at 
the hotel, were superb.”  Super Break Customer, 

January 2018

Your North Iceland break includes 
   Return fl ights to Akureyri 

   20 kgs hold luggage 

   5 kgs hand luggage 

   Airport transfers 

   3 or 4 nights’ accommodation 

   Search for the Northern Lights Tour

   Lake Myvatn – Land of Fire and Ice Experience

   Super Break representative in resort 

3 nights from £699pp

4 nights from £749pp

Exclusive North Iceland Experience 

On the very edge of the Arctic Circle lies a land so 
beautiful and full of magic your eyes will hardly believe it. 
Iceland. But why visit North Iceland in particular? 
Why Akureyri over Reykjavík? Put simply, Iceland’s 
second city has it all. Here, in the Northern region of the 
island, the Northern Lights are brighter, whale sightings 
more frequent and the landscape equally as breathtaking, 
if not more so.

Home to natural beauty unlike anywhere else, it’s here 
you’ll fi nd the wonders you’ve been looking for. Discover 
the spectacular beauty in Akureyri and experience 
everything North Iceland has to off er with our ‘Incredible 
North Iceland’ breaks’ – the fi rst and only direct fl ights to 
Akureyri, North Iceland from UK regional airports.

You can enjoy a once-in-a-lifetime experience for as little 
as £699 per person – secure today with a low deposit*. * Remaining balance payable 12 weeks prior to departure

For travel tips, latest offers and exclusive competitions join us on:18
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Choose your hotel

Dates and Departures

Day Outbound 
Date

Airport No. of 
Nights

Inbound 
Date

From Price

Mon 03 Feb Isle of Man 4 07 Feb £799ppps

Fri 07 Feb Norwich 3 10 Feb £699ppps

Mon 10 Feb Inverness 4 14 Feb £749ppps

Fri 14 Feb Humberside 3 17 Feb £699ppps

Mon 17 Feb Durham Tees Valley 4 21 Feb £749ppps

Fri 21 Feb Newcastle 3 24 Feb £699ppps

Mon 24 Feb Bournemouth 4 28 Feb £749ppps

Fri 28 Feb Exeter 3 02 Mar £699ppps

Mon 02 Mar Newquay 4 06 Mar £749ppps

Fri 06 Mar Cardiff 3 09 Mar £699ppps

Mon 09 Mar Jersey 4 13 Mar £799ppps Newquay
Exeter

Bournemouth

Cardiff

Norwich

Newcastle

Isle of Man Durham Tees Valley

Humberside 

Inverness

Each of our exclusive chartered fl ights to North Iceland are 
direct and land just 5 minutes away from Akureryi’s centre. 
Just another benefi t of travelling with Super Break. 

Jersey
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Hotel Nordurland by Kea 
A relaxed hotel located in downtown 
Akureyri, only a short walk from the 

waterfront and a few steps from the main 
street with its shops, bars and restaurants.

Hotel Akureyri Skjaldborg   
Fantastically located on Akureyri’s main 
street, Hafnarstraeti, this charming hotel 

off ers cosy, functional rooms and a friendly 
welcome in a great location. 

Hotel Kea by Keahotels   
Located in the heart of Akureyri, equipped 

with all the modern amenities including 
free WiFi, satellite TV and an ensuite 

bathroom for a pleasant stay in the centre 
of the town.

Icelandair Hotel Akureyri  
Off ering a warm and inviting atmosphere, 

the freshest local produce, modern 
conveniences and the perfect retreat after 
a day of adventures or venturing into the 

centre of the capital of the north. 

Saeluhus Akureyri  
Excellent self-catering studio apartments 
and houses complete with outdoor private 
hot tubs, a kitchenette and majestic views 

towards the town and fjord.

Hotel Akureyri Dynheimar  
A brand-new boutique hotel set in a 

historic building, located right in the centre 
of Akureyri overlooking the Eyjafjörður 

and mountains.
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Search for the 
Northern Lights Tour

A breathtaking 4-hour tour on 
your night of arrival. Just 60 miles 
from the Arctic Circle, Akureyri 
is one of the best places in the 
world to view the famous Aurora 
Borealis. And trust us, there 
really is nothing like it. This is a 
moment you’ll remember forever. 
Excursion included in trip.

Upgrade your tour

Myvatn Nature Baths
Add entrance to the Myvatn Nature Baths to 
your Lake Myvatn tour, the Blue Lagoon of 
the North, and indulge in the geothermally 
heated water. 

From £27pp

Snowmobiling 
Add snowmobiling to your Lake Myvatn tour 
and see magnifi cent views of the surrounding 
mountains and beautiful Krafl a Volcano. 

From £95pp

Lake Myvatn – Land of Fire and Ice 
Full Day Tour

A full day’s adventure led by an experienced local guide. 
Explore the natural beauty of the popular Lake Myvatn 
area. Famed for it’s breathtaking volcanic landscape, 
geothermal energy, mesmerising lava formations and 
Game of Thrones fi lming hot spots. Experience the 
power of Godafoss Waterfall,  Dimmuborgir Rock 
Formations, see the boiling mud pools of Namafjall and 
more on this magical full day tour. 
Excursion included in trip.  

Get the most out of your trip to Akureyri, North Iceland with Super Break. All of our Incredible 
North Iceland breaks come with two amazing excursions worth £200 per person. Now that’s super!
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Whether you fancy whale watching, the thrills of 
snowmobiling or a relaxing dip in a Beer Spa, we have a 
fantastic range of optional extra experiences to choose from.

Take a look at some of our customer favourites below.

Beer Spa – Beer Bath
Discover the unique Bjorbodin 
spa. Relax in a private room with a 
beer bath and tap (with unlimited 
beer), before a brewery tour, 
dinner or bathing in the outdoor 
hot tub. 

From £96pp

Dettifoss Waterfall Tour 
The perfect tour for those wanting to see the magic 
and power of the great Dettifoss Waterfall and 
adjacent waterfalls of Hafragilsfoss and Selfoss. 

From £150pp

GeoSea Warm Baths, Husavik 
and Northern Lights – Akureyri
Experience a small group tour visit to the 
beautiful town of Husavik. Relax in the 
GeoSea sea baths surrounded by stunning 
views before heading out in search for the 
Northern Lights with a local guide. 

From £102.50pp

Arctic Coastline & Micro Brewery Tour
A 5 hour fully guided tour. Discover Siglufjordur in North 
Iceland, once the Herring Capital of the World! Plus, 
enjoy some of the country’s most beautiful coastlines in 
Eyjafjörður Fjord and the Tröllaskagi Peninsula.

From £103.50pp

Whale Watching
See the incredible Eyjaford 
Humpback Whales in their natural 
habitat. With one of the highest 
success rates for whale watching in 
the world, you’re all but guaranteed 
to be breath-taken. 

From £79pp

Ski Pass 
Enjoy a 1 day ski pass to 
Iceland’s most popular skiing 
resort, Hlidarfjall. Located just 
outside of Akureyri. Transfers 
from your hotel, ski rental and 
lift tickets are all included. 
2 day passes are also available.

From £93pp

ADDED EXTRAS:PRE-BOOKED SEATS - £20PP RETURNEXTRA LEGROOM SEATS - £30PP RETURNSKI CARRIAGE IS AVAILABLE 
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Discover
   Reykjavík…

“Quick and easy. Recommended 
by a friend doing the same trip 
and can fly from my local airport!” 
Super Break Customer, December 2018

The world’s most northerly capital 

Iceland’s capital, Reykjavík, is a beautiful city awash 
with colourful houses and a whole host of wonderful 
attractions. These include both the National and 
Saga museums, which join the dots of Iceland’s 
Viking history respectively, the striking concrete 
Hallgrimskirkja church and many natural wonders such 
as the Northern Lights. 

Outside the city, you won’t have to wander far to fi nd 
why Iceland holds a reputation as home for some of 
the most breath-taking natural wonders on Earth. 

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £260 per person

Fly to Kefl avík International (KEF)
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
4  Canopy by Hilton Reykjavík 

– see page 28

For great value, stay at the 
3  Reykjavík Lights Hotel 

– see page 27

Relax at the 
4  Fosshotel Reykjavík 

– see page 29

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 9332 Code: 11360 Code: 19973
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Golden Circle Tour 
Discover this geothermal area and 
its hot springs, exploding geysers 

and pools of bubbling mud. Visit the 
Gullfoss waterfall, Thingvellir National 

Park, and more. Hotel pick-up 
included. Operates year round daily.

Adult from £56pp
Child from £29pp

Blue Lagoon 
Bathe in the Blue Lagoon, a unique 

geothermal spa, and relax in the warm 
geothermal water, surrounded by a 

lava fi eld. Operates year round daily. 
Includes return transport to Reykjavík 
or Kefl avík International Airport, mud 

mask, towel and a drink of choice.

Adult from £113pp

Whale Watching 
Enjoy a fantastic trip where you can 
see the likes of humpback whales, 

white-beaked dolphins and porpoises. 
Operates year round daily. Free repeat 

tour available if no whales are seen.

Adult from £75pp
Child from £38pp

Jokulsarlon Glacier lagoon with boat tour 
Be amazed by this awe-inspiring glacial lagoon as you sail 

among the gigantic icebergs. En route you will see some of 
Iceland’s most magnifi cent scenery, including Iceland’s tallest 

mountain, Hvannadalshnjukur, and the black sand desert.

Adult from £189pp  |  Child from £95pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break

Search for the Northern Lights 
Head out in search for the spectacular Northern Lights. 

Locations vary on each tour to fi nd the most likely viewing 
area. Tour includes bus fare, guide and hotel pick-up and 

repeat tour if no lights are seen.

Adult from £52pp  |  Child from £26pp



Turn your visit into an experience – add attractions and tours24

These three day packages introduce you to some of 
the incredible things that make Iceland so spectacular. 

Experience a search for the hypnotic Aurora Borealis, the 
hot geysers of the Golden Circle and enjoy the privilege 

of watching graceful, elegant whales in the ocean.

Ultimate Iceland

Turn your visit into an experience – add attractions and tours24
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Winter  
Day 1: Experience the stunning Northern 
Lights early in your trip, if you’re unlucky 
and they don’t appear you can join another 
trip later for free.

Day 2: Discover waterfalls and geysers on 
the Golden Circle morning/afternoon tour.

Day 3: Visit the astonishing geothermal 
Blue Lagoon with admission.

Your Winter Package includes:

   Return Flybus transfers

   Search for Northern Lights

   Golden Circle morning/afternoon tour

   Blue Lagoon incl. transport & admission

Winter package available Sep – Apr, 
please ask for more details.

4 night break + accommodation & tour: 

Adult from £514pp

Summer  
Day 1: Enjoy the stunning Whale 
Watching tour early in your trip, if you’re 
unlucky and they don’t appear you can join 
another trip later for free.

Day 2: Marvel at geysers and National 
Parks, on the Golden Circle morning/
afternoon tour.

Day 3: Relax in the stunning natural 
marvel of the Blue Lagoon with admission.

Your Summer Package includes:

   Return Flybus transfers

   Whale Watching Excursion

   Golden Circle morning/afternoon tour

   Blue Lagoon incl. transport & admission

Summer package available May – Aug, 
please ask for more details.

3 night break + accommodation & tour: 

Adult from £572pp
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The Beauty of Iceland in a Nutshell  

Enjoy a little taste of everything Icelandic with a visit 
to the Snafellsnes peninsula. Stop at the small fi shing 
village Arnarstapi, the ancient fi shing village Hellnar, visit 
Djupalonssandur beach and the iconic Kirkjufell mountain.

Adult from £119pp  |  Child from £60pp

Warm Baths, Cool Lights – Northern Lights tour   

This tour combines relaxation, Icelandic cuisine and an 
exciting Northern Lights hunt. Drive via the UNESCO site 
Tingvellir National Park towards Laugarvatn Fontana, a 
geothermal spa and wellness centre set in a stunning natural 
environment. After relaxing in the hot springs, enjoy a local-
style dinner buff et before hunting for the Northern Lights.

Adult from £116pp  |  Child from £58pp
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Land of Northern Lights Escorted Tour
Explore Southwest Iceland, known for its natural wonders 
and cultural sights. 

Day 1: Flybus transfer from Kefl avik Airport to your hotel 
Day 2: Reykjavík City Tour, the Blue Lagoon & Reykjanes 
Peninsula
Day 3: South Iceland
Day 4: Horses and Golden Circle

Your package includes:
  Must-see nature visits to the Golden Circle, the South 
Coast & the Blue Lagoon

  Visit to Skógar Folk Museum

  2 nights in Reykjavík & 2 nights in South Iceland

  2 evenings with a combination of presentations, fi lm & 
guided searches for the Aurora Borealis 

  4 Breakfasts

  Return Flybus transfers

Optional:

  Northern Lights fjord cruise

  Hotel ‘Comfort’ upgrade available**

12 Sept  – 13 Apr (excl. certain dates in Dec). 

4 night break + flights, accommodation & tour: 
Adult from £807pp

Arrivals in Iceland on Tues or Thurs (guided tour starts 
Weds or Fri). 
New Year departures available at a surcharge.

*Budget option

Northern Lights, Volcanoes & Glacier Lagoon 
Escorted Tour
Visit Iceland’s most popular sites including the Golden 
Circle route, the South coast and Vatnajökull National Park.

Day 1: Flybus transfer from Kefl avik Airport to your hotel 
Day 2: The Golden Circle Route
Day 3: Vatnajökull National Park, Glacier Lagoon & 
Diamond Beach
Day 4: South Coast 
Day 5: Flybus transfer from your hotel to Kefl avik Airport

Your package includes:
  2 nights in Reykjavík & 2 nights in the countryside

  Visit Vatnajökull glacier & Jökulsárlón ice lagoon

  Explore hot springs, lava fi elds, waterfalls & volcano craters

  Icelandic Lava Show

  2 evenings with a combination of presentations, fi lm & 
guided searches for the Aurora Borealis

    4 Breakfasts & 2x two-course dinners

  Return Flybus transfers

Optional:

  Northern Lights fjord cruise

  Ice Cave Tour

30 Sep – 29 Mar (excl. certain dates in Dec).

4 night break + flights, accommodation & tour: 
Adult from £905pp

Arrivals in Iceland every Sun (guided tour starts Mon). 
New Year departures available at a surcharge.
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Fosshotel Baron
Reykjavík

3 Nights Room Only 

Fosshotel Baron is in downtown Reykjavík and only a few steps 
away from the main shopping street in the heart of the city. With 
great views of the Esja Mountains and close to many attractions.

Code: 9252

Near the 
seafront

Free 
parking

p

 

Flight inclusive  
from £279pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp+

CenterHotel Midgardur
Reykjavík

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Ideally located in short walking distance from all the main 
attractions in the city centre. The garden includes an outdoor hot 
pool which is a part of the exquisite Miðgardur Spa. 

Code: 9321

Nordic 
fusion 

restaurant

Secluded 
garden

p

 

Flight inclusive  
from £373pp

Extra Night  
from £95pp+

For details of our latest special offers, visit 

Code: 9329

 

p

Hotel Cabin
Reykjavík
A comfortable and great value hotel, located a short walk away from 
the main street of Reykjavík, Laugavegur. All attractions, such as 
Laugardalslaug swimming pool, are easily accessible.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £291pp

Extra Night  
from £68pp+

Code: 8156

p

Fosshotel Lind
Reykjavík
Centrally located, this great value hotel is only a minute’s walk from 
Laugavegur, the main entertainment street. A variety of restaurants 
are in the neighbourhood along with many interesting museums.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £285pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp+

Code: 9324

p

CenterHotel Klopp
Reykjavík
In the heart of the city centre, it’s ideally located to explore the city 
on foot as there’s a multitude of shops, restaurants, cafes, bars and 
museums all on your doorstep.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £324pp

Extra Night  
from £76pp+

Code: 19177

p

Hotel 22 Hill
Reykjavík
An ideal place from which to explore the city. Situated a few 
minutes’ walk from Reykjavik city centre, the main shopping street 
and many bars and restaurants are only a short stroll away. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £401pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp+
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Skuggi Hotel
Reykjavík

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This hotel is perfectly located in the centre of Reykjavík on one of 
the oldest streets, Hverfisgata, within walking distance of the main 
shopping street, Laugarvegur.

Code: 9333

Central 
location

Free 
parking

p

 

Flight inclusive  
from £293pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp+

Fosshotel Raudara
Reykjavík

3 Nights Room Only 

A beautiful hotel in the heart of the town, just a few minutes walk 
from the city’s main shopping areas, restaurants, art galleries, cafes 
and clubs. The Church of Hallgrímskirkja is located less than 1 km 
from the hotel.

Code: 13038

Close to 
attractions

On-site 
gym

p

 

Flight inclusive  
from £279pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp+

Code: 11118

p

Hotel Island
Reykjavík
A contemporary hotel, surrounded by the scenic Esja Mountains, 
boasting panoramic and picturesque views. Within walking distance 
of Reykjavík's top attractions and city centre.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £367pp

Extra Night  
from £93pp+

Code: 9332

 

p

Reykjavík Lights Hotel
Reykjavík
Perfectly located on the edge of the vibrant city centre, this Nordic 
style hotel offers access to shops, restaurants, museums and exciting 
nightlife with the main attractions just a short bus ride away. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £260pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+

Code: 9330

p

Hotel Klettur
Reykjavík
A great hotel located just a stone's throw from downtown. The main 
shopping street and Hlemmur bus terminal and the city centre and 
Laugardalur Park are all a short walk away.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £365pp

Extra Night  
from £92pp+

Code: 19811

 

p

Storm Hotel
Reykjavík
Set in Thorunnartun 4, between Reykjavík ’s main business district 
and Laugavegur shopping street. Near the hotel you’ll find one of 
the largest swimming pools in Iceland, Reykjavík Park and the zoo.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £276pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp+
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Exeter Hotel by Keahotel
Reykjavík

3 Nights Room Only 

A modern hotel near to the old Reykjavik harbour. perfectly 
located in one of the up and coming areas of the capital where you 
can experience the funky mix of trade, retail and culture. 

Code: 21598

On-site 
bakery

Great 
location

p

 

Flight inclusive  
from £467pp

Extra Night  
from £96pp+

CenterHotel Thingholt
Reykjavík

3 Nights Room Only  

Located on a charming side street a few footsteps from Reykjavík’s 
main shopping stretch, Laugavegur, with restaurants, cafés, bars, 
nightlife and all the main city centre attractions within easy walking 
distance.

Code: 9322

Award-
winning 

hotel

Northern 
Lights 

wake up 
service

p

 

Flight inclusive  
from £448pp

Extra Night  
from £105pp+

Code: 19973

 p

Canopy by Hilton Reykjavík
Reykjavík
Set across six connected houses, in a vibrant neighbourhood, this 
is the first Canopy brand hotel in the world, offering impeccable 
service. Visit the shops and restaurants on Laugavegur Street, or 
Hallgrímskirkja Church.

Code: 9323

 p

CenterHotel Arnarhvoll
Reykjavík
On the waterfront, opposite Harpa Reykjavík Concert Hall and 
close to Reykjavík ’s main shopping street, Laugavegur. The hotel 
is ideally located for exploring the historic centre, shops and 
restaurants, and for a trip to see the Northern Lights.

Code: 9320

 p

CenterHotel Skjaldbreid
Reykjavík
This cosy hotel is ideally located on one of Reykjavík ’s oldest 
shopping streets, Laugavegur. Perfect for exploring the historic city 
centre, as well as the cafes, bars and shops.

Code: 21335

p

Consulate Hotel Reykjavík
Reykjavík
A charming hotel set in what was once a 1900’s department store. 
Taking inspiration from its history, the interior décor is chic and 
has a boutique feel. Located just a quick walk away from the main 
shopping district, top restaurants and nightlife. 

See our full range of hotels and destinations online 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £358pp

Extra Night  
from £87pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £324pp

Extra Night  
from £76pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £424pp

Extra Night  
from £95pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £429pp

Extra Night  
from £99pp+
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Radisson Blu Saga Hotel
Reykjavík

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

From the hotel, enjoy a walk along the picturesque Reykjavík pond 
to the bustling city centre with National Museum, National Library 
and University of Iceland nearby.

Code: 8177

Great 
views

Accessible 
rooms

p

 

Flight inclusive  
from £379pp

Extra Night  
from £103pp+

Fosshotel Reykjavík
Reykjavík

3 Nights Room Only 

Located in Reykjavík’s business district, a short walking distance 
away from Laugavegur, the main shopping street. Offering great 
views from many rooms and fresh Icelandic produce in the onsite 
restaurant.

Code: 11360

Beer 
garden

Fresh 
Icelandic 

food

p

 

Flight inclusive  
from £327pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp+

Code: 13037

 p

Grand Hotel Reykjavík
Reykjavík
Centrally positioned in a quiet area of the city, this modern hotel is 
the largest in the city, and is within easy reach of all attractions and 
business districts.

Code: 18159

 

p

Hilton Reykjavík
Reykjavík
This contemporary hotel is located a short journey from the city 
centre via complimentary city bus and offers a great base for 
exploring the lively Reykjavík city centre.

Code: 15155

 

p

Radisson Blu 1919 Hotel
Reykjavík
This elegant hotel is conveniently located, in the heart of the city, 
near many cultural attractions and beautiful natural sights as well as 
public transportation and the airport.

Code: 13036

 

p

Reykjavík Centrum Hotel
Reykjavík
Set in the heart of the city, located on one of Reykjavík ’s oldest 
streets, Adalstraeti. In a newly renovated building, the oldest part 
of which was built in 1764, this hotel offers traditional Icelandic 
hospitality.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £327pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £305pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £505pp

Extra Night  
from £104pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £352pp

Extra Night  
from £84pp+
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La ville
   lumière…

Fall in love with Paris, the City of Light 

Rarely does a quote age so well as a fi ne French wine. But 
then, what does? In the wonderfully wise words of Audrey 
Hepburn, “Paris is always a good idea”. 

This splendid European city is still full of the same character 
today as it was then. Paris is fi ercely unique, full of life and 
bursting at the seams with passion – three vital ingredients 
for any great and memorable city. The food, as expected is 
as gorgeous as ever, the history still as rich and full-bodied 
and you’ll fi nd something exciting to explore on every 
corner. The best way to indulge in Paris? Take a wander, 
follow your senses and enjoy. 

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £183 per person

Fly to Charles de Gaulle International (CDG)

Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar 
from £189 per person

P
A

R
IS

“All ticket vouchers and hotel 
arrangements were spot on which 
made for a perfect Paris break.” 
Super Break Customer, June 2018
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Treat yourself! Stay at the
5  Renaissance Paris Republic

– see page 35

For great value, stay at the 
3  Bellevue Montmartre 

– see page 32

Relax at the 4  Crowne Plaza 
Paris Republique 

– see page 33

Save SplurgeSpend

Eiffel Tower Skip the Line Guided Tour
Enjoy the ultimate experience visiting this 

legendary Paris attraction, with skip the line entry 
and a guided tour.

Adult/Child from £33.50pp

See more, do more

Big Bus Paris 
– 1 day hop-on hop-off ticket
See all the top sights of Paris with ease 

on the Big Bus Paris. Spend the day 
travelling to attractions, while learning 

about the history of the city.

Adult from £30.50pp
Child from £15pp

Palace of Versailles Royal – 
Audio Guided in the Castle
Take in the wonder of the expansive 
Palace of Versailles. Enjoy an audio 

guide as your explore at your own pace.

Adult from £73pp 
Child from £55.50pp

Moulin Rouge Show and 
Dinner – Menu Mistinguett

Immerse yourself in a show and 
dinner at the Moulin Rouge. Enjoy 

the diff erent acts, including the iconic 
French Can-can.

Adult from £208pp

Bateaux Parisiens Dinner Cruise 
at 8:30pm – Etoile Service 

Experience the magic of Paris with views from the Seine. 
View the splendour of the city of lights at dusk while 

relaxing and enjoying a sumptuous meal.

Adult from £92.50pp | Child from £38.50pp

Code: 21072 Code: 8234 Code: 20475 

P
A

R
ISAdd attractions 

& experiences
to your Super Break
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Alane Hotel – Gare du Nord
Paris

2 Nights Room Only 

Situated at the heart of this stylish city, conveniently close to 
Gare de l’Est and Gare du Nord, this family owned and run hotel 
is a cosy and friendly place to stay. A 2 minute walk to the metro 
station gives you access to many of the city’s top attractions.

Code: 14034

In-house  
bar

Central 
location

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 23 km   RGare de l’Est 160 metres

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £222pp

Flight inclusive  
from £212pp

Extra Night  
from £56pp+

Best Western Premier Horset Opera
Paris

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Enjoy this unrivalled location whilst staying in a spacious, light and 
boutique style guest rooms. Set in-between the Opéra Garnier and 
the Louvre Museum, the Best Western Premier Horset Opera is 
perfectly placed for exploring all the shops, restaurants and famous 
landmarks of Paris.

Code: 8751

Ideal  
location

Bar  
on-site

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 33 km   mOpéra 150 metres

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £328pp

Flight inclusive  
from £318pp

Extra Night  
from £109pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £203pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £213pp

Extra Night from £58pp+Code: 21196

 

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 30 km   RGare du Nord 300 metres

Appia La Fayette
Paris
Appia La Fayette is situated near Montmartre and Sacré-Cœur in 
Paris and offers a comfortable and peaceful stay. Enjoy luxury in a 
great location close to public transport links making getting around 
and visiting the local attractions effortless. 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £187pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £189pp

Extra Night from £59pp+Code: 21072 

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 25 km   mAnvers (Sacré-Cœur) 210 metres

Bellevue Montmarte
Paris
Located in Sacré-Cœur, Montmarte, this hotel is right at the centre 
of the bustling neighbourhood filled with cafes, theatres, and 
restaurants.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £254pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £251pp

Extra Night from £77pp+Code: 17905

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 23 km   R Gare de l’Est 250 metres

Beaugrenelle Tour Eiffel
Paris
This comfortable hotel is located on the left bank in central Paris, 
just a 10-minute stroll from the Eiffel Tower. Dupleix Metro Station 
is 240 metres away, providing access to the Arc de Triomphe, 
Montparnesse and the famous Champs-Élysées. 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £191pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £241pp

Extra Night from £46pp+Code: 12812 

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 35 km   RGaîté Line 13 400 metres

Campanile Maine Montparnasse
Paris
This hotel is a fantastic base for your Paris break. Located close to 
rail and subway stations, you can travel across the city with ease, as 
well as visit many attractions just a short walk away.

Turn your visit into an experience – add attractions and tours
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Best Western Ronceray Opéra
Paris

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Situated in a stunning 19th century building, this comfortable hotel 
is close to Opéra Garnier, in the heart of Paris, and major Parisian 
department stores are just a short walk away.

Code: 8779

Ideal  
location

Historic 
building

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 25 km   mGrands Boulevards 180 metres

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £233pp

Flight inclusive  
from £233pp

Extra Night  
from £68pp+

Holiday Inn Paris – Montmartre
Paris

2 Nights Room Only 

Offering rooms that are contemporary design and comfortable, 
creating a spacious place to relax on your short break to Paris. 
Enjoy a delicious buffet breakfast on the hotel’s sunny terrace 
or, alternatively, you can relax with a drink in the stylish Bar and 
Lounge, where traditional French meals are served.

Code: 16903

Outdoor 
terrace

Bar and 
lounge 
on-site

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 22.8 km   RGare du Nord 2.1 km

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £274pp

Flight inclusive  
from £216pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £272pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £282pp

Extra Night from £133pp+Code: 8234

 

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 30 km   mRepublique 150 metres

Crowne Plaza Paris Republique
Paris
Situated on the Place de la République, close to Le Marais and the 
Grands Boulevards, this large but well designed hotel is perfectly 
placed in the heart of the French capital.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £220pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £205pp

Extra Night from £50pp+Code: 8826 

p Charles de Gaulle 26 km   RGare du Nord 650 metres

Grand Hotel de Paris - Gare du Nord
Paris
A close walk from Gare du Nord railway station, this hotel is perfect 
if travelling by Eurostar. You can easily access the rest of Paris by 
metro, making it a great base for your short break.

2 Nights  
Room Only 

Flight inclusive  
from £183pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £190pp

Extra Night from £54pp+Code: 17386

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 21 km   mLa Chappelle 150 metres

Faubourg Hotel 216-224 – Gare du Nord
Paris
This great value, contemporary hotel, with recently renovated public 
areas, is ideally situated near the Gare du Nord Metro station, 
giving you access in minutes to so many of this fabulous city’s top 
attractions.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £236pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £246pp

Extra Night from £96pp+Code: 8251

p Charles de Gaulle 25 km   RGare de l'Est 100 metres

Holiday Inn Paris Gare de l’Est
Paris
Housed in a grand, century-old building with stained-glass windows, 
this contemporary hotel is conveniently located opposite Gare de 
l'Est, and just a short walk from Gare du Nord, which welcomes the 
Eurostar.
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Plaza Tour Eiffel
Paris

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Ideally located in the 16th district which offers a multitude of 
museums, this hotel is close to the Eiffel Tower, restaurants and 
luxury boutiques and shops. Trocadero Metro is a five minute walk 
away and offers swift transportation across the city.

Code: 19831

Fitness  
centre

Stunning 
views

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 32 km   mTrocadero 300 metres

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £342pp

Flight inclusive  
from £331pp

Extra Night  
from £116pp+

Palm Astotel
Paris

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This newly renovated hotel is ideally located next to the Garnier 
Opera, and situated between Gare du Nord and Gare de l’Est rail 
stations meaning you can easily visit all the top attractions in Paris 
and beyond.

Code: 12912 

Sumptuous 
buffet 

breakfast 

Great 
transport 

links

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 35 km   RGare Du Nord 850 metres

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £256pp

Flight inclusive  
from £208pp

Extra Night  
from £69pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £237pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £247pp

Extra Night from £82pp+Code: 16928

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 29 km   mGrands Boulevards 60 metres

Holiday Inn Paris Opera – Grands Blvds
Paris
Just a minute’s walk from Grands Boulevards Metro Station, with 
many excellent bars and restaurants on the doorstep, the hotel 
provides the ideal location for a central city break, with convenient 
access from Charles de Gaulle and Orly airports.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £208pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £210pp

Extra Night from £64pp+Code: 18687

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 28.6 km   RGare de l’Est 400 metres

Hotel Soft
Paris
Located in the centre of Paris, offering a modern design and very 
friendly atmosphere. The hotel is situated 5 mins from Gare de 
l’Est station and near canal Saint Martin and Place de la République 
giving you the ideal location to explore the French capital.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £184pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £234pp

Extra Night from £46pp+Code: 16126

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 32 km   mPassy 300 metres

Murat Hotel
Paris
This traditional Parisian Haussman style hotel with classic decor, 
built in 1850, is located close to the River Seine. Just minutes away 
from the metro station providing easy access to the Eiffel Tower, the 
Trocadero and the Champs-Élysées.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £279pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £289pp

Extra Night from £90pp+Code: 18233

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 25 km   mCadet 110 metres

Opéra Cadet
Paris
This stylish and graceful hotel, especially popular with British 
guests, is situated just a few steps from the Opéra Garnier, the 
Grands Boulevards and top department stores. 

For more inspiration, visit blog.superbreak.com 
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Renaissance Paris Republique
Paris

2 Nights Room Only

Enjoy a relaxed stay in your comfortable room at the Renaissance 
Paris Republique Hotel. All of Paris’ top attractions and landmarks 
are a short journey away, meaning you can start your French 
adventure as soon as you arrive in the area. 

Code: 20475 

Convenient 
location

On-site  
spa

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 32.7 km   RGare du Nord 1.9 km

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £364pp

Flight inclusive  
from £354pp

Extra Night  
from £127pp+

Timhotel Nation
Paris

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast

The small and friendly Timhotel Nation offers excellent value for 
money and is ideally located with easy access to all the key sights. 
Set near Place de la Nation, it’s just 50 metres from the nearest 
Metro station.

Code: 8091

Hotel 
courtyard

Tranquil 
location

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 28 km   RAvron 50 metres

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £233pp

Flight inclusive  
from £223pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £199pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £209pp

Extra Night from £49pp+Code: 17393

 

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 23.2 km   RGare Du Nord 800 metres

Opera Lafayette Hotel
Paris
Close to Gare du Nord station, making it easy to access the key 
attractions of the city so guests can explore the Opéra Garnier, the 
Louvre, Moulin Rouge, Notre Dame and the Eiffel Tower.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £239pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £240pp

Extra Night from £73pp+Code: 13587 

 

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 26 km   RGare Du Nord 900 metres

Pax Opera
Paris
In the heart of the 9th district, this hotel is close to theatres, 
restaurants, and transport links to the city centre. 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £208pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £258pp

Extra Night from £56pp+Code: 9280

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 30 km   RGare Du Nord 250 metres

Timhotel Paris Gare de l’Est
Paris
Situated in a classic Parisian building, this hotel overlooks the Saint-
Martin canal. Close to the main shopping area, this hotel has easy 
transport links to all the sights and attractions of the city.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £339pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £336pp

Extra Night from £130pp+Code: 18232 

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 27 km   RGare de Versailles Château 1.5 km

Waldorf Astoria Versailles Trianon Palace
Paris
This hotel provides a luxurious retreat from the busy city, located in 
the tranquil grounds of Versailles. Enjoy some of the most exclusive 
golf courses in the country and world class cuisine, while only 30 
minutes from the city.
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Disneyland® 
  Paris…

“Very quick and well organised service. 
Excellent professionalism and relevant 
information needed for my break was 
impeccable.” Super Break Customer, August 2018

Where dreams come true 

You can discover fun for kids, teens and adults at 
Disneyland® Paris. Fairytales take fl ight across 5 
incredible lands fi lled with classic attractions, shows 
and street parades. Rub shoulders with swashbuckling 
pirates, zoom through time and space and look on in 
awe at the unforgettable fi rework and light displays 
over Sleeping Beauty Castle. 

How to get there 

Park & fl ight inclusive breaks 
2 nights accommodation + park tickets 
+ fl ight from £280 per person

Fly to Paris Charles de Gualle (CDG)

Park & Eurostar inclusive breaks 
2 nights accommodation + park tickets 
+ Eurostar from £282 per person
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See more, do more

Disney Loves Jazz 2019
15th June 2019 (evening)

Swing to the rhythm of jazz music through 
Walt Disney Studios Park from gipsy to 

electro jazz bands and share unique moments 
with the jazziest Disney Characters.

Adult/Child from £70pp
Adult/Child - Plus ticket from £88pp

Please note: Tickets for these events include access to Walt Disney Studios Park from 8:00pm to 2:00am. 
Plus tickets include access to Walt Disney Studios Park from 4:00pm to 2:00am.

All Adult/Child prices 

Friday, Saturday or Sunday Ticket 
from £70pp

Plus Friday, Saturday or Sunday 
Ticket from £88pp 

2 Night Ticket: 
Friday & Saturday 

OR Saturday & Sunday from £125pp  

3 Night Ticket: 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 

from £188pp

Electroland 2019
5th – 7th July 2019

Get ready to party as electro takes over Walt Disney Studios Park 
with world-famous DJs performing live.

Prices for a family of 4 (2 adults and 2 children) including hotel & Disneyland® Paris tickets
3 Day entrance + Hotel from £790 per family of 4  |  4 Day entrance + Hotel from £1,070 per family of 4
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Disneyland® Park
The story begins in Main Street, U.S.A. 
Then, saddle up for some serious fun in 
Frontierland, set sail for Adventureland, 

take fl ight into Fantasyland to meet 
Disney princes and princesses or, 

discover extraordinary visions of the 
future in Discoveryland!

Disney® Village
Ideally situated between the 

Disneyland® Park, the Walt Disney 
Studios® Park and the Disney® Hotels, 

Disney® Village allows you to get a taste 
of America. Boutiques, bars, restaurants 

and the Buff alo Bill’s Wild West 
Dinner-Show and much more.

Walt Disney Studios® Park
Welcome to Walt Disney Studios® Park, 
where it’s Lights! Camera! 360° Magic! 
Step through the Studio Gates and let 

your imagination soar. Time to immerse 
yourself in the never-ending, always-

fascinating world of movies, animation 
and television.
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Algonquin’s Explorers Hotel at Disneyland® Paris 
Disneyland® Paris

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Gather your family and set sail for a pirate-themed world of 
adventure!  This hotel is perfect for families; equipped with 
comfortable rooms and located just 1km from the famous 
attractions of Disneyland® Paris Theme Parks. 

Code: 11542

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 34 km   RChessy Marne La Vallée 4 km

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £245pp

Flight inclusive  
from £235pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp+

Vienna House Dream Castle at Disneyland® Paris
Disneyland® Paris

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Live the life of a royal in this luxurious 4-star hotel – inspired by 
historic European castles, this is a regal retreat with a magical twist. 
Plus, the hotel is located just 8 minutes from Disneyland® Paris 
Theme Parks which is accessible by a free shuttle bus. 

Code: 12092

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 35 km   RChessy Marne La Vallée 4 km

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £240pp

Flight inclusive  
from £230pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £206pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £216pp

Extra Night from £44pp+Code: 19936

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 34 km   RChessy Marne La Vallée 2 km 

B&B Hotel Disneyland® Paris
Disneyland® Paris
With it’s close location to the Val d’Europe shopping centre and just 
a few minutes away from Disneyland® Paris Theme Parks on the free 
shuttle bus – this hotel really is ideal for families.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £183pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £193pp

Extra Night from £38pp+Code: 17486

Rp Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 38 km   RVal d’Europe 500 metres

Apartments Residhome Val d’Europe
Disneyland® Paris
These sophisticated and modern apartments are located within 
close proximity to the Disneyland® Paris Theme Parks, La Vallée 
Village designer outlet centre and SEA LIFE aquarium – making this 
the ideal base for families looking for a home from home.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £224pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £234pp

Extra Night from £45pp+Code: 11017

 

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 35 km  RChessy Marne La Vallée 2 km

Hotel Campanile Val de France
Disneyland® Paris
This Disney® associated hotel is just minutes from the park which 
is accessible via the free shuttle service. Nestled in the French 
countryside, this charming property is both family friendly and 
functional – making it one of the most popular places to stay.

2 Nights  
 Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £196pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £206pp

Extra Night from £56pp+Code: 18296

Rp Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 25 km   RNoisy-le-Grand Mont d’Est 1.3 km 

Novotel Marne la Vallée Noisy le Grand
Near Disneyland® Paris
Perfect for families to experience the magic of Disneyland® Paris 
Theme Parks and for exploring the city of Paris. Great shopping is 
just 20 minutes away at the La Vallée Village designer outlet and Val 
d’Europe shopping centre. 

See our full range of hotels and destinations online 
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Vienna House Magic Circus Hotel
Disneyland® Paris

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Surrounded by peaceful gardens, this family friendly hotel is 
minutes from the Disneyland® Paris Theme Parks thanks to the 
free shuttle service.  With brightly coloured rooms and images 
of acrobats, jugglers and clowns throughout, this hotel has a real 
circus feel.

Code: 16350

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 45 km   RChessy Marne La Vallée 3 km

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £228pp

Flight inclusive  
from £218pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp+

Holiday Inn Paris – Marne La Vallée
Disneyland® Paris

2 Nights Room Only

Superbly located just 20 minutes from the centre of Paris, making 
this the perfect destination for enjoying the magic of Disneyland® 
Paris Theme Parks. The Vallée Village designer outlet is also close 
at hand; perfect for those who love a shopping spree. 

Code: 16913

p Roissy-Charles de Gaulle 39 km   RNoisy-le-Grand Mont d’Est 4 km

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £205pp

Flight inclusive  
from £182pp

Extra Night  
from £53pp+

Clan Comfort Cottages
Hidden in the heart of the forest these cottages have 
playful décor with a welcoming feel. Choose from 2 or 3 
bedrooms. All cottages have an outside terrace and vast 
windows to enjoy the woodland views. 

Cocoon VIP Cottage or Apartment
Overlooking the Lakeside Promenade or next to the 
lake, offering a luxurious feel. Extra touches include a 
jacuzzi bath, Nespresso coffee machine and a wood 
burning stove.

Country Premium Apartments or Cottages
These rustic retreats are nestled by the lake or overlooking 
the Extraordinary Gardens. Each cosy escape has 
contemporary décor and an English countryside feel. 
Choose from 1 to 3 bedrooms.   

Flight inclusive breaks
4 Nights Room Only + flight  
from £249 per person

Fly to Paris Charles de Gaulle (CDG)

Eurostar inclusive breaks
4 Nights Room Only + Eurostar  
from £300 per person

Les Villages Nature® Paris is a brand new eco-village offering a completely new 
holiday experience just minutes from Disneyland® Paris. Developed in original 
woodland it has been designed to bring man in harmony with nature.  

Explore all five immersive worlds and the unforgettable experiences they offer. 
There are over 60 activities to enjoy including; the Extraordinary Gardens and the 
Forest of Legends, forest shows, segway tours and more.

All accommodation comes with modern facilities including a well-equipped kitchen 
and parking as standard. Plus, you can choose to stay for 3, 4 or 7 nights in this 
stunning carbon-neutral environment.
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This is the
   Lille life… 

Discover the beating heart of Europe 
Thriving and vibrant, this northern French city is bursting with 
Flemish infl uences. Once a bustling merchant centre, Lille has 
become a cultural hub with museums, shops, cafes and bars. 
Beautiful 17th century architecture abounds in Vieux Lille where 
you can stroll through pretty cobbled streets to the buzzing 
square at Grande Place. Art enthusiasts will enjoy exploring 
Palais des Beaux-Arts and its wonderful masterpieces. 

Explore with a Lille City Pass
Discover the gems of the city by metro, tramway or bus 
with this versatile pass. Enjoy free entry to 28 fascinating 
attractions from the Lille Fine Arts Museum to the 
birthplace of Charles de Gaulle. 

48 Hour Pass – Adult/Child from £39pp 
72 Hour Pass – Adult/Child from £44pp 

The Old Stock Exchange
Located in the Grande Place market 
square and made up of 24 little 
houses around a beautiful arched 
courtyard, the Old Stock Exchange 
is a true architectural treasure and 
defi nitely worth a visit.

Free attraction 

Zoo De Lille 
Off ering a great day out for all, 
Zoo de Lille is small but perfectly 
formed. Housing about 400 animals 
and representing 100 diff erent 
species including monkeys, zebras, 
panthers, rare birds and many more 
over 3.5 hectares.

Tickets available locally 

How to get there 

Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar 
from £138 per person

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break

Connect your Eurostar break by adding UK rail from your local station
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L
IL

L
EHoliday Inn Express Lille – Centre

Lille

2 Nights Room Only 

Set on the Bis Rue Leon Gambetta, where you can fi nd some of 
Lille’s fi nest shopping and dining. Only a 20 minute walk from the 
cobbled streets of the Old Town and a short distance from the 
Eurostar terminal.

Code: 18425

Central 
location

Air 
conditioned 

rooms

p Cormontaigne 1.6 km   RLille 11 km

 

Eurostar inclusive 
from £159pp

Extra Night 
from £41pp+

Crowne Plaza Lille – Euralille
Lille

2 Nights Room Only 

Handily located directly opposite the Gare de Lille-Europe
rail station, the Crowne Plaza Lille is a striking hotel right in
the centre of the vibrant French city. The world-famous colourful 
Flemish architecture of Vieux Lille is a mere stone’s throw from the 
hotel, and the Musee des Beaux-Arts is also within walking distance.

Code: 18426

On-site 
restaurant 

Near 
Eurostar 
station

p Lille 12 km   RGare de Lille-Europe Opposite  

 

Eurostar inclusive 
from £243pp

Extra Night 
from £48pp+

Code: 11048

 

p Lille 10 km    RGare de Lille 500 metres

De La Paix Hotel
Lille
This historic hotel is situated in the city centre yet provides a 
peaceful and charming atmosphere. The city’s attractions can all be 
easily reached from the hotel – explore the Grand Place, Old Lille 
and more. 

Code: 13194

p Lille 10 km   RLille Europe 400 metres 

Barriere Lille Hotel
Lille
This contemporary luxury 5-star hotel is in the heart of the Euralille 
district, 10 minutes from the historic centre and 5 minutes from the 
Lille Europe and Lille Flanders train stations. Guests can also make 
use of the well-being area.

Code: 8300

 

p Lille 11 km    RGare de Lille 800 metres

Grand Hotel Bellevue
Lille
The Grand Hotel Bellevue is in the heart of Flanders capital city, 
just opposite the Grand Place, the Old Stock exchange and the 
Chamber of Commerce. A few steps away from the historical 
district of Lille and five minutes away from the Lille Grand Palais.

Code: 13198

 

p Lille 9.7 km   RLille Flandres 300 metres

Sejours et Affaires Lille Europe
Lille
Enjoy a pleasant setting and a warm welcome. Located in the main 
business district with fantastic transport links from Lille-Flandres 
and Lille-Europe train stations providing easy access to central Lille. 

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive 
from £272pp

Extra Night 
from £75pp+

2 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive 
from £231pp

Extra Night 
from £77pp+

2 Nights 
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive 
from £280pp

Extra Night 
from £92pp+

2 Nights 
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive 
from £138pp

Extra Night 
from £31pp+
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Sunkissed bliss…

“I book every year with Super Break. 
They are efficient, friendly and always 
deliver. I would highly recommend them.” 
Super Break Customer, January 2019

Discover luxury in the French Riviera 

Put simply, the French Riviera is full of promises it can 
keep. But where to travel? At a glance, you’ll discover Nice, 
Monaco and Cannes. Dig a little deeper and uncover a 
whole host of stunning villages, quaint medieval island towns 
and striking landscapes all along the coast. 

Oozing with style, sunshine and glorious beaches, France’s 
little slice of the Mediterranean serves as the perfect 
example of what holidaying should look like – a beautiful 
blue sky and a turquoise sea. All you need now is a cocktail 
for company and a friend to share it all with. Yes, please. 

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £178 per person

Fly to Nice Cote d’Azur Airport (NCE)
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
5  InterContinental Carlton 

Cannes – see page 44

For great value, stay at the 
3  Monsigny Hotel 

– see page 45

Relax at the 
4  Columbus Hotel 

– see page 44

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 21080 Code: 17577 Code: 16969

Villa Ephrussi de Rothschild 
Located at Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat on the French Riviera. 

The villa was designed by the French architect Aaron 
Messiah, and constructed between 1905 and 1912 by 

Baroness Béatrice de Rothschild.

Free attraction

Old Town and Port of Antibes
Here you can fi nd yachts that are 

overlooked by the amazing Fort Carré, 
designed and built by Vauban, Louis 
XIV’s military genius, as a fortress to 

defend the town.

Free attraction

Castle Hill of Nice 
The Castle of Nice was a citadel used 
for military purposes. Built at the top 
of a hill, it stood overlooking the bay 
of Nice from the 11th century to the 

18th century. 

Free attraction

Marche aux Fleurs Cours 
Saleya

This traditional market attracts visitors 
from all over the world with its array of 
beautiful fl owers and fresh vegetables.

Free attraction

Casino de Monte Carlo 
The Monte Carlo Casino is a gambling and entertainment 
complex located in Monaco. It includes a casino, the Grand 

Théâtre de Monte Carlo, and the offi  ce of Les Ballets de 
Monte Carlo.

Free attraction
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Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Monte Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort
Monte Carlo

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Positioned east of the Larvotto peninsula on Avenue Princesse 
Grace, the Monte Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort boasts sweeping views 
of Roquebrune-Cap-Martin and the Monte-Carlo Beach complex.

Code: 8463

Exclusive 
resort

Award 
winning

p Nice Côte d'Azur 33 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £342pp

Extra Night  
from £133pp+

Golden Tulip Cannes – Hotel de Paris
Cannes

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This turn-of-the century mansion, dating back to 1880, is situated 
just 5 minutes walk from the prestigious Croisette, the Palais des 
Festivals and the private Beach Le Rado Plage, for easy exploring.

Code: 8805

Central 
location

Piano bar

p Nice Cote d'Azur 25 km   RCannes 800 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £209pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp+

Code: 8287

 

p Nice Cote d'Azur 28 km   RCannes 1 km 

Hotel Des Orangers
Cannes
On the French Riviera, overlooking the Bay of Cannes on the 
heights of Le Suquet and just 350 metres from the beach. Recently 
refurbished to a very high standard, so you can enjoy the perfect 
relaxing break.

Code: 16969

 

p Cannes-Mandelieu 7.5 km   RGare de Cannes 1 km 

InterContinental Carlton Cannes
Cannes
Ideally placed on the Boulevard de La Croisette, famous for 
its designer boutiques and the Cannes Film Festival, the hotel 
overlooks the Bay of Cannes and is excellently situated for getting 
around the city’s most famous sights.

Code: 20212

 

p Nice Cote d'Azur 30 km   RGare de Cannes - Adjacent 

Best Western Plus Cannes Riviera & Spa
Cannes
Perfectly located, moments away from the beautiful beaches and 
shopping area, and a few minutes walk from the nearest train station, 
the cobbled streets and the restaurants of Le Suquet Quarter.

Code: 17577

 

p Nice Cote d'Azur 30 km   RMonte Carlo 2 km 

Columbus Hotel
Monte Carlo
Conveniently located opposite the heliport and only a few minutes 
away from the Place du Casino, this beautifully decorated hotel is 
set in Fontvieille near the harbour, offering commanding views.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £229pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £196pp

Extra Night  
from £117pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £333pp

Extra Night  
from £102pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £180pp

Extra Night  
from £34pp+
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Nice Riviera Hotel
Nice

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast  

Ideally situated in the heart of Nice on the French Riviera, a few 
steps away from the beaches, the Old Town and the shopping area. 
After a busy day exploring, the wellness area is perfect for relaxing, 
offering a jacuzzi, sauna with a heated indoor swimming pool and 
selection of Spa treatments (charges apply). 

Code: 17981

Indoor  
pool

Close to the 
beach

p Nice Côte d'Azur 8 km   RNice 1 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £251pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp+

Ellington Hotel
Nice

3 Nights Room Only 

In an elegant district in the heart of Nice, just a five-minute walk 
from the beach and shopping street, the beautifully furnished 
Ellington has an air of casual refinement, typical of 1920’s Riviera 
style.

Code: 8821

Central 
location

Daily 
Happy 
Hour

p Nice Côte d'Azur 8.5 km   RThiers 800 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £220pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp+

Code: 17822

 

p Nice Côte d'Azur 7 km   RNice 750 metres

Splendid Hotel & Spa
Nice
Set in the centre of this stylish city, just 600 metres from the famous 
Promenade des Anglais, this hotel is perfectly placed for exploring 
or relaxing. 

Code: 21080

 

p Nice Côte d'Azur 8 km   RGare de Nice Ville 750 metres 

Monsigny Hotel
Nice
This fully renovated hotel is located in a quiet, pedestrian area of 
Nice, just minutes from the Place Massena, Nice old town and the 
famous Promenade des Anglais with its beaches. 

Code: 13575

 

p Nice Côte d'Azur 7 km   RNice 800 metres 

Massena Hotel
Nice
Nestling in the heart of Nice, next to the Massena Square and the 
beaches, this hotel with its famous Belle Epoque façade, puts the 
wonderful old city centre of Nice on your doorstep, and is within 
easy reach of the airport, too.

Code: 20384

p Nice Côte d'Azur 15 km   RNice 1 km

Nice Excelsior 
Nice
The Hotel Nice Excelsior is ideally located in downtown Nice, 
housed in a beautiful 19th-century building. Situated near the 
Promenade des Anglais, the city center and Nice railway station, 
perfect for a short break.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £178pp

Extra Night  
from £60pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £295pp

Extra Night  
from £84pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £253pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £210pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+
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Discover Jersey 
        & Guernsey…

“Helpful, polite, always great 
accommodation and great value 
for money.” Super Break Customer, March 2019

Fall in love with the Channel Islands 

Although proudly independent, Jersey, Guernsey and the 
rest of the Channel Islands serve as a bridge between two 
very diff erent cultures. Part of the UK but just 14 miles from 
the coast of Normandy – not quite British and not quite 
French – Jersey and Guernsey have found a way to enjoy the 
best of both worlds while carving out a place of their own. 

Indulge in beautiful cuisine, get lost in a rich soup of history, 
bathe in the warmer waters brought in by the Gulf Stream 
and revel in the calm and quiet that comes with secluded 
island life. 
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How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £154 per person

Fly to Jersey (JER) or Guernsey (GCI) 
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 5
The Old Government House 

Hotel & Spa – see page 49

For great value, stay at the 
2  Talana Hotel 

– see page 48

Relax at the 
4  Pomme d’Or Hotel 

– see page 49

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 17943 Code: 7999 Code: 12840

St. Aubin’s Bay, Jersey
St Aubin’s Bay lies on Jersey’s south coast stretching from St 
Helier Harbour to St Aubin’s Harbour, off ering long expanse 

of soft sandy beach.

Free attraction

La Vallette bathing pools, 
Guernsey

Located on the east coast of the 
island, La Vallette bathing pools have 
been off ering safe and fresh salt water 

swimming with the whole family for 
150 years.

Free attraction

La Mare Wine Estate, Jersey
Spend a day exploring Jersey’s local 

food and drink culture with a seasonal 
wine tasting tour, explore 20 acres of 
picturesque grounds, try your hand 

at chocolate or gin making and much 
more. 

Tours are bookable direct 
with attraction

Jersey National Park
Discover miles of unspoiled beaches, 

an abundance of activities, rich history 
and the beautiful coastal environment 
and the natural diversity of this breath-

taking National Park.

Free attraction

Cobo Bay, Guernsey
One of Guernsey’s treasures and one of the island’s most 
popular beaches, hosting beautiful white sands, intriguing 

rock pools and crystal-clear waters.

Free attraction
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Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Merton Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast

Located close to St. Helier, just a short walk from Howard Davis 
Park, which is close to the main shopping area. Guests can also 
experience the thrill of surfing with the FlowRider™ which allows 
anyone to try their hand at surfing – no wind, no tides, just fun.

Code: 7998

FlowRider™ 
surf wave

Family-
friendly

p Jersey 8 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £183pp

Extra Night  
from £65pp+

Mayfair Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey

2 Nights Room Only 

A great value hotel just a few minutes’ walk from the shops, the 
harbour of St. Helier, and a 10 minute stroll from the beach at 
Havre des Pas. Guests can take advantage of the leisure facilities 
including the Jacuzzi, steam bath, indoor swimming pool and gym.

Code: 7885

Near the 
beach

Health club 
access

p Jersey 9 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £154pp

Extra Night  
from £33pp+

Code: 13348

 

p Jersey 2 km

Stafford Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
Conveniently situated in the heart of St. Helier, close to the main 
shopping areas and within easy walking distance of beautiful beach 
of St. Aubin's Bay, dominated by the picturesque Elizabeth Castle.

Code: 17943

 

p Jersey 9.6 km

Talana Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
A family run hotel full of charm in the suburbs of St. Saviour, 
approximately 20 minutes walk from the town centre, the beach, 
golf course, squash and tennis courts. 

Code: 7894

p Jersey 8 km

Revere Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
Situated on the fringe of the shopping mall and only a few minutes 
walk from the Esplanade and beach. The hotel features a choice of 
two restaurants and a bar with open log fires in the colder months.

Code: 20706

 

p Jersey 8 km

Fort D'Auvergne Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey
The Fort d’Auvergne Hotel is built in a traditional style and is set  
on the wonderful St. Helier shore in a unique location. The hotel 
boasts a prime maritime position and is one of the best located in  
St. Helier.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £187pp

Extra Night  
from £44pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £174pp

Extra Night  
from £37pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £204pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £213pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+
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St. Pierre Park Hotel, Spa & Golf Resort
St. Peter Port, Guernsey

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

A fabulous 4-star resort hotel, set within 35 acres of stunning 
parkland boasting an impressive onsite golf course and relaxing 
spa. If you’re looking for a break that blends relaxation with a wide 
range of leisure activities, you’ve found it. 

Code: 16648

35 acre 
grounds 

Golf course

p Guernsey 3 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £296pp

Extra Night  
from £71pp+

Pomme d’Or Hotel
St. Helier, Jersey

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Ideally situated, overlooking the town’s marina and Liberation 
Square only 200 metres from Jersey’s main shopping area and 
museums – an ideal base from which to explore Jersey.

Code: 7999

Central 
location

Restaurant 
with views

p Jersey 8 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £255pp

Extra Night  
from £86pp+

Code: 7892

p Jersey 7 km

The Inn Boutique
St. Helier, Jersey
Located just a short stroll from St. Helier. Offering fresh, local and 
home-made quality and inexpensive food at The Inn, the hotel’s 
onsite restaurant. 

Code: 7995

 

p Jersey 8 km

The Royal Yacht
St. Helier, Jersey
This modern and elegant hotel is situated in St. Helier with its many 
shops, bars and restaurants on the doorstep. Plus, you’ll be spoilt 
for choice with three restaurants and four bars to choose from 
throughout your stay.

Code: 8201

 

p Jersey 7 km 

Grand Jersey Hotel & Spa
St. Helier, Jersey
Stylish and sophisticated – the 5 star Grand Jersey Hotel & 
Spa combines all the ingredients for a memorable short break 
with award-winning spa facilities, sophisticated restaurants and 
exceptional service.

Code: 12840

 

p Guernsey 6 km

The Old Government House Hotel
Nr. St. Peter Port, Guernsey
Dating back to 1858 and located in the heart of the island’s capital, 
St. Peter Port, this elegant and luxurious hotel is a perfect spot 
from where to explore Guernsey. Plus, the hotel is home to an AA 
Rosette restaurant.  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £180pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £251pp

Extra Night  
from £99pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £201pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £497pp

Extra Night  
from £124pp+
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She is handsome,
   she is pretty…

“Booking with Super Break was a straight 
forward procedure, no hassle. I have 
booked with them before and will no 
doubt do so again.” Super Break Customer, March 2019

Discover Belfast & Northern Ireland  

In recent years, the Emerald Isle has enjoyed a new wave of 
interest, partly in thanks to the immensely popular TV series 
Game of Thrones. But Northern Ireland has always been a 
land fi lled with fantasies, a melting pot of history with some 
of the most breath-taking scenery this side of the Atlantic. 

And what of Belfast? The capital, the beating heart of this 
great green land, still vibrates with life, laughter and song. 
As for the Irish charm, what they say is true. If you didn’t 
pack a smile on your way here, you’ll have one when you 
leave. Sláinte!

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £104 per person

Fly to Belfast City George Best (BHD), 
Belfast International (BFS) 
or City of Derry (LDY)
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 5
The Culloden Estate and Spa 

– see page 53

For great value, stay at the 
3  Holiday Inn Express Belfast 

– see page 52

Relax at the 
4  Europa Belfast

– see page 52

Save Spend Splurge

Code: 8140 Code: 8113 Code: 8114
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See more, do more

Belfast Sightseeing Bus Tour
City Sightseeing Belfast – The open top bus tour now 

has 20 stops around the city for you to hop on and hop off  
and discover Belfast.

Adult from £12.50pp | Child from £6pp

Riverwatch Aquarium – 
Derry/Londonderry 

The Riverwatch Aquarium is a great 
place for families to spend the day. See 
lobster, crabs, starfi sh and lots of other 
unusual marine fi sh and crustaceans in 

the lough and seashore life tanks.

Free attraction

Cave Hill and Belfast Castle
Cave Hill has been synonymous with 
Belfast for generations, with its iconic 

outline visible throughout the city. 
Named for the fi ve caves located on 

the side of the cliff s, contains a wealth 
of natural and historical features.

Free attraction

Divis and the Black Mountain 
– Belfast

Divis and the Black Mountain are the 
highest points in the city, boasting 

amazing views. Meaning black ridge 
refers to the dark basalt that provide a 

backdrop to the cityscape.

Free attraction

Belfast City Hall
Belfast City Hall fi rst opened its doors in August 1906 and 
is located in the heart of Belfast, and this imposing building 

was completed as a symbol of Belfast’s new city status 
granted by Queen Victoria.

Free attraction

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Stormont Hotel
Belfast

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast

The Stormont Hotel combines a great location, just 4 miles from 
the centre of Belfast, with luxury 4 star accommodation to create 
the perfect getaway. Spend a day visiting all the sights and shops 
of the nearby city or stay at the hotel and enjoy the fantastic 
facilities onsite.

Code: 8112

Cocktail 
lounge

Peaceful 
location

p Belfast City George Best 5 km   RCentral Station 3 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £156pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp+

Ramada Encore Belfast City Centre Hotel
Belfast

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast

Perfectly located in the fashionable Cathedral Quarter and 
overlooking St Anne's Square, the Ramada Encore Belfast City 
Centre Hotel is an excellent base for discovering everything the 
vibrant city of Belfast has to offer. 

Code: 9312

City centre 
On-site

bar & grill

p Belfast City George Best 5 km   RGreat Victoria Street 2 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £168pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+

Code: 8102

 

p Belfast City George Best 12.5 km

La Mon Hotel & Country Club
Belfast
The La Mon Hotel and Country Club is a luxurious retreat set within 
the beautiful County Down countryside. Here you will find yourself 
in a peaceful and tranquil haven yet just 20 minutes from the 
bustling city of Belfast.

Code: 3160

 

p Belfast City George Best 5 km   RGreat Victoria Street Adjacent

Holiday Inn Belfast City Centre
Belfast
Centrally located in the heart of Belfast, within a short walk to the 
Opera House, Belfast City Hall and for shopping, Victoria Square. 
Great Victoria Train & Bus Station are a few minutes’ walk from the 
hotel.

Code: 8140

p Belfast City George Best 7 km

Holiday Inn Express Belfast
Belfast
The Holiday Inn Express Belfast takes pride of place in the 
University Quarter of the city centre. This contemporary hotel is 
just a short walk from all the shops, bars, restaurants and landmarks 
of Belfast.

Code: 8113

 

p Belfast City George Best 6 km   RGreat Victoria Street 100 metres 

Europa Belfast
Belfast
This luxurious four star hotel is perfectly situated in the heart 
of Belfast city centre on the doorstep to all Belfast’s attractions, 
museums and shopping.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £189pp

Extra Night  
from £61pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £121pp

Extra Night  
from £30pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £104pp

Extra Night  
from £34pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £174pp

Extra Night  
from £81pp+
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Hilton Belfast
Belfast

2 Nights Room Only 

Enjoy the hotel's riverside location, just two minutes walk from 
Belfast city centre and St George’s market, in the ideal location for 
those attending a concert. Drink in great city views from higher 
floors.

Code: 8377

City centre 
Executive 

lounge

p Belfast City George Best 24 km    RCentral Station 2 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £125pp

Extra Night  
from £46pp+

Hilton Templepatrick
Belfast

2 Nights Room Only 

Bring the family to the centrally located Hilton Templepatrick 
Hotel & Country Club hotel and country club in Templepatrick, 
presenting 220 acres of beautiful wooded parkland within the 
Castle Upton Estate, just 10 minutes from Belfast International 
Airport.

Code: 18196

Countryside 
haven 

Spacious 
bedrooms

p Belfast International 7 miles 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £114pp

Extra Night  
from £30pp+

Code: 8110

 

p City Of Derry 15 km    RLondonderry 2 km

Everglades Hotel
Derry/Londonderry
In a peaceful and scenic location, overlooking the River Foyle, 
this hotel – renowned for its hospitality from the Hastings Hotel 
Group – is only five minutes from the historic city centre of Derry – 
Londonderry.

Code: 8122

 

p Belfast International 6.5 km

Holiday Inn Express Antrim
Antrim
Perfectly placed for shoppers, tourists and business parties alike. 
Located at Junction One, Ireland’s biggest shopping outlet and just 
30 minutes from Belfast it is the perfect base from which to explore.

Code: 20954

 

p Belfast City George Best 12.9 km   RBelfast City 6.4 km

Crowne Plaza Belfast
Belfast
Situated in the picturesque surroundings of Lagan Valley Regional 
Park, this modern and stylish hotel is just 10 minutes by car from 
Belfast's thriving city centre.

Code: 8114

 

p Belfast City George Best 39 km   RCentral Station 12 km

The Culloden Estate and Spa
Belfast
The Culloden Estate and Spa is a luxurious hotel on the wooded 
slopes of the Holywood Hills, overlooking the County Antrim 
coastline. This grand hotel was the official palace for the Bishop of 
Down and sits within 12 acres of lush parkland.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £204pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £105pp

Extra Night  
from £32pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £133pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £280pp

Extra Night  
from £127pp+
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“Easy to book. Great choice of hotels 
and upgrades, which meant we could 
tailor the break to suit ourselves.” 
Super Break Customer, March 2018

Let Ireland leave you charmed 

Dublin, Ireland’s capital and the beating heart of a land as old 
as time. People are drawn here from miles away to dip into the 
nightlife and its off erings. But it’s not all bright lights, bars and 
booze here, there’s plenty of other things to get your teeth 
stuck into. How about a traditional Irish stew? Or, if you’re yet 
to work up an appetite, try out one of the hundreds of tours and 
attractions Dublin has to off er. 

Outside the capital, Ireland’s countryside is some of the most 
stunning in Europe. Lush green hills, thick emerald forests, 
ragged rockfaces, beautiful beaches and breath-taking 
panoramic views adorn this beautiful island.

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £131 per person

Fly to Dublin (DUB), Cork (ORK), 
Shannon (SNN), Kerry (KIR) 
or Knock – Ireland West (NOC) 
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A lush green land…
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Treat yourself! 
Stay at the 4  Hilton Dublin

– see page 57

For great value, stay at the 
4  Plaza Hotel Tallaght 

– see page 57

Relax at the 
4  Temple Bar Hotel 

– see page 57

Save Spend Splurge

Code: 17851 Code: 20382 Code: 18227
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See more, do more

Grease at Dublin Theatre
17 - 28 September 2019 

Dust off  your leather jacket, pull on your bobby-socks and 
take a trip to a simpler time, as bad-boy Danny and girl next 

door Sandy fall in love.

Hotel + breakfast + ticket from £87pp

Dublin Hop-on Hop-off 
48-hour Tour Bus

Enjoy an open-top hop-on hop-off  
bus tour of Dublin and see some of 
Dublin’s great attractions from over 

30 diff erent stops across two amazing 
routes.

Adult from £22pp

EPIC: The Irish Emigration 
Museum 

Discover what it means to be Irish 
through the stories of Irish emigrants 

who became scientists, politicians, 
poets, artists and even outlaws all over 

the world.

Adult from £13pp

Guinness Storehouse
A trip to Dublin wouldn’t be 

the same without a visit to The 
Guinness Storehouse. Housed in an 
old fermentation plant, the visitor 
experience tells the history of this 

world famous stout.

Tickets available locally

The Bodyguard the Musical at Dublin Theatre
7 - 17 August 2019 

Frank Farmer is hired to protect superstar Rachel Marron 
from an unknown stalker. Each expects to be in charge – 

what they don’t expect is to fall in love.

Hotel + breakfast + ticket from £87pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Cassidys Hotel
Dublin

2 Nights Room Only 

‘A little gem in the heart of Dublin’, this stylish, centrally located 
hotel is perfect to explore the delights of the city, like Trinity 
College and the vibrant Temple Bar quarter, just a short walk away.

Code: 7950

On-site  
gym

Central 
location

p Dublin 10 km  RConnolly 750 metres  mTara Street/Connolly 800 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £207pp

Extra Night  
from £55pp+

Russell Court Hotel
Dublin

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Positioned in the heart of the lively Harcourt Street area of Dublin, 
The Russell Court Hotel offers rooms individually styled with a 
unique twist, and makes for an ideal base for guests looking to 
experience the vibrancy of Dublin during a short break in the city. 

Code: 14309

Stone’s  
throw from 
Dublin City 

Centre

On-site bar  
& nightclub

p Dublin 12 km   RConnolly 1 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £189pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+

Code: 7957

 

p Cork 8 km

Maldron Hotel Shandon Cork City
Cork
The recently refurbished Maldron Hotel Shandon Cork City is 
located in the heart of Cork ’s historic cultural quarter on John 
Redmond Street near the famous Shandon Bells. This hotel offers 
the perfect base for exploring this wonderfully historic city.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £177pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp+

Code: 21361

 

p Dublin 27 km

Sheldon Park Hotel
Dublin
A friendly, family owned hotel in a convenient location in Dublin, 
approximately 5 miles from the city centre. Every room features 
large beds, classic décor, modern amenities and a welcoming 
ambience.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £135pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp+

Code: 13086

 

p Cork 8 km

Ambassador Hotel Cork
Cork
Newly refurbished this fabulous hotel and health club is located 
right in Cork ’s thriving city centre. Close to the main shopping 
district and the Old English Market, while the historical Cork City 
Gaol and the Fota Wildlife Park are a short drive away.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £230pp

Extra Night  
from £85pp+

Code: 9890

 

p Dublin 14 km

Dublin Central Inn Talbot Street 
Dublin
Centrally located, this hotel is perfect for those who want to start 
their adventure as soon as they arrive in Ireland. Hop on a bus and 
see the sights of Dublin with ease.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £189pp

Extra Night  
from £69pp+
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Clayton Hotel Cardiff Lane
Dublin

2 Nights Room Only 

This luxurious escape on the River Liffey is ideal to stroll into the 
city’s shopping and theatre areas. Discover the 3 Arena, Grand 
Canal Theatre amongst many visitor attractions.

Code: 6067

On-site bar  
& restaurant

Indoor  
pool, jacuzzi, 

sauna & 
steam  
room

p Dublin 12 km   RConnolly 1 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £245pp

Extra Night  
from £92pp+

Ashling Hotel
Dublin

2 Nights Room Only 

With beautiful views of the River Liffey, this hotel is newly 
refurbished to an exceptional standard. Its fantastic position means 
the city centre and lively Temple Bar are easy to reach, perfect 
for shopping sightseeing and great nightlife, while the Guinness 
Storehouse attraction is close too. 

Code: 13224

Views  
of the River 

Liffey

Hotel  
parking

p Dublin 11 km   RHeuston 550 metres 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £218pp

Extra Night  
from £83pp+

Code: 17851

 

p Dublin 15 km

Plaza Hotel Tallaght 
Dublin
Enjoying a position in the very heart of Tallaght, this hotel provides 
rooms of a 4* standard. The hotel is perfectly situated for guests 
looking to sample the delights of Dublin, which is just 20 minutes 
away by public transport.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £131pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp+

Code: 18227

 

p Dublin 16 km   RDublin Pearse 3 km 

Hilton Dublin
Dublin
Modern and stylish, this hotel overlooks the historic Grand Canal. 
Bright airy bars and a courtyard add to the relaxing atmosphere. It’s 
just a short walk from the St. Stephen’s Green area, the Bord Gáis 
Theatre and Grafton Street.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £230pp

Extra Night  
from £96pp+

Code: 8145

 

p Dublin 10 km   RConnolly Opposite

North Star Hotel
Dublin
Set in a prime location in the heart of Dublin this luxury hotel sits 
near Connolly Railway Station and Luas tram..Top tourist attractions 
like the 32 Arena, lively Temple Bar, O’Connell Street and shopping 
area, Grafton Street are also close by. 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £240pp

Extra Night  
from £81pp+

Code: 20382

 

p Dublin 13 km

Temple Bar Hotel
Dublin
In the heart of Dublin, a mere stone’s throw away from Trinity 
College, the National Museum of Ireland, the Guinness Storehouse, 
Dublin Castle and Grafton Street.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £228pp

Extra Night  
from £79pp+
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Big. Beautiful.
   Belgium.…

“Booking with Super Break is easy
and always offers good value for money 
with a great selection of hotels.” 
Super Break Customer, November 2018

Live the luxury life 

When you think “Belgium”, the fi rst things that come to mind 
are melt-in-your-mouth chocolate and world-class breweries.

Not only is Belgium a culture-rich country nestled on 
beautiful land at the edge of Europe, its cities are full of 
gorgeous historical architecture, traditional Art Nouveau 
cafés and a brilliant nightlife atmosphere. Belgium also has 
more castles per square mile than any other country in the 
world and beaches fi t for a king! 

Whether you visit Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp or Belgium’s 
other beautiful towns, make it special with Super Break. 

How to get there 
Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar 
from £192 per person
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Treat yourself! 
Stay at the 5  Hilton Antwerp  

– see page 66

For great value, stay at the 
3  Floris Ustel Midi 

– see page 66

Relax at the 
4  Crowne Plaza Brussels  

– see page 67

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 18379 Code: 8285 Code: 18231
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Flanders Fields from Brussels
Departing from Brussels on Thursdays and Sundays,

this tour will take you on an emotional journey through
the German Military Cemetery of Vladso. You’ll also

visit the famous Commonwealth Cemetery of Tyne Cot, 
where a staggering 13,000 men lay at rest.

Adult from £76pp  |  Child from £40pp

Grote Markt - Antwerp
Explore the medieval heart of Antwerp 

at Grote Markt (market square) with 
the fascinating Brabo Fountain and

the breath-taking guildhalls.

Free attraction

Brussels Beer Tasting Tour 
Explore what makes Belgium famous 
for its beer with this beer tasting tour, 
showcasing the fi nest beers Brussels 

has to off er.

Adult from £59pp

Mini-Europe - Brussels
Mini-Europe is a miniature theme park 
– the only place where you can visit all 

the countries of the EU in just 
1.5 hours!

Adult from £15pp
Child from £11pp

Brussels Sightseeing Bus Tour
Take a city sightseeing tour around the heart of Brussels 

and visit all the top sites and attractions from the comfort 
of an open top bus.

1 Day Ticket: Adult from £27pp  |  Child from £16pp
2 Day Ticket: Adult from £30pp  |  Child from £17pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Renaissance Brussels Hotel
Brussels

2 Nights Room Only

Due to the central location of this hotel, you’re just moments away 
from some of the top attractions in the city. Browse the Royal 
Palace of Brussels and Avenue Louise, or take a trip to see the 
impressive Atomium.

Code: 20405

Central 
location

Indoor 
pool and  
fitness  
classes

Leonardo Hotel Antwerpen
Antwerp

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This modern, fully renovated hotel in the city’s Diamond District, is 
next to the zoo and the city’s historic mainline rail station. Close by 
are the Rubens Museum and Modern Art Museum.

Code: 14319

Opposite 
central 
station 
and zoo

On-site  
bar

p Antwerp 5 km   RAntwerpen-Central 100 metres

Eurostar inclusive  
from £225pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp+

p Brussels 15 km

• Supplement

Eurostar inclusive  
from £250pp

Extra Night  
from £105pp+

Code: 13987

 

p Antwerp 8 km

Holiday Inn Express Antwerp 
Antwerp
This hotel is located in the city centre and close to the Antwerp 
port. The yacht harbour area offers you a wide choice of 
gastronomic restaurants, pubs and sunny terraces. While drinking a 
cold Belgian beer, you can watch yachts sailing in and out.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £195pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp+

Code: 18379

 

p Brussels 16 km   RLemmonier 100 metres

Floris Ustel Midi 
Antwerp
Combining old-world charm and sophistication, this central hotel 
overlooks the city's historic town square and Belgium's finest 
architecture. Enjoy Belgian cuisine at the bistro-style Terrace Café 
and experience spectacular views of the Cathedral of Our Lady. 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £192pp

Extra Night  
from £68pp+

Code: 18231

 

p Antwerp 6 km   RAntwerpen-Central 1 km 

Hilton Antwerp
Antwerp
Combining old-world charm and sophistication, this central hotel 
overlooks the city's historic town square and Belgium's finest 
architecture. Enjoy Belgian cuisine at the bistro-style Terrace Café 
and experience spectacular views of the Cathedral of Our Lady. 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £277pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp+

Code: 18381

 

p Brussels 13 km   RBourse 125 metres

Floris Arlequin
Antwerp
Combining old-world charm and sophistication, this central hotel 
overlooks the city's historic town square and Belgium's finest 
architecture. Enjoy Belgian cuisine at the bistro-style Terrace Café 
and experience spectacular views of the Cathedral of Our Lady. 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Eurostar inclusive  
from £210pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp+
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Hilton Brussels Grand Place
Brussels

2 Nights Room Only

Find first-class accommodations in the heart of the historic city 
centre between the beautiful Grand Place and the Square Meeting 
and Convention Centre. Rooms are designed with comfort in mind 
and provide thoughtful amenities throughout.

Code: 9834

Close to 
Brussels 
central 
station

Located  
near Grand 

Place

 

p Brussels 21 km

Brussels Marriott Hotel Grand Place 
Brussels
Enjoy four-star sophistication and an outstanding city centre 
location at the Brussels Marriott Hotel Grand Place. Take a tour 
of the surrounding area and learn more about Belgian culture and 
history, or head to the shops and bars for a relaxing afternoon. 

p Brussels 10 km    RRogier adjacent 

Crowne Plaza Brussels
Brussels
An elegant hotel, centrally located, just 5 minutes walk from North 
train station and 25 minutes to the airport, and a short walk from the 
Grand Place.

 

p Brussels 70 km   RGhent St Pieters 2 km 

Gravensteen Hotel
Ghent
A lovely 19th century building set in the heart of Ghent and 
opposite the famous Gravensteen Castle. Relax in the hotel's fitness 
room and sauna before enjoying a taste of world famous Belgian 
beers in the bar. 

p Brussels 15 km   RRogier 100 metres

Hilton Brussels City
Brussels
This comfortable hotel is conveniently located in the heart of 
Brussels near the Rue Neuve shopping district, the World Trade 
Center and the Grand Place and close to the city’s most famous 
attractions.

Ghent River Hotel
Ghent

2 Nights Room Only

Situated on the right bank of the River Leie, making it the only 
hotel in Ghent that can be reached by boat. Just a short walk away 
from the main shopping area and the historic city centre.

Code: 11122

Situated 
on the bank 
of the River 

Leie

On-site 
fitness room 

and sauna

p Brussels 15 km

Eurostar inclusive  
from 307pp

Extra Night  
from £115pp+

p Brussels 5 km   RGhent St Pieters 5 km

Eurostar inclusive  
from £280pp

Extra Night  
from £90pp+

Code: 8285

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £221pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp+

Code: 20407

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £269pp

Extra Night  
from £79pp+

Code: 9042

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £235pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+

Code: 20242

2 Nights  
Room Only

Eurostar inclusive  
from £260pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp+
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Browsing 
     in Bruges…

“We booked a mini cruise to Bruges. 
Absolutely first-class service. 
Would definitely recommend Super 
Break to anyone.” Super Break Customer, November 2018

Explore the Venice of the North 

These days, being medieval is often a sign of 
something outdated or brutish. But such is the charm 
of this beautiful Belgian city, a break in Bruges makes 
medieval look rather pleasant; enchanting even. 

With its winding canals and neat rows of colourful 
Flemish buildings, the architecture within this 
UNESCO World Heritage Site is like something 
straight out of a fairy tale. Couple that with Bruges’ 
world-renowned chocolate and famous beer, you’ve 
got yourself a city in need of exploring. 

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £123 per person

Fly to Brussels International (BRU)

Eurostar inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + Eurostar 
from £188 per person

Transfer in Brussels
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
5  Dukes Palace Hotel 

– see page 62

For great value, stay at the 
3  Hans Memling Hotel 

– see page 60

Relax at the 
4  Hotel Navarra Bruges 

– see page 61

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 8582 Code: 11642 Code: 8395

B
R

U
G

E
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Flanders Fields from Bruges
This tour takes you to Flanders Fields, where you will learn 

about the battlefi elds’ important history during World 
War I. Operates Thursdays & Sundays, March-October.

Adult from £68pp  |  Child from £35.50pp

The Markt
The Market Square of Bruges is the 

heart of the city, fi lled with cafes, 
restaurants, and bars. It’s the perfect 

spot to sit and enjoy the charming 
ambience of Bruges.

Free attraction

Choco-Story, The Chocolate 
Museum

Travel through the process of creating 
chocolate truffl  es starting with the 

ancient Aztecs, to its prominence in 
Belgian cuisine today.

Adult from £8.50pp
Child from £5.50pp

Bourgogne des Flandres 
Brewery

Belgium is famous around the World 
for its beer, so take the chance to have 
a behind the scenes tour to see how it’s 

made, and of course sample some at 
the end.

Buy tickets locally

City Tour Bruges
Sit in comfort on this minibus tour that will take you through 

the city, giving an audio and visual commentary on the 
sights and history of Bruges.

Adult from £17pp  |  Child from £15pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Bryghia Hotel
Bruges

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Well known for its peaceful location on the little Oosterlingen 
Square, this historic hotel dates back to 1478. A short 5 minutes 
walk from Market Square, it also offers views over the picturesque 
canals.

Code: 12848

Canal 
views

Quiet 
location

R Bruges 2 km 

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £263pp

Flight inclusive  
from £208pp

Extra Night  
from £68pp+

Martin’s Brugge
Bruges

2 Nights Room Only

Perfectly located for easy access to Bruges’ finest attractions, this 
centrally situated hotel also offers guests the chance to rent bikes, 
so you can get out and about with ease.

Code: 12199

Relaxed 
atmosphere

Comfortable 
rooms

R Bruges 2 km

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £255pp

Flight inclusive  
from £123pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £233pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £285pp

Extra Night from £58pp+Code: 20769

 

R Bruges 500 metres

Hotel ’t Putje
Bruges
Hotel ’t Putje is ideally located in the heart of Bruges, close to the 
Steenstraat, the Minnewaterpark and the beautiful Market Square, 
as well as the belfry and the town hall of Bruges.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £134pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £188pp

Extra Night from £48pp+Code: 8582

 

R Bruges 1.5 km

Hans Memling Hotel
Bruges
Situated in the very centre of Bruges, this cosy hotel is just a few 
minutes from the Market Place and its famous Belfry. Perfect 
for exploring this World Heritage city, it’s also close to bars and 
restaurants.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £139pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £265pp

Extra Night from £50pp+Code: 18380

 

R Bruges 2 km 

Floris Karos Hotel Bruges
Bruges
A few minutes away from the ancient Market Square, and within 
easy walking distance from many of the historical sights in this 
medieval city, this hotel offers a great central location.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £151pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £265pp

Extra Night from £49pp+Code: 13979

 

R Bruges 800 metres 

Koffieboontje
Bruges
Set in the historic centre, in a quiet, traffic-free shopping street, 
this friendly, family run hotel is in a great location, with the famous 
Market Square on your doorstep.

Many more hotels and locations available online 
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NH Brugge
Bruges

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Ideally located on t’Zand Square, an easy walk from Central 
Station, this quaint hotel with stained glass windows, exposed 
beams and brick fireplaces is tucked into the historic centre. Within 
easy reach of many sights, it’s perfect for a short break in Bruges.

Code: 8436

Good 
location

Spacious 
rooms

R Bruges 500 metres 

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £213pp

Flight inclusive  
from £154pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp+

Relais & Chateaux Hotel Heritage
Bruges

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Enjoy exceptional service at this exquisitely designed private 
mansion dating from 1869. Just a short walk from the Market 
Square and the city’s famous sites.

Code: 8281

Private 
mansion

Stylish 
rooms

R Bruges 2 km 

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £372pp

Flight inclusive  
from £315pp

Extra Night  
from £125pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £183pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £237pp

Extra Night from £55pp+Code: 9092

 

R Bruges 800 metres 

Olympia Hotel
Bruges
Just a 20-minute walk from the historic city centre, this family-
friendly hotel is set in Sint-Michiels. Discover the nearby 
Minnewater area and prominent sights such as the Magdalena 
Concert Hall, the Church of Our Lady and Market Square.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £193pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £243pp

Extra Night from £76pp+Code: 8401

 

R Bruges 2 km 

Hotel Aragon
Bruges
Located in the historic centre of Bruges, this bright, friendly and 
charming hotel is just 200m from the Grote Markt and the Belfry, 
making it easy to explore.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £181pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £238pp

Extra Night from £69pp+Code: 8721

 

R Bruges 3 km 

Europ Hotel Brugge
Bruges
Located 500 metres from the famous Market Square and the town 
centre, this hotel is close to all tourist attractions, offering guests 
the perfect base to relax and unwind after a day of exploring.  

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £178pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £262pp

Extra Night from £70pp+Code: 11642

 

R Bruges 2 km 

Hotel Navarra Bruges
Bruges
One of the city’s finest hotels, set in an elegant 17th century listed 
building, offering four star luxury. Situated close to the famous 
Market Square and main shopping streets of Bruges.
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Grand Hotel Casselbergh Bruges
Bruges

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Located close to the Grote Markt, Belfry, Stadhuis and the Burg, 
this high quality hotel offers superb value and a great base for you 
to explore the historic city of Bruges.

Code: 17507

Ideal  
location

Luxury 
hotel

R Bruges 2 km

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £341pp

Flight inclusive  
from £233pp

Extra Night  
from £98pp+

Hotel Academie
Bruges

2 Nights Room Only 

Situated in the middle of the tourist triangle, this popular hotel is 
just 10 minutes walk from the Market Square, and 5 minutes from 
the famous Minnewater and the Begijnhof.

Code: 9315

Close to 
attractions

Terrace 
garden

R Bruges 500 metres 

 

Eurostar inclusive  
from £333pp

Flight inclusive  
from £174pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £162pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £303pp

Extra Night from £50pp+Code: 11499

 

R Bruges 2 km 

Martin’s Relais
Bruges
Comprised of five exquisite houses on the bank of the Spiegelrei, 
Bruges’ oldest harbour. The hotel stands witness to the city’s 
glorious past. 

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £137pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £196pp

Extra Night from £52pp+Code: 12454

 

R Bruges 3 km 

Rosenburg Hotel
Bruges
Overlooking a charming canal, this elegant hotel is located on a 
small marina in the centre of Bruges. Perfectly placed for exploring, 
just a few minutes’ walk from the medieval centre, with free parking 
outside.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £149pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £208pp

Extra Night from £58pp+Code: 8136

 

R Bruges 3 km  

The Peellaert Hotel
Bruges
An elegant hotel in the heart of Bruges, just 150m from the Market 
Square, this 19th century former aristocratic house blends elegance 
with convenience, with shops and sightseeing close by.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £276pp

Eurostar inclusive  
from £312pp

Extra Night from £119pp+Code: 8395

 

R Bruges 1.5 km 

Dukes Palace Hotel
Bruges
A former residence of the Burgundian aristocracy, this five star hotel 
offers luxury in a stunning location in the heart of the historical city 
of Bruges. Combines contemporary comfort with authentic 15th 
century elegance.

Turn your visit into an experience – add attractions and tours
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Remembering World War I
When the world woke on the 29th June 1914, little did they know that things were about to change. For the day before, 
the Archduke of the Austro-Hungarian empire, Franz Ferdinand and his wife Sophie, Duchess of Hohenberg, had been 
assassinated in the street. 

The resulting aftermath was like nothing anyone had ever seen, a devastating battle on an unfathomable scale involving the 
world’s foremost powers. Nobody expected the war to last as long, or take so many millions of lives. Today, this peaceful 
region keeps our history alive through stunning monuments, fascinating museums and moving war ceremonies. 

Embark on a sobering and poignant commemorative tour as you journey through the legacy left behind by brave men and 
women, remember their sacrifi ces and pay your respects at Flanders Fields.

We can’t think of a more wonderful way to remember our history and those who protected the freedoms we enjoy today.

In Flanders Fields by P&O Ferries 
from £246pp

Tours running: 16th November 2019

Day 1: Step on-board and relax with entertainment, shopping 
and tasty dishes on your comfortable Hull ferry cruise. 

Day 2: Your Super Break coach will whisk you to the medieval 
city of Bruges and then Ypres where you’ll visit the ‘In 
Flanders Field’ Museum.

After checking in at the 4* Novotel Ypres, visit the Menin 
Gate for the moving ‘Last Post Ceremony’ which is sounded 
each evening at 8pm.

Day 3: Your guide will take you on a full day tour of Flanders 
Field including:

  Tyne Cot Cemetery and Visitors Centre

  Lijssenthoek Military Cemetery and Visitors Centre

  Hill 60 – Tunnelling War and Caterpillar Crater

   Essex Farm fi eld hospital

   German Military Cemetery at Vladslo

  Poperinge

A light lunch is also included before boarding your cruise 
ferry and heading home.

Day 4: Arrive in Hull at 8.30am.  

In Flanders Fields by Eurostar 
from £285pp

Tours running: April to November 2019 on Thursdays and 
Sundays

Day 1: Travel to Brussels Midi. Change onto a local Belgian 
Rail service for the short journey to Bruges. After checking 
into your hotel, enjoy your fi rst evening in this stunning 
medieval city.

Day 2: Enjoy a full day tour to the Flanders Fields (runs 
Thursday or Sunday) by coach with a knowledgeable guide. 
The tour includes: 

   WW1 trenches, Essex Farm fi eld hospital & cemetery

  Langemark cemetery and the Brooding Soldier statue

  Tyne Cot Cemetery and Visitors Centre

  Hill 60 or Hill 62

  In Flanders Fields Museum

  A light lunch is included

  Last Post Ceremony at the Menin Gate in Ypres

Return to the centre of Bruges at approximately 9.30pm

Day 3: Explore the wonderful city of Bruges, make sure you 
visit the interactive attraction; the Historium, which takes 
you back to medieval times. 

Day 4: Check out and travel home.

© Belgian Tourism Board for Flanders & Brussels © Belgian Tourism Board for Flanders & Brussels
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Amster-dazzling…

“Always very good prices and deals. 
Easy to navigate the site, always 
efficient and good value.” 
Super Break Customer, February 2019

Dip into the Dam life 

Wonderfully eclectic, maybe a little eccentric, but warm 
and welcoming all the same. Amsterdam is a must-see city. 
Contrary to its reputation as a wild and free party town, 
Amsterdam is also full of old-age charm and elegance, too. 

Meandering canals, distinctively Dutch Renaissance-era 
houses and pretty, green spaces make Amsterdam a lovely 
place to wander. On the other hand, a thriving café culture, 
buzzing markets and world-class nightlife will serve as more 
than enough entertainment throughout your visit. 
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How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £151 per person

Fly to Amsterdam Schiphol (AMS) 

 P&O Mini Cruise breaks
 3 nights accommodation 
 + ferry (2 nights on board) 
 from £155 per person
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 4  
Movenpick Hotel Amsterdam 

City Centre – see page 72

For great value, stay at the 
3  Best Western Amsterdam 

– see page 70

Relax at the 
4  Die Port Van Cleve Hotel 

– see page 70

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 11411 Code: 11050 Code: 17407
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City Sightseeing Amsterdam 
Hop-on Hop-off 24-hours

Take in the sights of the city at your own pace with the 
hop-on hop-off  24-hour pass. Enjoy live commentary while 

visiting the top Amsterdam attractions with ease.

Adult from £21pp | Child from £10.50pp  

Vondelpark 

Don’t miss this iconic park located in 
the city centre. Take a cycle around 

the path, a picnic by the pond, or 
wander around the rose garden and 

discover a true Amsterdam experience. 
Free attraction 

Amsterdam Icebar 

Enjoy a cold one in this chilly 
attraction. Enjoy three drinks, 

including Amsterdam’s famous beer, 
in the frosty surroundings. 

Adult from £19.50pp 

Madame Tussauds 
Amsterdam

It’s your chance to see the wax fi gures 
of all your favourite celebrities, 

along with Dutch personalities from 
throughout history.

Adult from £27pp 
Child from £21pp 

Amsterdam Canal Cruise 
Amsterdam is famous for its picturesque canals, 

so your visit is not complete until you’ve truly experienced 
the city from the water. 

Adult from £9.50pp | Child from £5pp 

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Dutch Design Hotel Artemis
Amsterdam

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Located a 20 minute tram ride from the city centre, this hotel 
provides easy access to all the attractions of Amsterdam, with a 
prime waterside location. This chic hotel is also home to a fantastic 
restaurant complete with a waterside terrace.

Code: 12019 

Waterside 
terrace

Contemporary 
Dutch design

p  Amsterdam-Schiphol 7 km   RLouwesweg 500 metres 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £243pp

Extra Night  
from £88pp+

Albus Boutique Design Hotel
Amsterdam

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast

A recently renovated, boutique hotel located close to Dam Square, 
Leidse Square, Rembrandt Square and many well-known museums, 
within the famous Canal Belt.

Code: 9211

Boutique 
hotel

Restaurant 
on site

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 20 km   RCentral Station 3 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £251pp

Extra Night  
from £95pp+

Code: 11411 

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 10 km   RAmsterdam Central Station 6 km

Best Western Amsterdam
Amsterdam
A spacious and modern hotel located in the southwest part of 
Amsterdam – perfect for taking a relaxing stroll to the Vondelpark, 
exploring Dam Square or to absorb the culture at the Van Gogh 
Museum.

Code: 11050 

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 16 km   RCentral Station 500 metres

Die Port Van Cleve Hotel
Amsterdam
Set in a perfect location in the heart of Amsterdam, this hotel sits 
adjacent to Dam Square within walking distance of the famous 
flower markets.

Code: 18168

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 18 km   RPrins Hendrikkade 300 metres

DoubleTree by Hilton Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Set in the heart of the historic city, next to Central Station, this hotel 
places guests within reach of Amsterdam’s famous shopping streets 
and cultural heritage sites.

Code: 21208

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 22.6 km   RCentral Station 3 km

Doubletree by Hilton Amsterdam – NDSM Wharf
Amsterdam
An upscale boutique hotel located in the NDSM Wharf offering 
a complimentary ferry service to and from the hotel each day 
enabling you to explore the city centre with ease or reach 
Amsterdam Central Station to go further out with ease.

Local attraction tickets can be added to your short break 

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £151pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £267pp

Extra Night  
from £99pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £335pp

Extra Night  
from £134pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £203pp

Extra Night  
from £60pp+
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Lancaster Hotel Amsterdam
Amsterdam

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Enjoy staying in a quiet and exclusive part of the city centre with 
numerous great cafés and restaurants on the doorstep. Close to 
the main attractions and the zoo – great for families.

Code: 17809

City centre 
location!

On site 
restaurant

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 23 km   RPlantage Badlaan 200 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £232pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp+

Eden Hotel Amsterdam
Amsterdam

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This hotel boasts a prime location in the city centre, right next to 
the famous Rembrandt Square. You are just a short bus or tram 
ride away from all of the top museums, shop, and bars throughout 
the city.

Code: 17811 

Canal  
views

Bicycle  
rental

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 21 km   RCentral Station 3.5 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from 256pp

Extra Night  
from £91pp+

Code: 11331

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 18.5 km  RAmsterdam Bijlmer Arena - Adjacent  

Hampton by Hilton Amsterdam Arena/Boulevard
Amsterdam
In the centre of Amsterdam Zuidoost, the most vibrant 
entertainment area, and within walking distance of Amsterdam 
Arena, Heineken Music Hall, bars, restaurants and shops. Schiphol 
Airport is just 10 minutes away by train.

Code: 19974

 

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 22.4 km   RCentral Station 3 km

Hampton by Hilton Amsterdam Centre East
Amsterdam
A modern and charming hotel located close to the city centre, some 
of Amsterdam’s top attractions and only 22 minutes away from 
Schiphol Airport. Stop by the hotel’s 24/7 hub which offers a range 
of delicious snacks and drinks to have on the go.

Code: 16937

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 13 km  RAmsterdam RAI Tram 350 metres

Holiday Inn Amsterdam
Amsterdam
The hotel is conveniently located near to the top city attractions and 
travel links, including Schiphol Airport and Dam Square. It’s a great 
base for a sightseeing break in Amsterdam.

Code: 16939

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 15 km   RAmsterdam, Bullewijk 850 metres

Holiday Inn Express Amsterdam – Arena Towers
Amsterdam
Conveniently situated just 15 minutes by tram from both Schiphol 
Airport and the city centre, and 5 minutes walk from the station. 
Visit the Anne Frank House or top city attractions, including the 
Van Gogh Museum and Dam Square.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £190pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £203pp

Extra Night  
from £85pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £228pp

Extra Night  
from £73pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £205pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp+
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Quentin England
Amsterdam

2 Nights Room Only

Part of the famous ‘United Europe’ building, this hotel is less than 3 
minutes’ walk from the Leidseplein, with casinos, shops, restaurants 
and bars, and within walking distance of the Vondelpark, 
Museumplein and PC Hooftstraat.

Code: 17512

Central 
location!

Peaceful 
city 

retreat

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 20 km   RCentral Station 4 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £244pp

Extra Night  
from £85pp+

Park Hotel Amsterdam
Amsterdam

2 Nights Room Only

Superbly located, a short stroll from the Museum Square, this 
design-led boutique hotel is also close to the Rijksmuseum, the 
Van Gogh Museum and the endlessly pretty Vondelpark.

Code: 8329

Canal 
views!

Fashion 
and museum 

district

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 20 km   RCentral Station 3 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £231pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp+

Code: 21455 

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 25 km   RWaterlooplein 400 metres

Holiday Inn Express Amsterdam – City Hall
Amsterdam
This comfortable hotel is located in the centre of Amsterdam on the 
Valkenburgerstraat. Close to restaurants and top tourist attractions, 
it is perfect for a romantic getaway or short break with friends.

Code: 17407 

 

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 25 km   RCentral Station 1 km 

Movenpick Hotel Amsterdam City Centre
Amsterdam
This luxurious waterfront hotel  is just a few minutes from the centre 
of the old town – the hub of this vibrant city. With a courtesy shuttle 
to the nearby Central Station, which is also walkable, and adjacent 
to the cruise terminal.

Code: 13438

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 20 km   RCentral Station 200 metres 

Koopermoolen Hotel
Amsterdam
This hotel is set in a monumental building dating from 1725, and 
is only 200 metres from Central Station. Dam Square and the 
Kalverstraat shopping area are less than a 15-minute walk.

Code: 20999 

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 15 km   RSloterdijk 200 metres 

Park Inn by Radisson Amsterdam City West
Amsterdam
This stylish hotel, decorated by renowned designer Karim Rashid is 
equipped with a health centre, spa, and casino. Located in the heart 
of Amsterdam, you can easily walk to restaurants, museums, and 
bars.

See our full range of hotels and destinations online  

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £220pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £194pp

Extra Night  
from £64pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £262pp

Extra Night  
from £93pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £245pp

Extra Night  
from £89pp+
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Vondel Hotel
Amsterdam

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Set across seven 18th century townhouses, this boutique 
hotel is ideally located close to the Vondelpark, Dam Square, 
and Rijkmuseum. With its stylish interiors, and classic Dutch 
atmosphere, this hotel is perfect for your Amsterdam short break.

Code: 21602 

Contemporary 
art  

throughout

Dutch  
cuisine 

restaurant

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 14 km   RWeesperplein  2.3 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £285pp

Extra Night  
from £109pp+

Sir Albert
Amsterdam

2 Nights Room Only 

Sir Albert Hotel offers you a luxurious stay combined with a 
fantastic location, a short walk from the famous Museum square. 
A quiet retreat from the bustle of the city, this hotel is the perfect 
spot to unwind after a long day.

Code: 11162 

Former 
diamond 
factory

Chic 
Amsterdam 

design

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 13 km   RAmsterdam Zuid (South) 5 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £261pp

Extra Night  
from £88pp+

Code: 11668

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 15 km   RCentral Station 100 metres

Prins Hendrik
Amsterdam
A charming hotel opposite Central Station, with Anne Frank ’s 
House, the Royal Palace and a number of restaurants, pubs, concert 
halls and theatres close by.

Code: 17511

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 20 km   RCentral Station 4 km

Quentin Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Excellently located in the heart of Amsterdam, this authentic canal 
house hotel is on the famous Leidseplein and close to the main 
entertainment area. Approximately 5 minutes walk brings you to the 
beautiful Museumplein. 

Code: 20585 

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 17.7 km   RCentral Station 6 km

QO Amsterdam
Amsterdam
As a sustainable lifestyle hotel, this property features a rooftop 
greenhouse, plenty of natural light, and natural materials all around. 
Enjoy one of the three bars, the brasserie, or natural food restaurant 
all on site.

Code: 21342 

p Amsterdam-Schiphol 15 km   RCentral Station 1 km

Rokin Hotel
Amsterdam
Located in the heart of the old city, the Rokin Hotel is surrounded 
by Amsterdam’s iconic canals. With the central station just a short 
walk away, you can make the most of your time in and around the 
city.

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £229pp

Extra Night  
from £81pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £264pp

Extra Night  
from £99pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £459pp

Extra Night  
from £89pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £246pp

Extra Night  
from £85pp+
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Willkommen 
          in Berlin!…

“Easy to book. Great choice of hotels 
and upgrades, which meant we could 
tailor the break to suit ourselves.” 
Super Break Customer, March 2018

Get the best of Berlin 

In north-eastern Germany, the capital city buzzes with 
life. Treat yourself to a sensational sensory escape and 
take a bite of Berlin’s delicious food, vibrant culture and 
exciting city lifestyle. 

From the now art-covered remains of the Berlin Wall 
to the brilliant and traditional German beer gardens, 
Berlin is a must-visit. Oh, and did we mention the 
currywurst? It’s divine. Make the best of your escape 
with Super Break.

 

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £175 per person

Fly to Berlin Tegel (TXL)

B
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Treat yourself! 
Stay at the 5  Hilton Berlin 

– see page 76

For great value, stay at the 
4  Holiday Inn Berlin – Centre 
Alexanderplatz – see page 76

Relax at the 4  Park Inn by 
Radisson Berlin Alexanderplatz 

– see page 77

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 16955 Code: 8127 Code: 18141

B
E

R
L

IN

Berlin Welcome Card
With so many things to see in the city, the Berlin Welcome 

Card allows you discounted entrance to top attractions, 
museums, free public transport, and much more! 

Adult/Child from £39.50pp 

Brandenburg Gate 

One of the venerable symbols of 
Berlin, the Brandenburg Gate is a 
must visit sight that has been the 

setting of many events in the city’s 
tumultuous past. 
Free attraction 

Berlin 1 Day 
Hop-on Hop-off  Bus Tour 

Discover the top sights and 
attractions in Berlin with the easy 

hop-on hop-off  bus tour. Learn about 
Berlin’s history while travelling the 

streets where it all happened. 
Adult from £28.50pp 

Reichstag Building 

This iconic historic building provides 
stunning views of the parliamentary 
district of Berlin from the rooftop 

terrace and spectacular dome.

Buy tickets locally 

Third Reich Berlin: 
Hitler & WWII – The Final Days

This tour provides an up close view of the last days of WWII 
in Berlin, including visiting the site of the bombed out 

Memorial Church and the infamous Führer Bunker. 
Adult from £21pp  |  Child from £10.50pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Holiday Inn Berlin City Centre East – Prenzlauer Allee
Berlin

3 Nights Room Only 

In the heart of the vibrant Prenzauler Berg district, surrounded 
by top city attractions and travel links. Take a theatre trip to 
Potsdamer Platz, visit the Berlin Walls Checkpoint Charlie or the 
famous Brandenburg Gate.

Code: 16957

On-site 
restaurant

Bike rental 
service

p Berlin Tegel 32 km   mErich-Weinert-Str 25 metres 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £176pp

Extra Night  
from £44pp+

H10 Berlin Ku’Damm
Berlin

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Situated on western Berlin's main shopping street, and very close 
to the Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church and the Zoo. Offering 
a perfect combination of old and new. Visitors can enjoy modern 
rooms in an elegant historical building.

Code: 17430

Health and 
Beauty 
Centre

Shopping 
district 

location!

p Berlin Tegel 9 km   mKurfürstendamm Adjacent

 

Flight inclusive  
from £272pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp+

Code: 16956

 

p Berlin Tegel 19 km   mBerlin Anhalter Bf 350 metres

Crowne Plaza Berlin – Potsdamer Platz
Berlin
Ideally located within easy reach of top city attractions, shops and 
travel links. Take a trip to the Brandenburg Gate, the German 
Technology Museum or take a leisurely boat ride down the River 
Spree.

Code: 16958

 

p Berlin Tegel 8.5 km  RBahnhof Wittenbergplatz 350 metres

Crowne Plaza Berlin City Centre Nurnberger
Berlin
Enjoy a convenient, centrally located stay at this sophisticated hotel 
and explore some of Berlin’s top attractions. Plus, make the most 
of the 2 bars, an indoor pool, a sauna, a fitness centre and a spa 
offering a range of therapies. 

Code: 18141

 

p Berlin Tegel 11 km   mU Stadtmitte U2 250 metres

Hilton Berlin
Berlin
Located in Berlin’s Gendarmenmarkt, one of the most elegant 
squares in Europe. Explore the German Technology Museum and 
Martin-Gropius-Bau amongst many other top attractions close by. 

Code: 16955

 

p Berlin Tegel 12 km   mMollstr/Otto-Braun-Str 230 metres

Holiday Inn Berlin – Centre Alexanderplatz
Berlin
Conveniently situated near to Alexanderplatz Station and only a 30 
minute journey by rail from Berlin Schönefeld Airport, the Holiday 
Inn Berlin – Centre Alexanderplatz is a great base for exploring 
what this bustling city has to offer at your leisure. 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £220pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £199pp

Extra Night  
from £56pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £256pp

Extra Night  
from £95pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £175pp

Extra Night  
from £44pp+
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Quentin Berlin
Berlin

3 Nights Room Only 

Located in the bustling city centre, this hotel is a peaceful haven 
located on a tranquil side street. Close to all the top attractions, it’s 
the perfect base for your Berlin short break.

Code: 17509

Central 
location

Modern 
design

p Tegel 20 km   RAdenauer Platz 200 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £263pp

Extra Night  
from £94pp+

Hotel Tiergarten Berlin
Berlin

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Near the centre of the old western part of Berlin, a short distance 
from the Kurfürstendamm, and ideally situated for a stroll in 
Tiergarten Park. Other central attractions are within walking 
distance.

Code: 8326

Easy 
transport 

links

Excellent 
breakfast

p Berlin Tegel 6 km   mU Turmstr 130 metres 

Flight inclusive  
from £220pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp+

Code: 16952

 

p Berlin Tegel 19 km   mBerlin Anhalter Bf 280 metres

Holiday Inn Express Berlin City Centre
Berlin
Located next to top travel links for easy access to the major 
attractions of Berlin. Choose from shops galore, marvel at the Dali 
Exhibit, catch a show at The Potsdamer Platz Theatre or immerse 
yourself in German history at famous landmarks.

Code: 16949

 

p Berlin Tegel 12 km   m

Hotel Indigo Berlin – Alexanderplatz
Berlin
Enjoy a central location and explore the many attractions and 
landmarks nearby, such as the East Side Gallery. Plus, make the 
most of the fitness centre and luxuriously designed rooms which 
include a Tassimo coffee machine.

Code: 8127

 

p Berlin Tegel 13 km   R

Park Inn by Radisson Berlin - Alexanderplatz
Berlin
In the heart of Berlin’s Mitte district, right on the legendary 
Alexanderplatz and a short walk from the city’s historical sites, Unter 
den Linden Museum Island and TV Tower. 

Code: 9794

 

p Berlin Tegel 10 km   m

Quentin Boutique Hotel
Berlin
This 4* hotel is set just a stones throw away from the famous 
Kurfürstendamm shopping street and offers spacious rooms with 
free WiFi, entertainments and much more. Explore the city and 
make sure your stay in Berlin is one to remember.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £187pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £210pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £190pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £176pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+
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Ciao 
   Rome…

“There is always a range 
of options, and the prices 
are fantastic!” 
Super Break Customer, February 2019

Taste a land as old as time 

Rome is one of the most intoxicating cities in the world – 
and that’s not just the fi ne Italian wine talking. From the 
magnifi cent Colosseum to the Roman Forum, watch ancient 
history unfold before your very eyes as you walk through the 
same streets as kings, queens and conquerors of old.

Aside from feasting your eyes on 3,000 years of 
breathtaking art and architecture, you could get a taste of 
Rome’s world-renowned culinary expertise (trust us, you’ve 
not tasted pasta until you’ve visited Rome). Or, soak up all 
the style and romance oozing from the nooks and crannies 
of this great city. Belissimo!

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £181 per person

Fly to Fiumincino/Leonardo da Vinci (FCO) 
or Ciampino (CIA)

R
O

M
E
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
4  Romanico Palace 

– see page 82

For great value, stay at the 
3  Giglio Dell Opera Hotel 

Hotel – see page 83

Relax at the 
4  Hotel Turner 

– see page 81

Save Spend Splurge

Code: 18055 Code: 19933 Code: 9976

See more, do more

Trevi Fountain
No trip to Rome is complete without a 
visit to the ‘Fontana di Trevi’, or Trevi 

Fountain. After being fully refurbished 
by the fashion house Fendi, this 

famous fountain has been returned to 
it’s former glory.

Free attraction

Naples & Pompeii 
Guided Full Day Tour

Continue your historic trip to Italy 
with a day tour of Naples and the 
UNESCO World Heritage Site of 

Pompeii.

Adult from £119pp
Child from £101pp

Papal Audience, Lunch and 
Vatican Tour

Enjoy a delicious lunch before 
wandering the Vatican Museums, 

Sistine Chapel and St. Peter’s Basilica 
with an expert guide. 

Adult from £106pp
Child from £88pp

Imperial Rome Guided Walking Tour of the 
Colosseum, Palatine Hill & Roman Forum

Head back to ancient Rome at the virtual museum before 
making the most of ‘Skip the Line’ to some of Rome’s most 

famous and iconic monuments.

Adult from £50pp  |  Child from £40pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break

R
O

M
E

The Vatican Museums & St Peter’s Basilica 
Skip-The-Line Guided Tour 

 Fast track the queue, grab your headsets and start this 
remarkable tour. Wander Apollo Belvedere and marvel at 

the stunning Saint Peter’s Basilica. 

Adult from £61pp  |  Child from £49pp
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Code: 17752

 

p Ciampino 17 km   RPoliclinico 1 km

Crosti Hotel
Rome
A traditional, family owned hotel in a quiet location close to the 
centre. Just a few minutes from Piazza della Repubblica and the 
renowned Via Veneto, plus a 15-minute walk to the Colosseum.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £218pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp+

Code: 21605

p RTermini 2 km

MF Hotel Rome
Rome
Situated in a historic palazzo on an elegant street in Rome, near to 
Rome National Library and the Castro Pretorio Metro Station where 
there are direct links to take you to the Colosseum and Termini.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £192pp

Extra Night  
from £28pp+

Code: 8850

 

p RTermini 1 km

Hotel Eliseo
Rome
This hotel offers unbelievable views of one of the most beautiful 
villas of the city – Villa Borghese. Sat at the top of the famous 
Via Veneto with a wonderful position in Via di Porta Pinciana and 
central location, you are never far away from your next adventure. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £253pp

Extra Night  
from £46pp+

Code: 21082

 

p Ciampino 38.2 km   RTermini 4.3 km

Delle Vittorie Hotel
Rome
Situated in one of the more central areas of Rome next to the 
Theatre Delle Vittorie, near the Manzoni and Moliere. Within 
walking distance you can also reach the Olympic Stadium.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £215pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp+

Cambridge Hotel
Rome

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

A well located hotel in a quiet yet central area, with easy access to 
all of Rome’s major attractions. The metro stop Castro Pretorio 
and Termini are both only 500 metres away.

Code: 16080

Great 
transport 

links

On-site 
lounge bar

p R

 

Flight inclusive  
from £257pp

Extra Night  
from £61pp+

Crowne Plaza Rome St Peters Hotel & Spa
Rome

3 Nights Room Only

Just 3km from the Vatican City, surrounded by the Vatican 
University, and conveniently based around bus and metro routes 
that run to the city centre and St Peter’s Basilica. Dine in the 
Papillion restaurant and unwind in the Lumiere Bar with live piano 
music.

Code: 8235

On-site spa 
facilities

Close to 
Vatican

p RTermini 8 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £315pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp+

Turn your visit into an experience – add attractions and tours
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Code: 8591

 

p Fiumicino 30 km   RTermini 300 metres

Hotel San Remo
Rome
With a traditional 19th century façade, to Hotel San Remo is an ideal 
base for exploring the ‘Eternal City’. Tuck into a delicious selection 
of pastries, cereal and coffee each morning before exploring the 
surrounding attractions and points of interest. 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £222pp

Extra Night  
from £36pp+

Code: 17671

p Ciampino 25.6 km   RTermini 1.3 km

D'Este Hotel
Rome
Whether visiting Rome to see the sights, or for the fantastic 
shopping, this comfortable well placed Hotel will serve as an 
excellent choice. Sitting close to the Coliseum, the Opera House as 
well as the shopping available on Via Nazionale or Monti.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £236pp

Extra Night  
from £88pp+

Code: 19933

p Ciampino 25.6 km   RTermini 1.3 km 

Hotel Turner
Rome
This hotel occupies a 19th century baroque-style property, and 
offers the ideal location for exploring the ancient city of Rome. 
Situated in the heart of the Italian capital, the hotel is within walking 
distance of many historic sites. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £284pp

Extra Night  
from £71pp+

Code: 18057

p Fiumicino 25 km   RPiazza Bologna 400 metres

Hotel delle Province
Rome
This elegant and welcoming hotel is located in the south-east of 
Rome, an area rich in shops, bars and restaurants. Offering a first 
class service, this typically Italian hotel is within easy reach of all the 
main sites.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £205pp

Extra Night  
from £32pp+

Veneto Palace Hotel
Rome

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

The Hotel Veneto Palace is located in a historic, 19th century 
building, renovated and equipped with every modern comfort, 
while retaining the original classic atmosphere. Plus, famous tourist 
attractions such as the Trevi Fountain, Piazza di Spagna and Piazza 
del Popolo are only a short journey from the hotel. 

Code: 20696

Sound- 
proofed 
rooms

On-site  
gym

p Ciampino 30 km   RTermini 1.5 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £181pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp+

Giolli Nazionale Hotel
Rome

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Situated in a prime location on the prestigious Via Nazionale within 
walking distance to the Colosseum and the Spanish Steps, this 
typically Italian style hotel offers a warm welcome.

Code: 13352

On-site  
bar & 

restaurant

Located 
on Via 

Nazionale

p Ciampino 25 km   RTermini 700 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £268pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp+
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Cardinal Hotel St Peter
Rome

3 Nights Room Only 

Cardinal Hotel St. Peter is 2km from the Vatican, and offers 
views of Saint Peter's Basilica from most rooms and its summer 
panoramic terrace with hot tubs. The property also features an 
outdoor pool, free outdoor parking, and a garage. 

Code: 17957

Views of 
Saint Peter's 

Basilica

Summer 
panoramic 

terrace

p Fiumicino 25 km   RTermini 4 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £258pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp+

The B Place
Rome

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

The B Place is a charming boutique hotel set in the heart of Rome 
between the Spanish steps and St. Peter. The neo-Victorian style 
flows throughout the hotel with different pieces of French furniture 
in each room and famous Italian and European art works line the 
walls as you walk through the halls.

Code: 21084

Good 
transport 

links

Rooftop 
garden

p Ciampino 39 km   RTermini 3.8 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £189pp

Extra Night  
from £27pp+

Code: 8847

 

p Fiumicino 35 km   RTermini 750 metres

Hotel Gallia
Rome
Built at the end of the 19th century, this conveniently located hotel 
is situated in front of Basilica Santa Maria Maggiore and very close 
to the Colosseum and Fori Imperiali as well as restaurants, local 
attractions and the train station.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £277pp

Extra Night  
from £69pp+

Code: 8842

 

p Fiumicino 30 km   RRepubblica 1.5 km

Pace Helvezia
Rome
The Trevi Fountain and Via del Corso are all just a short walk away 
and the hotel's beautiful rooftop terrace offers beautiful views 
across Rome. All bedrooms are spacious and well-appointed with 
central air-conditioning and great facilities.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £282pp

Extra Night  
from £59pp+

Code: 12805

 

p Fiumicino 25 km   RSan Pietro 3 km

Marc Aurelio
Rome
The Marc’ Aurelio hotel is handily located close to the Vatican 
City with excellent connections by bus and metro to the heart of 
Rome and all the major attractions, including the Spanish Steps and 
Colosseum.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £190pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp+

Code: 9976

 

p Fiumicino 31 km   RTermini 1 km

Romanico Palace
Rome
A luxurious hotel with plenty of traditional charm lying within easy 
walking distance of Termini railway station, Via Veneto and Villa 
Borghese.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £340pp

Extra Night  
from £75pp+

See our full range of hotels and destinations online 
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Porta Maggiore
Rome

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Close to all of Rome’s major sights, museums and monuments and 
the ideal base for exploring the city. Enjoy a late night tipple in one 
of the two fully-stocked bars which are open until late. Relax with a 
bite to eat in one of the hotel’s two restaurants or with a wholesome 
lunch in the lounge bar.

Code: 21083

Two on-site 
restaurants

Garden 
terrace

p Fiumicino 29 km   RTermini 4.3 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £234pp

Extra Night  
from £55pp+

Hotel Dei Borgia
Rome

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This hotel is located in the heart of Rome, in the Via Nazionale 
area, close to the capital's main tourist attractions such as the 
Colosseum, Trevi Fountain and Piazza di Spagna. 

Code: 21447

Central 
location

Spa and 
Wellness 

area

p Fiumicino 25 km   RSan Pietro 3 km

Flight inclusive  
from £284pp

Extra Night  
from £56pp+

Code: 18056

 

p Fiumicino 44 km   R

Villafranca Roma Hotel
Rome
Established in 1930, the Villafranca Roma Hotel effectively 
combines a warm atmosphere in elegant surroundings. Modern 
furniture and tasteful décor gives the hotel a gracious character 
which is not out of place in the Eternal City. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £231pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp+

Code: 18055

 

p Fiumicino 29 km   R

Giglio Dell Opera Hotel
Rome
A comfortable 3-star hotel, close to Via Nazionale, Via del Corso 
and good transport links. Just a short walk from the Spanish Steps, 
Trevi Fountain, Colosseum and Plazza Venezia.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £217pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp+

Code: 8590

 

p Fiumicino 36 km   R

Hotel Genio
Rome
Located in the heart of Rome, near one of the most picturesque 
squares in the city, Piazza Navona, and only a short walk away 
from some of the most famous sites in Italy. There are wonderful, 
panoramic views of central Rome from the hotel’s rooftop terrace. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £273pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp+

Code: 12286

 

p Fiumicino 40 km   R

Diana Roma Roof Garden
Rome
Set in the heart of the Umbertine Rome, a few metres away from 
the Opera House, Termini station and easily accessible by Metro. 
Offering a prime location close to the historical centre and the most 
important monuments and museums of the city.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £287pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp+
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Be seduced
   by Venice…

“Great choice of hotels in lots of 
great locations. I would definitely 
recommend to family and friends.” 
Super Break Customer, February 2019

See it all in Italy’s ‘Floating City’ 

Bursting with ancient buildings, the city of Venice is home to 
numerous churches and cathedrals housing artworks from the 
grandmasters of the Renaissance period. Catch a taxi boat 
from here to there, stop by the city’s magnifi cent museums or 
see what you fi nd down its tiny, twisting streets. 

Beauty is everywhere here, just look around you. The rustic 
Renaissance-era architecture, the dazzling labyrinth of 
turquoise waterways, the soft pastel colours used to paint the 
city’s walls... But if you could only do one thing here, you can’t 
beat watching the sun leave the last of its warm glow behind 
as it sets behind those speckled red rooftops. Stunning.

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
2 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £143 per person

Fly to Marco Polo Airport (VCE)
or Treviso Airport (TSF)

V
E
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
4  Duodo Palace Hotel 

– see page 87

For great value, stay at the 
3  Carlton Capri Hotel 

– see page 86

Relax at the 
4  Santa Chiara Hotel 

– see page 87

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 8903 Code: 9570 Code: 15058 

V
E

N
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E

Venice Grand Canal Boat Tour
A boat tour is the ideal way to discover the city built on 

water. You will cruise down the Grand Canal at a relaxed 
pace while admiring the splendid palaces, churches, bridges 

and other iconic buildings.

Adult from £39.50pp

Ghosts and Legends 
Walking Tour

This spooky night-time tour gives you a 
taste of the darker stories from Venice. 

Explore ghost stories, legends, and 
sights that make up the city’s rich history.

Adult from £22pp
Child from £14.50pp

Shared Gondola Ride
The quintessential Venetian 

experience. Enjoy a smooth gondola 
ride around the historic waterways 
of the city and take in the magical 

ambience.

Adult from £25pp

Doges Palace Tour
This Venetian Gothic Palace is an icon 

of the city. Now a museum, you can 
tour the historic palace and enjoy the 

many exhibits inside.

Adult from £40.50pp
Child from £34.50pp

Original Venice Walk and Skip the Line 
St Mark’s Basillica

On this walking tour, you will learn all about Venice’s rich 
history while exploring some of the city’s hidden wonders. 

Visit St Mark’s Basillica without the hassle of queuing.

Adult from £21pp  |   Child from £13.50pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Carlton on the Grand Canal
Venice

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast  

Positioned in Venice’s Santa Croce neighbourhood, close to 
Giardini Papadopoli, Frari, and Ca’Rezzonico. Nearby points of 
interest also include Ca’d’Oro and Squero di San Trovaso. Plus, 
the railway station is nearby making this is great base for exploring 
Venice.

Code: 8876

Restaurant 
and bar 
on-site

Easy 
transport 

links

p Marco Polo 13 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £160pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp+

Al Sole Hotel
Venice

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

A truly stunning hotel set in the historic city centre, facing Rio del 
Gaffaro and within walking distance of all main attractions. Reach 
the most famous sights from the boat stations along the Canal 
Grande and the Canale della Giudecca. 

Code: 18060

Stunning 
views

Venetian 
design

p Marco Polo 15 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £229pp

Extra Night  
from £120pp+

Code: 17420 

p Marco Polo 6 km

Albergo San Marco
Venice
Located just 10 metres from St Mark ’s Square next to the Ponte dei 
Dai, this hotel is the perfect base to discover the delights of Venice, 
with all the top attractions a walk away.

Code: 8903

 

p Marco Polo 15 km

Carlton Capri Hotel 
Venice
This popular, cosy 3-star hotel offers traditional accommodation, 
enhanced by typically Venetian features. Located only a short walk 
from Santa Lucia Station, you’ll find yourself close to the Grand 
Canal where you can catch a Vaporetto (water bus).

Code: 12802

 

p Marco Polo 12 km 

All’ Angelo Hotel
Venice
A charming hotel located in the heart of the city, just 50 metres 
from St Mark ’s Square and close to many shops, museums and 
restaurants. The façade overlooks the brook that leads to the Doges 
Palace.

Code: 16465

 

p Marco Polo 15 km 

Corte dei Greci Hotel
Venice
Situated in a unique location at the heart of Venice, perfectly placed 
to explore sights on foot, including St. Mark ’s Square, the Basilica 
and Palazzo Ducale and the famous Bridge of Sighs. This hotel 
offers fabulous views of the canal.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £192pp

Extra Night  
from £65pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £143pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £285pp

Extra Night  
from £115pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £312pp

Extra Night  
from £160pp+
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Hesperia Hotel
Venice

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast  

This hotel overlooks the magnificent Cannareggio Canal and 
features a rooftop terrace. It’s central location is ideal for exploring 
local markets, shops, and galleries.

Code: 19815 

Heart of 
Venice

Alfresco 
dining

p Marco Polo 8.7 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £247pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp+

Dei Dragomanni Hotel
Venice

2 Nights Bed & Breakfast  

Located in the heart of Venice, Italy – this hotel is housed in a 
renovated ancient Venetian home that has retained its charm and 
history. Part of the property’s charm is one of the last Da Vinci 
style double helix staircases. The hotel’s privileged location makes 
it the ideal base to start exploring the city from. 

Code: 21075

Luxurious 
rooms

Picturesque 
canal views

p Marco Polo 16.5 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £293pp

Extra Night  
from £140pp+

Code: 15058 

 

p Marco Polo 9 km 

Duodo Palace Hotel
Venice
Situated in one of the city’s oldest buildings, set in the heart of 
romantic Venice and located within walking distance of St. Mark ’s 
Square, the Rialto Bridge and the Accademia. Watch gondolas pass 
by, and enjoy stunning views of the canals.

Code: 9570

 

p Marco Polo 9.3 km

Santa Chiara Hotel
Venice
This historic hotel is filled with Venetian touches such as Murano 
glass chandeliers and views of the private courtyard. Within easy 
walking distance of St Mark ’s Square and Doge’s Palace, you are at 
the heart of the top attractions of the city.

Code: 8166

 

p Marco Polo 9 km

Principe Hotel
Venice
Overlooking the Grand Canal, this 4-star hotel is an excellent 
choice of accommodation for those who wish to experience the 
beauty of Venice from an enviable location. The hotel is ideally 
located minutes away from the airport and station terminal.

Code: 18099

 

p Marco Polo 15 km

Tintoretto Hotel
Venice
Located in a typical small Venetian square, just a few minutes from 
the railway station, providing easy access to the Rialto Bridge and 
the Casino. Head to San Marco Square and marvel at the splendour 
of its basilica and Doges Palace.

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £288pp

Extra Night  
from £122pp+

2 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £316pp

Extra Night  
from £134pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £262pp

Extra Night  
from £101pp+

2 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £175pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+
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Feel fabulous
   in Florence…

Get a taste of Tuscany region 
Florence is home to some of the most recognisable Renaissance 
art and architecture in the world, including Michelangelo’s "David" 
and the Duomo basilica – all breathtaking in their own right. 

The surrounding natural landscape is beautiful and diverse, too. 
From its rolling green hills to the grape-fi lled vineyards, Florence 
will have you by the heart the second you step foot on her soil. 
Now, do you fancy a glass of red or white? 

Florence Cathedral
This impressive cathedral towers over the city. It’s intricate 
detail and architecture took over two centuries to complete, 
creating an outstanding cathedral that is a must visit. 

Free attraction

Gallerie Degli Uffizi
This extensive art museum is one 
of the most visited in the world, 
and contains masterpieces from the 
Italian Renaissance housed across 
spectacularly constructed rooms. 

Buy tickets locally 

Piazzale Michelangelo
For the best view of Florence, 
this piazza is the place to go. 
Showcasing a bronze replica 
of Michelangelo’s David, it is 
the perfect spot to relax for an 
afternoon. 

Free attraction

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £193 per person

Fly to Florence Airport, Peretola (FLR) 
or Pisa (PSA)
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Ambasciatori Hotel
Florence

3 Nights Room Only 

The Ambasciatori is a refi ned and elegant hotel located next to 
Santa Maria Novella Church in Florence's historic centre and 10 
minutes' walk from the famous Cathedral.

Code: 18089

Balcony 
rooms 

available

Restaurant
on site

p Florence 6.1 km   RFirenze 100 metres 

 

Flight inclusive 
from £384pp

Extra Night 
from £111pp+

Malaspina Hotel
Florence

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Located in the centre of Florence on the Piazza dell’Indipendenza. 
The Museo di San Marco and Galleria dell’Accademia are less than 
a 10 minute walk away.

Code: 18088

On-site
bar

City centre 
location

p Florence 6.5 km   RFirenze 900 metres

 

Flight inclusive 
from £239pp

Extra Night 
from £56pp+

Code: 21078

 

p Florence 7.2 km    RFirenze 900 metres

Galileo Florence Hotel
Florence
An elegant 19th century building in the heart of Florence and the 
ideal base for anyone visiting who wishes to explore the local history, 
culture and tourist hot spots.

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £193pp

Extra Night 
from £65pp+

Code: 21079

 

p Florence 6.6 km   RFirenze 900 metres 

Unicorno Hotel
Florence
Combining traditional style with modern convenience while 
being perfectly located near all the major sights, museums and 
monuments. The hotel is housed in a 17th century building in Via de’ 
Fossi.

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £248pp

Extra Night 
from £67pp+

Code: 16464

 

p Florence 7.4 km    RFirenze 100 metres

Corona d'Italia Hotel
Florence
A stylish hotel situated in the historical centre of Florence in the 
district of San Lorenzo and only a short distance from some of the 
city’s most enticing monuments and museums. 

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £298pp

Extra Night 
from £92pp+

Code: 18090

 

p Florence 5 km   RFirenze 200 metres 

Club Firenze Hotel
Florence
A stunning modern hotel with fantastic amenities surrounded by 
shops, cafés and restaurants and only a short distance from Santa 
Maria Novella Basilica and Museum, Cathedral of Santa Maria del 
Fiore, and Statue of David.

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £346pp

Extra Night 
from £102pp+
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“You may have 
the universe, if I 
may have Milan…”

Make your memories in Milano 
Milan’s style and sophistication is known throughout the 
world, and why wouldn’t it be? This fast-paced and modern 
metropolis is full of designer boutiques, a myriad of beautiful 
foods and fi ne Italian dining, vibrant art galleries and museums. 

Get up close and personal with Milan’s colourful history and 
make some memories of your own. Now, let’s fi nd you a room...

Duomo di Milano
Milan’s extravagant Gothic cathedral, 600 years in the 
making, aptly refl ects the city’s creativity and ambition. It’s 
extravagant detail is shown through the 135 spires and 3400 
statues – a must-see on your Milan break. 

Buy tickets locally

Pinacoteca di Brera
Visit this iconic gallery, located 
upstairs from one of Italy’s most 
prestigious art schools, it houses 
Milan’s collection of Old Masters, 
much of it ‘lifted’ from Venice by 
Napoleon.

Buy tickets locally 

Naviglio Grande
Visit Milan’s historic Naviglio 
Grande canal. Walk along the 
water and enjoy the wide variety of 
quaint shops, cafes and restaurants 
to choose from while watching the 
picturesque scenery. 

Free attraction 

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £172 per person

Fly to Milan–Malpensa Airport (MXP) 
or Milan Linate (LIN)
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Zurigo Hotel
Milan

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Be greeted by lovely, light-fi lled rooms and interiors made of 
natural materials. Situated within walking distance of the city’s 
world-famous cathedral in the centre of historic Milan.

Code: 18092

Fantastic 
location

Sophisticated 
design

p Milan 51 km

Flight inclusive 
from £257pp

Extra Night 
from £80pp+

Crowne Plaza Milan City
Milan

3 Nights Room Only 

In a great location close to the shopping areas of the “Fashion 
District” and Corso Buenos Aires and to the nightlife of Corso 
Como which is full of trendy fashion lounge bars and great 
restaurants. Unwind in the hotel’s fi tness centre with wellness area 
and sauna and fantastic views of Milan’s stunning skyline.

Code: 16422

Great 
transport 

links

Hotel
bar and
lounge

p Milan 8 km

Flight inclusive 
from £245pp

Extra Night 
from £86pp+

Code: 21185

p Milan 12 km 

Acca Palace
Milan
A modern and colourful property with a strategic location close to 
the underground station so, within a few minutes you can be right 
in the heart of the city. This sophisticated hotel offers a quiet and 
comfortable retreat from the city.

Code: 8352

p Milan 22 km

Holiday Inn Milan Assago
Milan
Conveniently located on the Ovest Ring Road, this hotel is in easy 
reach of Milan’s top attractions. With newly refurbished rooms, 
enjoy a relaxing retreat from the city in this tranquil hotel.

Code: 21186

p Milan 7.5 km 

Andreola Hotel
Milan
An elegant property taking design inspiration from the renaissance 
period. The stunning architecture throughout combined with the 
marble, rose and red coloured interiors allow you to really step back 
to a classic time.

Code: 18095

p Milan 8 km

Hotel Madison
Milan
An elegant hotel located in a quiet area, equipped with a great 
breakfast room with panoramic views, air conditioning, WiFi and 
more to help you feel at home. Plus, Milan’s main business, cultural 
and shopping districts are only a short distance away. 

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £254pp

Extra Night 
from £66pp+

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £307pp

Extra Night 
from £70pp+

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £172pp

Extra Night 
from £30pp+

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £202pp

Extra Night 
from £61pp+
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Good things come 
in small packages…

Cable Car to the Top of The Rock of Gibraltar 
Enjoy panoramic views of Gibraltar Bay and Africa’s Rif 
Mountains as you travel to the top of the Rock, 412m above 
sea level, and of course see the iconic Barbary Apes.

Adult from £16pp  |  Child from £7pp 

Tangier Day Trip by Ferry
Cross the Strait of Gibraltar on this 
ferry journey to Tangier for the day. 
Experience Moroccan food, ride a 
camel, or go shopping in the souks

Adult from £95pp
Child from £90pp  

Original Rock Tour of 
Gibraltar + WWII Tunnels
See all the sights of Gibraltar on 
this insightful coach tour. Explore 
everything from Europa Point to the 
tunnels in Rosia Bay, and the Upper 
Rock Nature Reserve.  

Adult from £31pp
Child from £27pp 

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £244 per person

Fly to Gibraltar Airport (GIB)

Get some sun in Gibraltar 
This British territory nestled right on the coast of southern Spain 
might be small, but the attraction is huge. This land has changed 
hands numerous times and, as a result, comes with a wonderfully rich 
tapestry of history and culture. 

Explore ancient caves, visit long-lost castles... or just relax on the 
beach. Whatever you do, the jaw-dropping panoramic view at the 
top of the Rock of Gibraltar is a must. 

y
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O’Callaghan Eliott Hotel
Gibraltar

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Its central location makes this hotel an ideal base to explore the 
town and all of Gibraltar’s amazing attractions. With stunning views 
of the Strait of Gibraltar and buzzing with warm hospitality this 
hotel is a real fi nd. 

Code: 11631

Rooftop 
bistro

Luxurious 
rooms

p Gibraltar 2 km

Flight inclusive 
from £365pp

Extra Night 
from £81pp+

Sunborn Gibraltar
Gibraltar

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This luxurious 5-star yacht hotel moored in Gibraltar’s exclusive 
Ocean Village marina sets a new standard in accommodation. A 
fi ne dining restaurant and pool are just part of the exquisite luxury 
you’ll discover on-board this fabulous and unique hotel.

Code: 8889

Award 
winning

hotel

On-site 
Casino 

p Gibraltar 3 km 

Flight inclusive 
from £432pp

Extra Night 
from £108pp+

Code: 15618

p Gibraltar 5 km

Caleta Hotel
Gibraltar
This peaceful location on Caleta Bay, offers amazing views of 
Southern Spain and North Africa. The hotel is just a short walk to 
local attractions, including the Moorish Castle, the Great Siege 
Tunnels and the Upper Rock Nature Reserve. 

Code: 21456

p Gibraltar 1 km  

Holiday Inn Express Gibraltar
Gibraltar
Enjoy the best of Gibraltar on your doorstep from this welcoming 
3-star hotel. Located a short distance from the airport and within 
walking distance of the Rock of Gibraltar, Victoria Square, 
Casemates Square and the Gibraltar War Memorial.

Code: 8881

p Gibraltar 3 km 

The Rock Hotel
Gibraltar
Enjoy a taste of luxury in this fabulous hotel. Its unique aspect offers 
magnificent views across the Bay of Gibraltar, mainland Spain and 
the gorgeous Moroccan Rif Mountains. Inside, amazing interiors, 
impressive service and fine cuisine are the cherry on the top. 

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £320pp

Extra Night 
from £69pp+

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £296pp

Extra Night 
from £45pp+

Code: 11052

p Gibraltar 2 km

Bristol Hotel
Gibraltar
Brilliantly located in the heart of Gibraltar, just off the main street 
– perfect for a day of duty free shopping. This fabulous hotel is 
also just a short stroll from the Gibraltar Museum and Tourist 
Information Centre. 

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £244pp

Extra Night 
from £46pp+

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £373pp

Extra Night 
from £89pp+
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Viva
   Barcelona…

“Easy to use and book with 
a wide selection of quality 
hotels from which to choose.” 
Super Break Customer, November 2018

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £159 per person

Fly to Barcelona (BCN)
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Explode your senses in the capital of 
Catalonia 

This stunning Spanish city has been a top European 
attraction for years, and it’s no surprise why. Barcelona is a 
modern metropolis bursting with colour and vibrating with 
life, from the trendy bars, clubs and Catalan restaurants down 
in the charming Gothic Quarter to its sun-soaked beaches. 

And there’s plenty of entertainment – the famous Camp 
Nou, a multitude of museums dedicated to Catalonian 
art and history, festivals all year round – you’ll have a blast 
in Barca. 
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
5  Renaissance Barcelona 

Hotel – see page 99

For great value, stay at the 
3  Sunotel Aston 

– see page 99

Relax at the 
4  H10 Marina Barcelona 

– see page 97

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 18329 Code: 8157 Code: 20438
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Skip The Line FC Barcelona: Camp Nou 
Experience Guided Visit With Appetizer
This tour takes you behind the scenes of the home of 

Barcelona FC; through the stadium, the changing rooms 
and the tunnel onto the pitch.

Adult from £48pp  |  Child from £43pp

Barcelona Hop-on Hop-off 
Sightseeing Bus Tour

This one day tour takes you to all the 
must-see sites across Barcelona; from 

the Sagrada Familia to Camp Nou with 
everything in between. 

Adult from £29pp
Child from £16pp

Montserrat Bus Tour
Hop onboard and head to the lush 

Montserrat mountain range. 
Pass through beautiful villages 
before arriving at the home of 

Benedictine monks.

Adult from £49pp
Child from £37pp

Tapas Evening Walking Tour
This walking tour of Barcelona’s 

famous tapas bars combines gourmet 
food with culture. Experience the city 
and uncover its history while you learn 

how to order tapas.

Adult from £62pp

Fast Track Guided Tour of Sagrada Familia
Designed by Gaudi, this spectacular Roman Catholic 

church is a must-see attraction on your trip to Barcelona and 
is now part of a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Adult from £34pp  |  Child from £21pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Code: 11372

 

p Barcelona 19 km   RGuinardo Hospital de Sant Pau 450 metres

Amrey Sant Pau Hotel
Barcelona
Warm, comfortable and modern, The Amrey Sant Pau Hotel 
is located close to the iconic and spectacular Sagreda Familia 
Cathedral, as well as many other of the city’s most iconic landmarks.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £187pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp+

Code: 16944

p Barcelona 13 km   RPl. Espanya 650 metres

Crowne Plaza Fira Center
Barcelona
Just a short walk from the metro station, this hotel is the perfect 
choice for those who wish to begin exploring the city as soon as they 
arrive. 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £257pp

Extra Night  
from £66pp+

Code: 11728

 

p Barcelona 14 km   RParallel Adjacent to hotel 

Autohogar Hotel
Barcelona
Situated in the centre of beautiful Barcelona, steeped in culture and 
history, this is one of our best value hotels in the city. Explore the 
iconic Las Ramblas, the Gothic quarter, stunning Harbour and Plaza 
Espana.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £224pp

Extra Night  
from £55pp+

Code: 16012

 

p Barcelona 15 km   RTarragona 200 metres

Expo Hotel Barcelona 
Barcelona
This modern, urban hotel offers exceptional views over the city of 
Barcelona and due to its prime location next to Sants Train Station, 
you can reach any of the popular tourist spots in a matter of minutes 
making it the perfect base for your short break in Barcelona.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £224pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp+

H10 Casanova
Barcelona

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Located in the centre of Barcelona, a short walk to Las Ramblas 
and Plaza de Catalunya, this boutique hotel is set in a chic 
and stylish, fully restored 18th century building for an elegant 
ambience.

Code: 16336

Sky Bar 
terrace

Live DJ at 
weekends

p Barcelona 13 km   RUrgell 300 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £239pp

Extra Night  
from £66pp+

H10 Montcada
Barcelona

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This boutique hotel is housed in a neoclassical building, typical of 
the Via Laietana, a mere 250m from the beach in Barcelona and 
opposite the Cathedral and Gothic Quarter.

Code: 8916

Sunset  
lounge 
terrace 

City 
views from 

terrace

p Barcelona 14 km   RJaume 50 metres

Flight inclusive  
from £227pp

Extra Night  
from £73pp+

See our full range of hotels and destinations online 
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Code: 12407

p Barcelona 11 km    RSants 450 metres 

H10 Itaca Hotel
Barcelona
Conveniently situated near Barcelona Sants Station for the AVE 
high-speed train and the Barcelona Trade Fair site. The city’s 
attractions can be easily reached by public transport in just over 5 
minutes.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £176pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+

Code: 11623

p Barcelona 12 km   R

H10 Universitat
Barcelona
Just 100 metres from Las Ramblas and very close to the Gothic 
Quarter, this luxury hotel is located in Barcelona’s city centre, 
between the University and Plaza de Catalunya.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £220pp

Extra Night  
from £59pp+

Code: 8157

 

p Barcelona 15 km   R

H10 Marina Barcelona
Barcelona
In an unbeatable location, this unique hotel is nestled between the 
Ciudadela Park and the Olympic Marina Harbour, just 1 km from the 
Marina and 2.5 km from Plaza Catalunya.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £266pp

Extra Night  
from £75pp+

Code: 8811

 

p  Barcelona 13 km   R

HCC Regente
Barcelona
Set on Rambla de Catalunya, a tree-lined avenue, this modernist 
hotel with original façade and stained-glass windows is just near the 
Casa of les Punyes, La Pedreta and the Hospital de Sant Pau.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £300pp

Extra Night  
from £86pp+

HCC Montblanc
Barcelona

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Situated right in the heart of the city, just 500 metres from Las 
Ramblas, Plaza Catalunya and bordering the charismatic Gòtico 
neighbourhood,  you’ll find yourself in the perfect location for 
sightseeing.

Code: 8812

Located in 
the Gothic 

district

Close to 
attractions

p Barcelona 15 km   R

 

Flight inclusive  
from £282pp

Extra Night  
from £80pp+

Hotel America Barcelona
Barcelona

3 Nights Room Only

Centrally located, in the shopping district around Passeig de 
Gracia, at the heart of the Eixample neighbourhood. This boutique 
hotel is perfectly placed to access the city’s most treasured 
attractions by foot, taxi or Metro.

Code: 17747

Rooftop 
pool

On-site gym 
and sauna 

p Barcelona 12.5 km   RProvença 200 metres  

 

Flight inclusive  
from £209pp

Extra Night  
from £70pp+
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Ramblas Hotel
Barcelona

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

A conveniently located hotel with a Gaudi inspired façade, located 
directly on the Ramblas, and surrounded by colourful and cultural 
architecture and museums, not forgetting the Gran Teatro del 
Liceo and the Gothic Quarter.

Code: 16415

Old Town 
location

Air 
conditioning

p Barcelona 14 km    RLiceu 450 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £250pp

Extra Night  
from £70pp+

Novotel Barcelona Sant Joan Despi
Barcelona

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Just a short distance from the Avenida Diagonal in the district of 
Sant Joan Despi, this luxury hotel allows easy access to a host of 
local transport links, so you can really explore the best the area has 
to offer.

Code: 16353

Great 
transport 

links

Poolside 
terrace

p Barcelona 18.5 km   RHospital De Sant Joan Despi Tram 500 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £169pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp+

Code: 16361

 

p Barcelona 4 km   RLlacuna 100 metres

Holiday Inn Express Barcelona City 22 
Barcelona
Just a short walk from Mar Bella Beach in a brand new district, this 
contemporary hotel is the perfect location to explore the best of 
Barcelona’s attractions from the moment you land.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £188pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp+

Code: 9073

 

p Barcelona 11 km   REspanya 500 metres

Hotel Vilamari
Barcelona
Just 300 metres from Plaza de España, with the Barcelona Trade 
Fair, National Art Museum of Catalonia, Gothic neighbourhood and 
beach of Barceloneta easily accessible.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £231pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp+

Code: 8498

 

p Barcelona 12 km   RCatalunya 100 metres

Hotel Rivoli Ramblas
Barcelona
Set in an historic and unique art deco building, on the famous 
Ramblas near the Plaza Catalunya. The hotel is also close to the 
Gothic Cathedral and Barcelona’s harbour.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £257pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp+

Code: 20842

p Barcelona 17 km   RLlacuna 500 metres

Ilunion Barcelona
Barcelona
Located in the most avant-garde part of the Catalan capital, this 
4-star property is just ten minutes walk away from the beach so is 
the perfect getaway to enjoy both the buzzing city and the relaxed 
beach life.

3 Nights  
Room only

Flight inclusive  
from £315pp

Extra Night  
from £81pp+

For larger bookings, contact our specialist Groups Team on: 01904 420 454 
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Sunotel Club Central
Barcelona

3 Nights Room Only

Perfectly situated in the heart of L' Eixample district of Barcelona, 
home to the largest concentration of modernist architectural 
treasures and main landmarks in the city. 

Code: 18327

Excellent 
location

Free  
bicycle hire

p Barcelona El Prat 14 km     RPasseig De Gracia 900 metres 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £199pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+

Sercotel Ámister Art Hotel
Barcelona

3 Nights Room Only

This 1940’s hotel with its original façade is set in an exceptional 
location in the lively Eixample District, just a 20-minute walk from 
the centre and close to the trade fair and convention centre. 

Code: 8501

Air 
conditioning

Panoramic 
views from 

terrace

p Barcelona 12 km   REntenca 650 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £236pp

Extra Night  
from £67pp+

Code: 20438

 

p Barcelona 14 km   RGirona 400 metres

Renaissance Barcelona Hotel
Barcelona
Located in the heart of the city, just minutes away from famous 
historical sites and surrounded by many little hidden treasures, yet 
away from the main stream of tourist attractions.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £369pp

Extra Night  
from £95pp+

Code: 9251

 

p Barcelona 12 km   RBarcelona Sants 1.5 km

Senator Barcelona
Barcelona
Comfortable and relaxing, this fantastic hotel boasts a great 
location making it the perfect base to explore all that the Catalonian 
capital has to offer. Such as FC Barcelona's Camp Nou Stadium, 
Placa d’Espanya and Diagonal Avenue. 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £174pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp+

Code: 18326

p Barcelona 8.3 km   RIldefons Cerda 400 metres 

SB Plaza Europa Hotel
Barcelona
Located next to the Fira2 Exhibition centre in the L'Hospitalet de 
Llobregat area of Barcelona, this modern hotel is located on the 
Plaza Europa at the foot of Gran Pia Avenue, just 10 minutes from 
the city centre.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £183pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp+

Code: 18329

 

p Barcelona 14 km   RHospital Clinic 300 metres

Sunotel Aston
Barcelona
The Sunotel Aston enjoys a quiet location but has excellent 
transport links for exploring Barcelona. At guests' disposal there is 
a sun terrace with a seasonal swimming pool and Jacuzzi offering 
panoramic views to the Montjuïc mountain.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £159pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp+
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Magnifi cent
        Madrid…

Mercado San Miguel
Europe’s largest municipal market, Mercado San Miguel is a 
lively culinary spot where you can fi nd stalls selling a whole 
host of tapas, cava, oysters and more 

Free attraction 

Museo Nacional del Prado
This national art museum is 
widely considered to have one of 
the world’s fi nest collections of 
European art, dating from the 12th 
century to the early 20th century. 

Tickets available locally 

El Retiro Park
The perfect place to take a stroll 
in the sunshine, El Retiro Park is 
an elegant garden home to several 
sculptures, monuments and a 
boating lake.

Free attraction 

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £209 per person

Fly to Madrid Barajas (MAD)

Explore the Spanish capital 
Madrid is a little more low-key about its boasting than its colourful 
neighbour, Barcelona. With no need for fl uorescent frills to make 
itself seen, the capital prefers to show its vibrant personality with a 
more... subtle approach. 

Here you’ll fi nd elegant and beautiful white buildings settled among 
modern new developments, rows of buzzing nightspots, an eclectic 
variety of restaurants and hundreds of attractions for all. Espléndido! 
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Code: 13879

p Madrid 18 km   RPuerta De Toledo 110 km

Puerta de Toledo Hotel
Madrid
This traditional hotel is located in the historical centre of Madrid. 
Situated close to the Royal Palace and the Cathedral and ideal for 
visiting the Royal Opera Theatre, the Plaza Mayor, el Rastro (flea 
market) and much more!

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £209pp

Extra Night 
from £59pp+

Code: 13874

p Madrid 15 km   RPrincipe Pio 280 metres

Florida Norte Hotel
Madrid
Situated in a great location, this excellent 4-star hotel is situated 
in the centre of Madrid. Near to the hotel, you'll find the beautiful 
gardens of the Royal Palace and the popular Principe Pio shopping 
centre.  

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £230pp

Extra Night 
from £37pp+

Code: 20869

p Madrid 22.3 km   RPrincipe Pio 550 metres

Hotel Principe Pio
Madrid
Explore the history, culture and leisure of Madrid from this centrally 
located hotel. The 18th century Royal Palace of Madrid, Cathedral 
La Almudena, Sabatini Gardens, La Plaza Mayor and Zoo Aquarium 
de Madrid are all within easy reach.

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £250pp

Extra Night 
from £41pp+

Code: 8366

p Madrid 14 km   ROpera 100 metres 

Hotel Opera
Madrid
Located in the heart of Madrid’s historical centre opposite the Royal 
Opera House and a short distance away from the Plaza de Oriente 
– this elegant hotel offers you the chance to stay next to one of 
Europe’s most beautiful royal palaces. 

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £253pp

Extra Night 
from £57pp+

H10 Villa de la Reina
Madrid

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast

This recently refurbished hotel in a majestic, historic building 
with charming features is located right in the heart of Madrid’s 
cosmopolitan Gran Vía. Sitting just 50 metres from the Gran Vía 
Metro Station, this is a great base from which to explore the city.

Code: 17987

Historic
hotel

On-site 
bar

p Madrid 19 km   RGran Vía 50 metres 

 • Save 10% offer on extra nights 

Flight inclusive 
from £321pp

Extra Night 
from £75pp+

Meninas Hotel
Madrid

3 Nights Room Only

Maintaining many elements of the original historic building, this 
boutique hotel off ers lovely accommodation in central Madrid 
close to the Opera Metro, giving you easy access to the city's top 
attractions.

Code: 19953

Central 
location

Air 
conditioning

p Madrid 13 km   ROpera 140 metres

Flight inclusive 
from £233pp

Extra Night 
from £57pp+
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Amazing
   Andalucía…

Discover Spain’s splendid southern coast
Of all Spain’s territories once ruled by the Moors, it’s here that 
the country’s ancient African legacy shines through brightest - in 
its architecture, including such landmarks as the Alcázar castle in 
Seville, the beautiful Arabic bathhouses and even the cuisine. 

You'll also fi nd warm and welcoming whitewashed villages, cute 
cobbled streets and stunning coastlines along a turquoise ocean. 
Not bad at all. 

Plaza de España, Seville
Seville’s famous Plaza de España monument is found in the 
Parque de Maria Luisa and is one of Seville’s most popular 
tourist attractions due to its scale and grandeur.

Tickets available locally 

Córdoba
Once the Islamic capital of 
Spain, this striking city also has a 
remarkable Jewish Quarter. Perfect 
to explore on foot or by bicycle, it’s 
best known for the impressive arches 
of Mezquita de Córdoba.

Tickets available locally

Royal Alcázar of Seville
The oldest royal palace still in use 
in Europe, the Alcázar is a must-see 
during your trip to Seville and is 
registered by UNESCO as a World 
Heritage Site.

Tickets available locally 

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £167 per person

Fly to Malaga Airport (AGP), Seville Airport 
(SVQ) or Granada Airport (GRX)
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Las Casas de la Judería
Seville

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Nestled within the heart of Seville’s old quarter, this magnifi cent 
Old World style establishment with a superb architectural 
style harmoniously refl ects the authentic feel of the serpentine 
neighbourhood that surrounds it.  

Code: 12935

Well-
equipped

spa

Rooftop
pool

p Seville 11 km

Flight inclusive 
from £368pp

Extra Night 
from £99pp+

H10 Corregidor Boutique Hotel
Seville

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast

This charming boutique hotel, packed with amenities, is located 
right in the historical and commercial heart of Seville, close to 
the city’s main tourist attractions. Decorated in Moorish and 
Andalucían style throughout.

Code: 20040

Andalucían 
architecture

Central 
location

p Seville 11 km

Flight inclusive 
from £167pp

Extra Night 
from £38pp+

Code: 17875

p Seville 130 km

Las Casas de la Judería
Cordoba
A charming hotel just metres from the Mezquita. Made up of 
attractive 17th and 18th century houses with lovely gardens, 
fountains and patios. Located in the historic centre of Cordoba.

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £277pp

Extra Night 
from £80pp+

Code: 8198

p Seville 15 km

Silken Al Andalus Palace
Seville
Placed near the popular Heliopolis quarter of Seville, making it 
a great a base to explore the city. Within walking distance of the 
historical centre close to Parque Maria Luisa and Plaza de España. 

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £202pp

Extra Night 
from £51pp+

Code: 13919

p Seville 12 km

Becquer Hotel
Seville
In the heart of Seville, the impressive Cathedral and Alcázar 
Fortress are both within 10 minutes' walk of the hotel and the 
Guadalquivir River is 450 yards away. 

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £255pp

Extra Night 
from £53pp+

Code: 8690

p Seville 8.5 km

Hotel San Gil
Seville
The hotel is a splendid restored and converted Sevillian Palace, set 
in Seville’s old quarter, providing the highest standards of quality 
and comfort. Take a dip in the rooftop pool which boasts fabulous 
views over the city.

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £198pp

Extra Night 
from £64pp+
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Flirt with 
   the Algarve…

Discover Portuguese paradise
Ah, the Algarve, Portugal’s gift to the world for traditional sunny 
holiday lovers. Miles and miles of golden sand beaches, warm ocean 
waters and local seafood delicacies make this lovely slither of the 
world a Super Break favourite. 

Not to mention, surrounded by the Atlantic on both sides, the 
Algarve is a mecca for surfers around the globe. You've got yourself a 
fantastic short break and everything you need to relax and recharge. 

Albufeira Sightseeing Bus Tour
Explore Albufeira with this refreshing open top bus tour. 
Hop on and off  at a variety of stops along the way, and listen 
to an audio guide the whole way. 

Adult from £17pp  |  Child from £8.50pp

Ponta Da Piedale
These iconic rock formations reach 
up to 20 metres high, and are a 
must-see on any visit to Portugal. 

Free attraction

Dolphin Watching Cruise
Take a cruise along the spectacular 
Algarve coast and spot schools 
of dolphins jumping in and out 
of the water. The perfect photo 
opportunity for your short break. 

Buy tickets locally 

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £106 per person

Fly to Faro International Airport (FAO)
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Tivoli Marina Vilamoura
Vilamoura

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This hotel is elegant, modern and luxurious and within close 
proximity to many points of interest in the Algarve region. Plus, it's 
situated directly on the beautiful beachfront.

Code: 21003

Marina
and beach 

views

Modern 
facilities

p Faro 25 km

Flight inclusive 
from £314pp

Extra Night 
from £90pp+

Dom Pedro Marina Hotel
Vilamoura

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Overlooking the International Yacht Marina and the Atlantic 
Ocean, this hotel is just a short stroll away from the shops, bars and 
restaurants in the cosmopolitan marina.

Code: 8833

Fantastic 
views

Heated
pool

p Faro 25 km

Flight inclusive 
from £224pp

Extra Night 
from £59pp+

Code: 17781

p Faro 40 km

Auramar Hotel
Albufeira
This picturesque hotel is located in the beautiful Praia dos Aveiros, 
the resort is situated on Aveiros Beach and Albufeira Beach. It has 
an indoor pool, two outdoor pools and several gardens. Plus, its 
nearby to the town centre of Albufeira. 

3 Nights 
Half Board

Flight inclusive 
from £197pp

Extra Night 
from £47pp+

Code: 20989

p Faro 86 km

Tivoli Lagos
Lagos
This beach resort is located a few minutes from the town centre, the 
marina and just a few kilometres from some of the best golf courses 
in the region. 

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £177pp

Extra Night 
from £44pp+

Code: 21102

p Faro 40 km 

Janelas Do Mar Apartments
Albufeira
The Janelas Do Mar apartment complex is nestled on a hilltop, 
offering an idyllic location with panoramic views to the sea. It's 
within easy reach of the centre of Albufeira and the beautiful Oura 
Beach. 

3 Nights 
Room Only

Flight inclusive 
from £106pp

Extra Night 
from £20pp+

Code: 11234

p Faro 47 km

Vila Gale Cerro Alagoa
Albufeira
Located only a short walk from Fisherman’s Beach, near the centre 
of Albufeira with its many places of interest, this hotel is close at 
hand making it a perfect spot for a relaxed break.

3 Nights 
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive 
from £193pp

Extra Night 
from £49pp+
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From Lisbon 
      with Love…

L
IS

B
O

N

“Super Break were really good 
and quick. I would definitely book 
through them again.”
Super Break Customer, March 2019

Explore Portugal’s cultural capital 

Lisbon is a place that seems like it borrowed all the best bits 
from other cities and rolled them into one. Not only is Lisbon 
the capital of Portugal, therefore all-but guaranteeing an 
incredible nightlife and all the modernity’s expected with city-
living, it’s sat right at the forefront of the North Atlantic Ocean.

Set against the spectacular backdrop of Sao Jorge Castle, 
“The City on Seven Hills” is an exciting patchwork of epic 
green-covered landscape, spectacular bars and seafood 
joints and an array of museums, monuments and medieval 
architecture. Well worth a visit. 

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £183 per person

Fly to Lisbon Portela (LIS)
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
5  Pestana CR7 Lisboa 

– see page 109

For great value, stay at the 
3  Amazonia Hotel Lisboa

– see page 108

Relax at the 
4  Hotel Mundial 

– see page 108

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 21103 Code: 8615 Code: 21173

L
IS

B
O

N

Sintra
Hidden within pine covered hills on the edge of Lisbon you’ll 

fi nd Sintra which is overfl owing with extravagant palaces, 
opulent mansions and the ruins of an ancient castle.

Free attraction 

Bairro Alto 

Explore the popular, bohemian part 
of Lisbon, Bairro Alto. Here you’ll fi nd 

fantastic bars, restaurants and great 
nightlife scene attracting people of 

all ages.

Free attraction 

Alfama 

Alfama is one of the oldest and most 
authentic districts in Lisbon. 

A delightful maze of narrow cobbled 
streets and ancient houses, which lead 
up the steep hill from the Tejo Estuary 

to the castle. 
Free attraction 

Belem 

The Belem district of Lisbon is home to 
some of the city’s top tourist attractions 
including the Torre de Belem and the 
Monasterio dos Jeronimos and is also 

home to the traditional Pasteis de 
Belem custard tarts.

Free attraction 

Castelo de Sao Jorge
One of the city’s top attractions. The Castelo de Sao Jorge 
stands majestically on the top of a hill overlooking Lisbon, 

off ering breath-taking views. 

Tours are bookable direct with attraction 

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Miraparque
Lisbon

3 Nights Room Only

Miraparque offers tourists visiting Lisbon a central yet peaceful and 
quiet location. This pleasant 3 star hotel overlooks the beautiful 
Eduardo VII Park and is within easy reach of a wide range of top 
tourist attractions. 

Code: 14149

Air 
conditioning

Cocktail 
area

p Lisbon Portela 8 km   RParque 200 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £235pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp+

Expo Astoria Hotel
Lisbon

3 Nights Room Only

A boutique hotel with art and design-inspired décor. Located in a 
prime location, in the heart of Lisbon, offering great transport links 
for those looking to discover the city and its wonders.

Code: 21104

 Central 
location

On-site spa

p Lisbon Portela 7 km   RMarques de Pombal 300 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £233pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+

Code: 16683

 

p Lisbon Portela 9 km   RRossio 150 metres

Metropole Hotel
Lisbon
Located on Rossio Square; the heart of historic Lisbon, making 
this hotel an excellent base. Careful renovations have enhanced 
the charm and elegance, with original furnishings meeting modern 
conveniences.  

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £423pp

Extra Night  
from £101pp+

Code: 21103

 

p Lisbon Portela 10 km   RMarques de Pombal 800 metres

Amazonia Hotel Lisboa
Lisbon
Located just 500 metres from Lisbon’s main avenue, Avenida da 
Liberdade. The hotel offers spectacular panoramic views over the 
city and river. With the nearest metro station only 800 metres away 
you can easily get out and explore the city.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £183pp

Extra Night  
from £37pp+

Code: 8615

 

p Lisbon Portela 6 km   RRossio 300 metres

Hotel Mundial
Lisbon
Situated right in the heart of Lisbon, with the Baixa Pombalina and 
the historical St. George’s Castle in the background. Plus, Rossio 
Square is just a few steps away from this comfortable 4 star hotel. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £282pp

Extra Night  
from £74pp+

Code: 16406

 

p Lisbon Portela 4 km   RAlameda 500 metres

Holiday Inn Lisbon
Lisbon
An ideal choice of accommodation for those who wish to explore 
this vibrant city at their leisure. Facilities include a guest lounge, an 
on-site gym, an outdoor pool and a grocery shopping service.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £285pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp+
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Holiday Inn Lisbon Continental
Lisbon

3 Nights Room Only

A curvaceous high-rise building on a lively boulevard; the 
contemporary Holiday Inn Lisbon-Continental is a 10 minute taxi 
ride from Lisbon Airport. The location offers close proximity to 
Campo Pequeno metro station which provides direct subway trains 
to Lisbon city centre.

Code: 16511

Fitness 
centre

Kids 
stay free

p Lisbon Portela 7 km   RCampo Pequeno 300 metres 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £231pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp+

Hotel Marques de Pombal
Lisbon

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Located in the most prestigious quarter of Lisbon, boasting a 
perfect blend of contemporary atmosphere, accommodation and 
service. Amenities include a bar, restaurant, 24 hour room service, 
gym, sauna and steam bath, hairdresser and more.

Code: 8315

All Day 
Dining Bar

Central 
location

p Lisbon Portela 8 km   RMarques de Pombal 20 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £256p

Extra Night  
from £62pp+

Code: 17602

 

p Lisbon Portela 7 km   RMarques De Pombal 130 metres 

Florida Hotel
Lisbon
This glamorous hotel sits in the heart of the city, in front of Marques 
de Pombal underground station. This historical hotel was one of the 
first built in the beautiful Portuguese city of Lisbon. 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £252pp

Extra Night  
from £65pp+

Code: 12724

 

p Lisbon Portela 5.5 km   RPicoas 300 metres

Doubletree by Hilton Lisbon
Lisbon
Enjoy a superb stay in the heart of Lisbon with unique décor, 
modern business and leisure amenities and warm hospitality. Plus, 
receive a delicious fresh-baked cookie upon arrival.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £307pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp+

Code: 18217

 

p Lisbon Portela 7 km   RAvenida 400 metres

Altis Grand Hotel
Lisbon
A landmark 5 star hotel with a prime location in central Lisbon, 
within walking distance of Avenida Liberdade and Lisbon’s historic 
districts offering a heated indoor pool, fitness room and spa 
massage service. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £311pp

Extra Night  
from £83pp+

Code: 21173

 

p Lisbon Portela 10 km   RTerreiro Do Paco 250 metres 

Pestana CR7 Lisboa
Lisbon
This luxurious Pestana hotel is a 5-star collaboration with the famous 
footballer Cristiano Ronaldo. Set in Baixa Pombalina you are less 
than a minute from Praca do Comercio, the Chiado shopping area 
and the nightlife of Cais do Sodre.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £282pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp+
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Budapest, Hungary’s
                hidden gem…

“Excellent service as always. Highly 
recommended for any break. Very 
helpful customer service team.” 
Super Break Customer, January 2019

Eastern Europe at its best

Budapest, or “The Pearl of the Danube”, as it’s known to 
some, is the beautiful capital city of Hungary. Landlocked 
almost dead in the centre of Eastern Europe, unsurprisingly 
Budapest is a wonderfully eclectic city made up of a wealth 
of cultures from across the continent. 

Hungary is often celebrated for its stunning classical 
architecture, natural hot springs and, thanks to the 
surrounding landscape, gorgeous natural beauty. Not to 
mention the abundance of entertainment available and a 
reputation for being inexpensive. Could Budapest be Eastern 
Europe’s most exciting city? You’ll have to be the judge. 

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £145 per person

Fly to Budapest International Airport (BUD) 
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
5  InterContinental Budapest 

– see page 113

For great value, stay at the 
3  Erzsebet City Center Hotel

– see page 113

Relax at the 
4  Danubius Flamenco Hotel 

– see page 112

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 8024 Code: 14088 Code: 16967 
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Buda Castle
Built in 1265, this historic castle complex is a 

UNESCO World Heritage site, and a must see on your 
visit to Budapest.

Buy tickets locally

Fisherman’s Bastion
The Fisherman’s Bastion, or 

“Halaszbastya” off ers the chance to 
view Budapest from a 19th century 

lookout tower. The stunning fortress 
walls provide an excellent photo 

opportunity.

Free attraction  

St. Stephen’s Basilica
This Roman Catholic basilica is 

fi lled with exquisite details, such as 
the stunning cupola, stained glass 

windows, and elaborate altar.

Free attraction

Gellert Hill
For the best views of Budapest, take 

the trip to the top of Gellert Hill. The 
picturesque surroundings overlooking 
the Danube are well worth the walk.

Free attraction  

House of Parliament
This spectacular government building sits by the Danube 

in all its grandeur. Enjoy a trip around this magnifi cent 
example of neo-Gothic architecture.

Buy tickets locally  

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Danubius Hotel Astoria City Centre
Budapest

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Timeless elegance meets modern comfort and amenities at this 
newly renovated  hotel, one of Budapest’s most beautiful old 
distinguished buildings.

Code: 11656

Historic 
setting

City centre 
location

p Budapest 20 km    RKeleti Ferenc Liszt 3 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £182pp

Extra Night  
from £61pp+

Budapest Marriott Hotel
Budapest

3 Nights Room Only 

Perched on the banks of the Danube River in the city centre, 
this award-winning hotel offers elegantly furnished, modern and 
comfortable spacious rooms and suites with excellent amenities. 

Code: 20491

River  
views

Lounge  
bar

p Budapest 22.5 km   RVigadó Tér 190 metres

Flight inclusive  
from £460pp

Extra Night  
from £95pp+

Code: 12110

 

p Budapest 13 km   RBlaha Lujza Square 500 metres

Atlas City Hotel
Budapest
This clean, comfortable, great value hotel is located close to 
rail, metro, tram and bus services, providing easy access to top 
attractions including St. Stephen’s Basilica and the Hungarian 
Parliament building.

Code: 14088 

p Budapest 22 km   RMoricz zsigmond Korter 650 metres

Danubius Flamenco Hotel
Budapest
Located on the green and hilly Buda side of the Danube but still 
close to the city centre, only a few minutes away from the business 
and shopping districts of Budapest.

Code: 18382

p Budapest 18 km   R Oktogon 400 metres 

Corinthia Hotel Budapest
Budapest
Luxury and location combine at the Corinthia Hotel, which is close 
to Andrássy Avenue, the House of Terror Museum and many of 
Budapest’s world-famous spas.

Code: 20130 

 

p Budapest 20 km    RBudapest Southern 7 km

Danubius Hotel Arena
Budapest
With an ideal location in the district of Pest, just steps away from the 
metro, you can easily enjoy all the top sights in Budapest. Enjoy the 
use of hotel facilities including the premier fitness club and wellness 
centre.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £184pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £192pp

Extra Night  
from £42pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £448pp

Extra Night  
from £125pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £145pp

Extra Night  
from £36pp+
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Hilton Budapest West End
Budapest

3 Nights Room Only 

With easy access to the city on foot or public transport, the hotel 
is also connected to the largest shopping centre in Hungary. 
Located on the Pest side of the Danube, it is just a short walk from 
Parliament, Heroes’ Square and St. Stephen's Basilica.

Code: 18158

Fitness 
centre

Stylish bar

p Budapest 22 km   RNyugati Pályaudvar 250 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £269pp

Extra Night  
from £80pp+

Gold Hotel Budapest
Budapest

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

A small hotel with a ‘big heart’, this charming romantic retreat 
boasts panoramic city views and is a short stroll from Buda Castle 
and close to the stunning River Danube.

Code: 12498

Victorian 
property

Outdoor 
terrace

p Budapest 19 km   RDeli Palyadvar 1.2 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £200pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp+

Code: 20097

p Budapest 20 km   RSzent Gellért Tér 240 metres 

Danubius Hotel Gellert
Budapest
This impressive Art-Nouveau building towering over the city from 
the banks of the Danube is bursting with character and just a 
10-minute walk from Budapest’s main shopping area.

Code: 17929 

 

p Budapest 11 km   RKeleti 3 km

Expo Congress Hotel
Budapest
Located right next to the Hungexpo Budapest Exhibition Centre, 
this hotel gives you easy access to the city centre via the metro. 
Relax at the end of a long day of sightseeing at the spa or at the 12th 
floor Sky Bar.

Code: 8024 

p Budapest 15 km   R Ferenciek 250 metres

Erzsebet City Center Hotel
Budapest
Offering good value and a great location, this modern, friendly 
hotel is surrounded by cafes, bars and restaurants and close to the 
famous Vaci Street and Great Market Hall. 

Code: 16967 

 

p Budapest 21 km   RVörösmarty tér 350 metres

InterContinental Budapest
Budapest
Perfectly located for strolling along the Danube and visiting the 
Royal Palace and Museum of Fine Arts, this luxurious hotel has a 
rejuvenating spa, sauna, pool and steam bath.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £312pp

Extra Night  
from £78pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £228pp

Extra Night  
from £86pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £226pp

Extra Night  
from £57pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £163pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp+
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Enjoy the perfect break in Prague 

Prague is a wonderful and welcoming city and a truly 
gorgeous part of the world. Like freckles on the city’s 
face, you’ll fi nd beautiful medieval buildings, castles 
and monuments dating all the way back to the 9th 
century scattered all over. 

World-renowned beer and fantastic bars celebrating 
the best of Czech brews, brilliant nightlife spots and 
plenty of delightful culinary treats await. We heard you 
have great taste, fancy a visit? 

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £95 per person

Fly to Prague Airport (PRG)
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Czech it out…

“Great value and service 
from Super Break. Would 
definitely recommend.” 
Super Break Customer, January 2019
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Treat yourself! 
Stay at the 5  Hilton Prague 

– see page 119

For great value, stay at the 
3  La Petit Hotel 

– see page 116

Relax at the 
4  Ametyst Hotel Prague 

– see page 117

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 21462 Code: 9213 Code: 18127

Hop-on Hop-off Prague Sightseeing Bus Tour 
- 2 Days

Explore Prague, with its 13th century houses and churches. 
Discover the Old Town Hall, the Municipal House, the 
Estates Theatre and the famous Astronomical Clock.

Adult from £20pp  |  Child from £16pp

Jewish Quarter
The Jewish quarter, also known as 

Josefov, is located between the Old 
Town and the Vltava River. Dating 
back to the 13th century, this area is 
steeped in fascinating history and 

beautiful architecture.

Free attraction  

Czech Beer Tasting Tour
Not just a knees up, sample 7 varieties 
of Czech beer paired with Hermelin 
cheese and crackers. Discover the 

complexities of the brew and learn how 
to appreciate and savour the fl avour 
through correct tasting techniques.

Adult from £24pp

Astronomical Clock
Enjoy a visit to the Old Town Hall 
and witness the spectacle of the 

mechanical clock marking the turn 
of the hour – one of the best preserved 

medieval mechanical Clocks
 in the world.

Free attraction

Prague Highlights Tour
Start this fantastic, jam-packed tour on a coach exploring 

amazing sights, including the National Museum, the famous 
Dancing House and Prague Castle. Then, on foot visit the 

Astronomical Clock amongst other sights. 

Adult from £23pp  |  Child from £18pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Beranek Hotel
Prague

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

The Beranek Hotel is located in downtown Prague – only 5 minutes 
from Wenceslas Square. In front of the hotel building you’ll 
find metro and tram stops with connections to destinations and 
attractions throughout the city. 

Code: 12081

Air 
conditioned

Great 
transport 

links

p Prague 15 km   RI.P. Pavlova 150 metres 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £185pp

Extra Night  
from £48pp+

Prague Centre Plaza Hotel
Prague

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

The Prague Centre Plaza Hotel is housed in an elegant historic 
building with a breath-taking view of Petrin Hill with its viewing 
tower. The hotel is located in the centre of Prague with various 
main historical sights accessible on foot.

Code: 13767

Beer spa
Historical 
building

p Prague 15 km   RI.P. Pavlova 500 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £171pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp+

Code: 13758

 

p Prague 15 km   RI.P. Pavlova 230 metres

Prague Centre Superior
Prague
The historic building in which this hotel was built at the beginning 
of the last century, and is one of the architectural treasures of the 
area. The hotel is conveniently located very close to the city centre, 
providing easy access to attractions.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £164pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp+

Code: 21069

 

p Prague 17 km   RMuzeum 300 metres

Wenceslas Square
Prague
Offering modern accommodation in the heart of Prague near 
Wenceslas Square. There are also many tourist hotspots such as 
The National Museum and Old Town Square with the Astronomical 
Clock just a stones throw away. 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £176pp

Extra Night  
from £36pp+

Code: 21462

 

p Prague 12 km   RPraha - Holešovice 400 metres

Le Petit Hotel
Prague
The hotel is situated in the heart of district 7 and regular bus and 
tram services running into the city centre, operate just 400 metres 
from the hotel meaning you can enjoy quick access to popular spots 
such as Wenceslas Square.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £95pp

Extra Night  
from £19pp+

Code: 15238

 

p Prague 29 km   RRoztyly 700 metres

Globus Hotel
Prague
Located in one of the largest parks in Prague, providing a beautiful 
view over the city. The Metro Station Roztyly is conveniently 
situated 700 metres from the hotel, from which you will reach the 
city centre in 12 minutes.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £140pp

Extra Night  
from £27pp+

Local attraction tickets can be added to your short break 
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Brixen Praha Hotel
Prague

3 Nights Room Only

Situated just a few steps away from Wenceslas Square and amongst 
the vibrant, bars, cafes and restaurants and the bustling nightlife. 
The hotel also has the Brixen Café onsite which is open 24 hours a 
day.

Code: 21068

24 hour 
cafe

Central 
location

p Prague 18 km   RI.P. Pavlova 200 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £157pp

Extra Night  
from £30pp+

Charles Central Hotel
Prague

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

The hotel is situated next to Krizikova metro station meaning you 
can get out and explore Prague with ease with the historic centre 
and top attractions being only 2 metro stops away.

Code: 21067

Luggage 
storage

24 hour 
reception

p Prague 17.5 km   R

 

Flight inclusive  
from £155pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp+

Code: 21366

 

p Prague 18.5 km   RI.P. Pavlova 60 metres

Alton Hotel
Prague
A classic 3 star property located in the middle of Prague close to 
Wenceslas Square and public transport links. A concierge service 
is also available to help organise sightseeing routes, restaurant 
reservations and other extra touches.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £184pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp+

Code: 8838

 

p Prague 25 km   RMustek 20 metres

Adria Hotel Prague
Prague
Located in the heart of the city, this classical yet modern hotel is 
within walking distance of many attractions, located on the lively 
boulevard of Wenceslas Square.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £214pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp+

Code: 9213

 

p Prague 22 km   R

Ametyst Hotel Prague
Prague
This comfortable boutique hotel is one of our most popular hotels 
in Prague. Located in the historic centre of the city, only 15 minutes 
from Wenceslas Square and the State Opera.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £173pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+

Code: 20235

 

p Prague 13 km   R

Design Hotel Neruda
Prague
Located steps away from Prague castle, in the charming area of 
Mala Strana, in a house where once lived a famous Czech writer  
Jan Neruda.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £256pp

Extra Night  
from £66pp+
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Code: 21585

 

p Prague 18 km   R

Taurus Hotel
Prague
Situated near the historical centre, just a few minutes from the 
Wenceslas Square, the National Museum and the Old Town, in the 
superb quarter of Royal Vinohrady. There are also many shops and 
restaurants and a modern Flora shopping centre near the hotel. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast 

Flight inclusive  
from £175pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp+

Code: 17963

 

p R

Galileo Hotel
Prague
The hotel is situated in Prague’s central Vinohrady quarter, well 
known for its countless bars and restaurants. Plus, the famous 
Wenceslas Square and State Opera are only a few minutes’ walk 
away. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast 

Flight inclusive  
from £173pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp+

Code: 14420

 

p R

Jalta Boutique Hotel
Prague
The glamorous Jalta Boutique Hotel is located in the majestic 
Wenceslas Square, the famous Prague landmark which breathes 
history and culture – making it ideally situated for sightseeing and 
entertainment.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £300pp

Extra Night  
from £86pp+

Code: 12063

 

p Prague 12 km   R

Mucha Hotel Prague
Prague
A luxurious hotel offering an excellent location just walking distance 
from the Old Town Square, Na Porici and Wenceslas Square. The 
hotel is also close to the main Boulevard, with its many shops, 
restaurants and open air markets. 

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast 

Flight inclusive  
from £198pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp+

Park Inn Hotel Prague
Prague

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Beautifully situated in the area known as Prague 2, just a short 
distance from the Vltava embankment and Charles Bridge, as 
well as Vysehrad Castle. Originally built in 1907, the hotel is a 
testament to Art Deco design. 

Code: 16584

Panoramic 
views

Great 
transport 

links

p Prague 17 km   R

 

Flight inclusive  
from £222pp

Extra Night  
from £59pp+

Jurys Inn Prague
Prague

3 Nights Room Only

This great city centre hotel offers Irish hospitality in the heart of 
Prague. Located opposite the Florenc underground Metro station, 
walkable to Old Town Square and with the famous Wenceslas 
Square just two stops away.

Code: 17088

Central 
location

Stylish  
bar

p Prague 18 km   R

 

Flight inclusive  
from £211pp

Extra Night  
from £53pp+

Join us online and be the first to know: 
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Code: 21184

 

p Prague 18 km   R

Red & Blue Design Hotel Prague
Prague
A contemporary hotel set close to the heart of the city in an area 
that is popular for sightseeing and great food. The grand white 
building stands proud among others and welcomes you to stay in 
complete comfort and luxury.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £149pp

Extra Night  
from £40pp+

Code: 17576

 

p R

Kings Court Hotel
Prague
A historical, neo-Renaissance style building which has been 
tastefully transformed from the former prestigious seat of the Czech 
Chamber of Commerce into a contemporary deluxe five star hotel.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast 

Flight inclusive  
from £292pp

Extra Night  
from £106pp+

Code: 15232

 

p R

Amigo City Centre Hotel
Prague
A luxurious Neo-Renaissance family hotel located in the centre of 
Prague, only a few minutes’ walk from the famous Wenceslas Square 
and from the metro stop I.P. Pavlova. 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £185pp

Extra Night  
from £39pp+

Code: 18127

 

p Prague 18 km   R

Hilton Prague
Prague
Located in a glass futuristic building, with a spectacular atrium, this 
large, modern hotel is on the right bank of the Vltava River just a 
short stroll from the beautiful historic city centre. Relax after a long 
day and take in spectacular views from the Cloud 9 Sky Bar.

3 Nights  
Room Only 

Flight inclusive  
from £198pp

Extra Night  
from £79pp+

Casa Marcello Hotel Prague
Prague

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Completely restored to its original style, the Casa Marcello 
Hotel Prague is one of the most distinctive hotels in the centre of 
Prague and is just a few steps away from the Old Town Square. 
This impressive hotel sits adjacent to the 1,000 year old St. Agnes 
Monastery. 

Code: 16980

Summer 
terrace

Historic 
hotel

p R

 

Flight inclusive  
from £167pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+

Inter-Continental Prague
Prague

3 Nights Room Only

The 5* Inter-Continental Prague is located on the most famous 
and luxurious shopping boulevard – 'Parizka' – and on the banks of 
the Vltava River, offering captivating views of the city. The hotel is 
within walking distance of most sights and attractions, such as the 
Astronomical Clock, Charles Bridge and Wenceslas Square.

Code: 8229

Central 
location

Rooftop 
restaurant

p R

 

Flight inclusive  
from £329pp

Extra Night  
from £72pp+
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Picturesque 
  Poland…

“Professional and speedy service, 
regarding my booking to Krakow 
last year – it was amazing.” 
Super Break Customer, January 2019

Plenty to see in Krakow 

There are many reasons to visit beautiful Poland, but the 
fact this wonderful country comes hand-in-hand with 
around 328 miles of coastline and some simply incredible 
beaches is more than enough to consider a trip. 

And did you know that Krakow is home to one of the fi rst 
10 UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Such is the extent 
of beautifully preserved medieval houses, churches and 
castles within the city’s boundaries. Although fi ercely proud 
of its traditions and culture, Poland truly is a cosmopolitan 
country that will make you feel like a welcome guest.

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £142 per person

Fly to Krakow Balice International Airport (KRK) 
or Gdansk Lech Wałesa Airport (GDN)
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
5  Holiday Inn Krakow 

– see page 125

For great value, stay at the 
3  Maly Krakow Aparthotel 

– see page 124

Relax at the 
4  Plaza Boutique Hotel 

– see page 125

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 21422 Code: 21595 Code: 11103

Wieliczka Salt Mine Tour
Explore this UNESCO listed breath-taking site and see the 
stunning “underground town” with lakes, passages, and the 
marvellous St Kinga chapel. During the tour you will also 

visit the historic chambers connected by 2km of passages.

Adult from £36pp, Child from £21pp  

Krakow Tourist Card 

Enjoy travel on all city buses 
and trams and entrance to 40 

museums including: Schindler’s 
Factory, St Marys Basilica, Galicja 

Jewish Museum, MOCAK and 
Kosciuszko Mound.  

2 Day – Adult/Child from £29pp
3 Day – Adult/Child from £35pp

 

Jewish Quarter Guided 
Walking Tour 

Visit the former Jewish district of 
Kazimierz. This trendy district is fi lled 
with designer cafes and surrounded 
by buildings that witnessed shocking 

Holocaust history. 

Adult/Child from £17pp 

Schindler’s Factory 
Guided Tour 

Located in the original Oskar Schindler 
Enamelled Goods Factory, visitors are 
taken back to WWII learning its history 
and walking through rooms fi lled with 

the memories of Oskar Schindler. 

Adult/Child from £15pp 

The Old Town Walking Tour
Explore the magical myths, legends and unusual stories 

hidden in the secret parts of Krakow’s Old Town. Visit a well 
preserved medieval fortifi ed outpost, Florianska Gate, an 
impressive Gothic tower and the original entrance to the 

city, and much more. 

Adult/Child from £17pp 
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Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Armon Residence
Krakow

3 Nights Room Only 

A modern property situated in the heart of Krakow’s Kazimierz 
District, the old Jewish Quarter and close to public transport links 
or a short walk to the main square where you’ll find numerous 
cosy art cafes, galleries and antique shops, paved street and 
monuments.

Code: 21564

Luggage 
storage

Air 
conditioning

p Krakow Balice 11 km   RKrakow Main 1.6 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £143pp

Extra Night  
from £31pp+

Code: 9841

 

p RGlowny 1 km 

Hilton Gdansk
Gdansk
Set in the heart of the Old Town, with access to the city’s best 
tourist destinations. Stroll along the Motlawa riverfront, visit the 
Solidarity and Amber Museums, marvel at St Mary’s Church or take 
a trip to the Gdansk Crane.

Code: 20140

 

p R

Scandic Hotel Gdansk 
Gdansk
Located in the heart of Gdansk, close to the historical old town, this 
modern, light and clean hotel offers a comfortable place to stay, 
along with free high speed internet.

A perfect package which combines three of the most popular tours 
in and around Krakow including the Old Town Walking Tour, the 
wonders of Wielicza Salt Mines and the reflective experience of a 
visit to Auschwitz-Birkenau.

Itinerary

Day 1: Arrive Krakow and explore the city at leisure

Day 2: Take a reflective tour of Auschwitz-Birkenau

Day 3: Explore Krakow’s Old Town

Day 4: Experience the fascinating Wlelicza Salt Mines

Day 5: Depart Krakow

Adult from £89pp | Child from £69pp 

Minimum 3 night stay required

Discover 
Krakow 
Tour

For more inspiration, visit blog.superbreak.com 

Qubus Hotel Gdansk
Gdansk

3 Nights Room Only 

Located on the banks of the Motlawa River, this lovely hotel is a 
popular choice and offers stunning views across the picturesque 
city centre. There’s also a sauna and gym for guests to relax in 
after a busy day in the city.

Code: 19261

Seasonal 
menu

Great 
location

p R

 

Flight inclusive  
from £191pp

Extra Night  
from £45pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £217pp

Extra Night  
from £41pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £164pp

Extra Night  
from £44pp+
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Wyspianski Hotel
Krakow

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

In the very heart of Krakow, close to Market Square, this family 
friendly hotel is a 7-minute walk from the railway station. In the 
vicinity of the hotel you can find the gift shop, casino, sport shops 
and bank branch.

Code: 12832

A la carte 
restaurant

Central 
location

p Krakow Balice 12.5 km   RGlowny 750 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £151pp

Extra Night  
from £36pp+

Spatz Aparthotel
Krakow

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast

Awarded a TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence (2014) this hotel 
is situated in the heart of Kazimierz, the famous Jewish district in 
Krakow. A few minutes walk from Wawel Castle and the Market 
Square. 

Code: 20194

Close to 
attractions

Summer 
garden

p Krakow Balice 16.5 km   RGlowny 1.5 km 

 

Flight inclusive  
from £153pp

Extra Night  
from £43pp+

Code: 17897

 

p Krakow Balice 16 km   RGlowny 1 km

Aparthotel Globus Krakow
Krakow
Located in the historic centre of Krakow, only a few steps from the 
old Market Square. The major tourist attractions including The 
Royal Wawel Castle and The Kazimierz Jewish Quarter are close by, 
making it an ideal base for sightseeing.

Code: 20018

•  Save 10% for 3 nights or more

p Krakow Balice 9 km   RGlowny 1.5 km

Maksymilian Hotel
Krakow
A conveniently located hotel, set in an historical building in the 
heart of Krakow. Just a short walk from the Main Square, St. Mary's 
Basilica, the Cloth Hall as well as all of the key tourist attractions.  

Code: 20697

 

p Krakow Balice 12 km

Legend Hotel
Krakow
Located in the Old Town within walking distance of museums, 
churches and restaurants and just a few minutes from Wawel Royal 
Castle and the Kazimierz Jewish District, this hotel is a great choice 
for travellers interested in culture, history and food.  

Code: 21271

 

p Krakow Balice 16 km

Leone Aparthotel
Krakow
Situated on the border of Old Town and Jewish district Kazimierz 
both of which are only a 6 minute walk from the hotel allowing 
guests to visit the main attractions of Krakow.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £197pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £176pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £195pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £149pp

Extra Night  
from £38pp+
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Santi Hotel
Krakow

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Set in an historical building with rustic features, this unique hotel is 
situated barely a minute away from Main Market Square, and three 
minutes from Royal Castle on Wawel.

Code: 20193

Historic 
hotel

Award-
winning 

hotel

p Krakow Balice 15 km   RGlowny 1.5 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £217pp

Extra Night  
from £63pp+

Vienna House Easy Cracow
Krakow

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

In a fantastic central location, close to the city’s most important 
historic landmarks and top tourist attractions. Both the railway 
station and the bus stop are within a few minutes walking distance. 
Plus, make the most of the hotel’s fitness studio and garden.

Code: 11628

Sun  
terrace

Popular 
restaurant 

p Krakow Balice 15 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £180pp

Extra Night  
from £46pp+

Code: 12833

p Krakow Balice 14 km   RGlowny 500 metres

Amadeus Hotel
Krakow
In the heart of Krakow, one of the finest and best preserved of all 
the Polish cities, renowned for its stunning architecture and sites of 
cultural importance. Make the most of the hotel's cosy bar and café 
area, a mini fitness room and a sauna.

Code: 18173

p Krakow Balice 15 km

Hilton Garden Inn Krakow
Krakow
Ideally located in central Krakow, on a bend in the Vistula River 
across from the Wawel Castle, within walking distance from Krakow’s 
many cultural attractions such as the Kazimierz Jewish Quarter and 
the historic Old City, a UNESCO World Heritage site. 

Code: 18018

p Krakow Balice 14 km   RBohaterow Getta 3 km 

Qubus Hotel Krakow
Krakow
Nestled in the historical district of Kazimierz, on the banks of the 
Vistula river, in Nadwislanska Street, near the Bohaterow Getta 
Square offering easy access to the city’s major tourist attractions.  

See our full range of hotels and destinations online 

Code: 21422

 

p Krakow Balice 15 km   RKrakow Main 200 metres 

Maly Krakow Aparthotel
Krakow
Close to the beautiful medieval town square, this hotel is an ideal 
choice for a short city break. Tucked away down a driveway of the 
main road, you can enjoy a secluded and relaxing accommodation, 
whilst still being in the heart of the city.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £266pp

Extra Night  
from £75pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £198pp

Extra Night  
from £49pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £142pp

Extra Night  
from £35pp+

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £211pp

Extra Night  
from £47pp+
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Crown Piast Hotel Krakow

Krakow

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

A luxurious and traditional hotel & leisure complex, surrounded by 
a large garden with a pond, tennis courts, a guarded car parking 
and a modern recreation and wellness centre is superbly located 
just a short distance from the city centre.

Code: 17821

Summer 
terrace

1 hectare 
garden area

p Krakow Balice 11 km

Flight inclusive  
from £189pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp+

Plaza Boutique Hotel
Krakow

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Located in a charming district of Krakow, close to Kazimierz 
and the Old Town. Offering fine cuisine and the ideal place to 
dine or enjoy a drink after a busy day at the onsite The Venezia 
Restaurant.

Code: 21595

Picturesque 
location

Modern 
interior 

p Krakow Balice 15 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £174pp

Extra Night  
from 47pp+

Code: 9219

 

p Krakow Balice 25 km   RGlowny 2 km 

Galaxy Hotel
Krakow
Situated close to the Old Town, this perfectly located hotel is within 
easy reach of the Oskar Schindler Museum and the Kazimierz 
Shopping Centre. Plus, overlooking Grzegorzki, a district steeped in 
history, tradition, and unmatched charm.

Code: 11103

p Krakow Balice 15 km   RGlowny 500 metres

Holiday Inn Krakow
Krakow
Located in the cultural heart of picturesque Krakow and a short walk 
from the bustling Market Square. Local attractions include Wawel 
Castle, Wieliczka with its salt mines and the Old Synagogue.

Auschwitz-Birkenau was the largest of Nazi Germany’s 
concentration camps. The complex consisted of 3 main camps. 
Auschwitz I – administrative centre, Auschwitz II (Birkenau) – 
extermination camp and Auschwitz III (Monowitz) – work camp. 
Learn about the holocaust and see one of the most haunting, 
yet touching, places in the World on this insightful tour. Visit the 
permanent exhibition and original buildings at the Main Camp and 
see the most important original objects at Birkenau. 

Adult from £38pp | Child from £31pp 

(prices are ticket only)

Auschwitz-
Birkenau Tour 

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £252pp

Extra Night  
from £103pp+

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £189pp

Extra Night  
from £52pp+
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Alpine 
    adventures…

Discover Austria’s understated beauty

Austria is home to a wonderfully dramatic natural landscape 
rarely seen elsewhere in Europe. With an extensive array of 
attractions, tours and things to see, you’ll fi nd no trouble diving 
into the rich history, tradition and culture.  

Both Vienna and Salzburg are well worth a visit. Each blends 
into the surrounding Alpine backdrop and off er a whole host of 
exciting activities. Discover the popular skiing resorts, browse 
the magnifi cent Imperial Palace, meet Mozart with the Sound 
of Music tour or simply stuff  yourself with Mozartkugeln 
– irresistible chocolate pearls with pistachio and marzipan. 
Heavenly. 

How to get there 

Flight inclusive breaks
3 nights accommodation + fl ight 
from £163 per person

Fly to Vienna International Airport (VIE)
or Salzburg Airport (SZG)
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“Have used Super Break 
many times and have never 
been disappointed.” 
Super Break Customer, February 2019
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Treat yourself! Stay at the 
5  InterContinental Vienna  

– see page 129

For great value, stay at the 
4  Holiday Inn Salzburg City 

– see page 128

Relax at the 4  Imperial Riding 
School Renaissance Vienna 

Hotel – see page 129

Save Spend Splurge

See more, do more

Code: 18462 Code: 20404 Code: 18469
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Schönbrunn Palace – Vienna
Off ering fascinating visits, this 

imperial, Baroque palace was built 
in the 1600s, holds a strong cultural 

importance in Austria and acts as the 
Habsburgs residence. 

Tours are bookable direct 
with attraction

Sound of Vienna – Strauss 
and Mozart Concert and 

4 Course Dinner
After experiencing the musical 
delights of the concert, enjoy a 

delicious four course gala dinner.

Ticket from £99pp 

The Original 
Sound of Music Tour 

Enjoy a guided bus ride through the 
beautiful landscape where scenes from 

the musical were fi lmed. 
Ticket from £39pp 

VIP Sound of Vienna – Strauss and Mozart Concert 

Experience the concert as a VIP in a reserved VIP seat, 
with a glass of prosecco in the interval and a Strauss CD 

and programme booklet to take home. Four course dinner 
option also available. 

VIP Ticket from £87pp
VIP & Four Course Dinner Ticket from £127pp

 

Sound of Vienna – Strauss and Mozart Concert
Enjoy an evening of Viennese charm with the sounds of the 
waltz, aria and duet, operetta and piano concerto alongside 

opera vocalists and ballet soloists.

Ticket from £61pp

Add attractions 
& experiences
to your Super Break
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Erzherzog Rainer Hotel
Vienna

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

Situated close to the State Opera House and the first district of 
Vienna in a quiet location, this traditional hotel has been open for 
more than 100 years.

Code: 14110

Historic 
hotel

Family-run 
hotel

p Vienna 20 km  RSudbahnhof 3 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £433pp

Extra Night  
from £58pp+

ATEL Hotel Lasserhof
Salzburg

3 Nights Bed & Breakfast 

This turn of the century hotel, privately owned and  family run, is 
located in a quiet area near to the Central station in the city centre. 
Mirabell Castle and Gardens and Salzburg’s many attractions are 
within walking distance.

Code: 8126

Close to 
attractions

Air 
conditioning

p Salzburg 5.5 km   RSalzburg 650 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £203pp

Extra Night  
from £51pp+

Code: 18462

p Salzburg 5 km   RSalzburg 1.5 km

Holiday Inn Salzburg City
Salzburg
Salzburg’s Old Town is a 15-minute walk away from this family 
friendly hotel, where you can take in sights such as the Mirabell 
Palace and Gardens, Mozart’s House, and much more.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £163pp

Extra Night  
from £36pp+

Code: 8227

 

p Vienna 18 km   RKettenbrückenengasse 450 metres

Holiday Inn Vienna City
Vienna
This 4-star hotel is within walking distance to all Vienna’s main 
sights, and is situated close to the Naschmarket and the Freihaus 
Quarter in the centre of this majestic city.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £215pp

Extra Night  
from £50pp+

Code: 9988

 

p Salzburg 6.5 km   RSalzburg  5.2 km

Arcotel Castellani
Salzburg
Combining historic features with modern architecture offering a 
large garden which includes a Baroque chapel and a 400-year old 
linden tree. Located in green surroundings and only a 15-minute 
walk from the centre of Salzburg.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £232pp

Extra Night  
from £70pp+

Code: 20269

 

p Vienna 18 km  RVienna 450 metres 

Novum Hotel Eugen
Vienna
This upscale hotel is set in the traditional embassy district in 
Vienna’s 4th district and has welcomed guests for more than 50 
years.

3 Nights  
Bed & Breakfast

Flight inclusive  
from £261pp

Extra Night  
from £62pp+
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Hilton Vienna
Vienna

3 Nights Room Only 

A luxurious hotel, situated in the heart of the capital, with the City 
Airport Train (CAT) Terminal right next to the hotel providing 
direct access to the airport.

Code: 18257

Alfresco 
terrace

Sauna & 
steam bath

p Vienna 18 km   RWien Mitte 180 metres

 

Flight inclusive  
from £307pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp+

Austria Trend Hotel Europa
Vienna

3 Nights Room Only

Overlooking Neuer Markt Square providing the ideal base for a 
short stay in Vienna. Offering countless ways to make the most of 
your stay in a central location and close to public transport links 
you can explore the capital with ease. 

Code: 21354

Central 
location

Bar with 
Neuer Markt 

views

p Vienna 19.5 km   RHauptbahnhof 2.6 km

 

Flight inclusive  
from £375pp

Extra Night  
from £81pp+

Code: 20271

 

p Vienna 18 km   RVienna 400 metres

Zeitgeist Vienna Hauptbahnhof Hotel
Vienna
This cosmopolitan hotel is set in the lively Sonnwent Quarter, a 6 
minute walk from Vienna’s central railway station and 1.3 km from 
21er Haus Art Museum.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £271pp

Extra Night  
from £53pp+

Code: 18255

 

p Vienna 18 km  RTram Krieau 1.5 km

Hilton Vienna Danube Waterfront
Vienna
Overlooking the river and within walking distance of the Metro 
Station Stadion, this hotel is within easy reach of downtown Vienna 
and many local attractions.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £289pp

Extra Night  
from £54pp+

Code: 20404

 

p Vienna 18.5 km   RRennweg Bahnhof 180 metres

Imperial Riding School Renaissance Vienna Hotel
Vienna
This former military riding school, dating back to 1850, effortlessly 
blends modern design with sophisticated touches, and is located just 
moments from Vienna’s exceptional attractions.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £331pp

Extra Night  
from £71pp+

Code: 18469

 

p Vienna 19 km   RSchwarzenbergplatz 550 metres

InterContinental Vienna
Vienna
In the heart of Vienna with breathtaking views across Stadtpark, the 
hotel is ideally located for exploring top attractions including the 
must-see St. Stephen’s Cathedral and Kaerntner Strasse.

3 Nights  
Room Only

Flight inclusive  
from £400pp

Extra Night  
from £75pp+



Marrakech USA

PalmaLyon & Provence

Dubai

AthensCroatia

Malta

Why stop there?

Peace of mind with ABTA and ATOL protection130 Peace of mind with ABTA and ATOL protection130

Amazingly, this isn’t everything Super Break has to off er overseas. From Cannes to California, we off er short 
breaks and amazing experiences all over the globe. In fact, we’ve got 1,000s of hotels in over 40 countries 

under our belt so wherever you fancy exploring, Super Break can take you there. To see the full range of our 
amazing breaks and bundles, visit www.SuperBreak.com or see your local Travel Agent.
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Terms & Conditions
These conditions form the basis of your contract with Super Break 
Mini-Holidays Ltd (ATOL 10518 and ABTA Y1453). The following are the 
key terms of our contract with you. Our full booking conditions can be 
found online at https://www.superbreak.com/about/privacy-and-terms/. 
Our full terms contain additional important limitations and exclusions of 

and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations 2018.
Special Note: We reserve the right to amend the price of unsold holidays at 

Groups
Group reservations of 10 or more adults or 5 or more rooms are subject 
to additional which may differ from and vary these terms and conditions. 
All group reservations will be made through the Super Break Groups and 
Specialist Sales Department. When making a booking, the party leader must 
give full details of the group booking requirements at the time of booking. 
A rooming list giving the names of those occupying each room must be 
given in writing a minimum of 14 days before the date of travel. Please note 
that any additions to the booking may be charged at a higher rate as Super 
Break reserves the right to change the price of its services at any time before 
booking.
Your Booking
You will be required to make full payment on booking. A binding contract 

travel agent acting as our agent is held by that agent on behalf of and for the 

agent’s obligation to pay it to us for so long as we do not fail. In the unlikely 

subsequently accepted from you by the agent, is and continues to be held by 

notify us (by post, telephone or email) as soon as possible. Where changes 
are possible we reserve the right to apply the amendment fees/cancellation 
charges shown on our full booking conditions on our website. Any alteration 
requested by you within 7 days of departure will be treated as a cancellation 
by you and you will have to pay the cancellation charges set out on our 
website. Please note that any requested amendments will only be approved 
at our discretion and no refunds will be made for tickets or services 
booked but not used. Since we incur costs in changing or cancelling your 
arrangements, you will have to reimburse us in respect of the reasonable 
losses we suffer. We will notify you of those charges when you contact us to 
request a change or cancellation and full details of the likely charges we will 
impose can be found in our full booking conditions on our website. Please 
note that in some cases, charges may be 100% or more of the original cost 
and charges will increase the closer to the date of departure that you notify 
us of a cancellation or change. 
Transfer of Booking:
If you or any member of your party is prevented from travelling, that person(s) 
may transfer their place to someone else, subject to the following conditions:

applicable to the holiday;

 c.  you pay any outstanding balance payment, an amendment fee of £50 
per person transferring, as well as any additional fees, charges or other 
costs arising from the transfer; and 

 d.  the transferee agrees to these booking conditions and all other terms 
of the contract between us.

You and the transferee remain jointly and severally liable for payment of all 

refunds will be given for passengers not travelling or for unused services. 
Cancellation by You due to Unavoidable & Extraordinary Circumstances

without paying a cancellation charge in the event of “unavoidable and 
extraordinary circumstances” occurring at your holiday destination or its 

In these circumstances, we shall provide you with a full refund of the 
monies you have paid but we will not be liable to pay you any additional 
compensation.  Please note that your right to cancel in these circumstances 

travel to your destination or its immediate vicinity. For the purposes of 
this clause, “unavoidable and extraordinary circumstances” means warfare, 

earthquakes or weather conditions which make it impossible to travel safely 
to the travel destination.

If there is a problem during your holiday, you must report it to your supplier 
immediately. If issues cannot be resolved directly with a supplier, you 
must contact Super Break Customer Services on 01904 420440 or email 
customerservice@superbreak.com. Any complaints made after travel must be 
made in writing by emailing cr@superbreak.com or posted to Super Break, 

within 28 days of your return.
Failure to follow the procedure set out in this clause may affect ours and the 
applicable supplier’s ability to investigate your complaint, and could affect 
your rights under our agreement.
Complaints received will be acknowledged and replied to within 28 days 

found on www.abta.com.

If you have any special request, you must advise us in writing at the time of 
booking. Although we will endeavour to pass any reasonable requests on to 
the relevant supplier, we regret we cannot guarantee any request will be met 

a representative of the transportation provider in order to gain immediate 
assistance.

If you encounter a delay on a train, you may be able to claim under the delay 
repay scheme directly through the rail company. You must apply directly 

exempt from the delay repay scheme. 

For those booking travel arrangements departing from the UK (including 

holidays.

information on what this means for you and who to contact if things go 

United Kingdom.

cases, where neither we nor the supplier are able to do so for reasons of 

have bought or a suitable alternative (at no extra cost to you). You agree to 

those obligations and you agree to pay any money outstanding to be paid by 

agree that in some cases it will not be possible to appoint an alternative 

provide the services listed (or a suitable alternative, through an alternative 

claim against us, the travel agent (or your credit card issuer where applicable). 

money will be refunded or you will be brought back to the UK (where your 
contracted holiday arrangements include return travel to the UK) if already 
abroad in the unlikely event of our being unable to provide your break due 
to our insolvency.
For accommodation only bookings overseas, all customer monies are held 

will be refunded in the unlikely event of our being unable to provide your 
accommodation due to our insolvency.
Airline failure
Your holiday is protected in the event of failure of your airline. In the unlikely 
event that the airline that you are travelling with ceases trading during 
your holiday, you must contact us, in order that we can make alternative 
arrangements. We will not be liable for any additional costs incurred if you 
make your own arrangements.
Prices
We reserve the right to amend the price of unsold holidays at any time and 

Our Responsibility
1. In relation to bookings of ‘packages’

and, as such, we are responsible for the proper provision of all travel 

invoice. Subject to these booking conditions, if we or our suppliers 
negligently perform or arrange those services and we don’t remedy or 
resolve your complaint within a reasonable period of time, we will pay 
you reasonable compensation. Please note that it is your responsibility 
to show that we or our supplier(s) have been negligent if you wish to 
make a claim against us.

 (b)  Where it is impossible for you to return to your departure point as 
per the agreed return date of your package, due to “unavoidable and 
extraordinary circumstances”, we shall provide you with any necessary 
accommodation (where possible, of a comparable standard) for a period 

cap does not apply to persons with reduced mobility, pregnant women 

advance. For the purposes of this clause, “unavoidable and extraordinary 

human health such as the outbreak of serious disease at the travel 

conditions which make it impossible to travel safely back to your 
departure point.

2. In relation to all other bookings where a ‘package’ is not formed/ Hotel  

  We have a duty to select the suppliers of the services making up your 
booking with us with reasonable skill and care. Except as stated otherwise 
in these terms, we have no liability to you for the actual provision of the 
services, except in cases where it is proved that we have breached that 

selected the suppliers with reasonable care and skill, we will have no 
liability to you for anything that happens during the service in question or 
any acts or omissions of the supplier, its employees or agents.

 (i)  Many of the services which make up your break are provided by 
independent suppliers (for example, where applicable, rail carriers, 

services in accordance with their own terms and conditions. Some of 
these terms and conditions may limit or exclude the supplier’s liability 
to you, usually in accordance with applicable International Conventions 
(see clause (v) below). Copies of the relevant parts of these terms and 
conditions are available on request from the supplier concerned.

 (ii)  In any event we will not be responsible or pay you compensation for 
any injury, illness, death, loss, damage, expense, cost or other claim of 

  (a) the act(s) and/or omission(s) of the person(s) affected;
  (b)  the act(s) and/or omission(s) of a third party unconnected with 

the provision of the services contracted for and which were 
unforeseeable or unavoidable; or

  (c)  unusual or unforeseeable circumstances beyond ours or our 
supplier(s) control, the consequences of which could not have been 
avoided even if all due care had been exercised; or

  (d)  an event which either ourselves or suppliers could not, even with all 
due care, have foreseen or forestalled.

  (a)  for services or facilities which do not form part of our agreement or 
where they are not advertised by us. For example, any excursion you 
book while away, or any service or facility which your hotel or any 
other supplier agrees to provide for you.

  (b)  for any damage, loss or expense or other sum(s) of any description 
which on the basis of the information given to us by you concerning 

have foreseen you would suffer or incur if we breached our contract 
with you; or that relate to any business.

 (iv)  Any compensation that is payable will be calculated taking into 

  (a)  whether or not you have followed the complaints procedure as 
described in these conditions. It is a condition of our acceptance of 
liability under this clause that you notify any claim to ourselves and 
our supplier(s) strictly in accordance with the complaints procedure 
set out in these conditions.

  (b)  the extent to which ours or our employees’ or suppliers’ negligence 
affected the overall enjoyment of your arrangements.

  (c)  when making any payment, we are entitled to deduct any money 
which you have received or are entitled to receive from any 
transport provider or hotelier for the complaint or claim in question.

(Please also note that where any payment is made, the person(s) receiving it 
(and their parent or guardian if under 18 years) must also assign to ourselves 
or our insurers any rights they may have to pursue any third party and must 
provide ourselves and our insurers with all assistance we may reasonably 
require.)

any claim for loss of and/or damage to any luggage or personal 
possessions or money is an amount equivalent to the excess on 
your insurance policy which applies to this type of loss per person 
in total because you are required to have adequate insurance in 
place to cover any losses of this kind.

  (b)  Claims covered by an International Convention
When arranging transportation for you, we rely on the terms 
and conditions contained within any applicable International 

as if we were carriers under the appropriate Conventions, which 

Convention (with respect to hotel arrangements). You can ask us for 
copies of these Conventions.

  (c)  Claims not falling under (a) or (b) above and which don’t involve 
injury, illness or death

not falling under (a) or (b) above and which don’t involve injury, illness or 
death these claims is up to three times the price paid by or on behalf of 

where everything has gone wrong and you or your party has not received any 

In addition, we will not be responsible where you do not enjoy your break 
or suffer any problems because of a reason you did not tell us about when 
you booked your break or where any problems you suffer did not result from 
any breach of our contract or other fault of ourselves or, if you have booked a 
package holiday from us and we were responsible for them, our suppliers or 
agents or where any losses, expenses, costs or other sum you have suffered 
relate to any business.
We cannot accept responsibility for any services which do not form part of our 

your accommodation provider or any other supplier agrees to provide for you 
where the services or facilities are not advertised in our brochure or on our 
website and we have not agreed to arrange them.

Bookings 
We have a duty to select the suppliers of the services making up your booking 
with us with reasonable skill and care. Except as stated otherwise in these 
terms, we have no liability to you for the actual provision of the services, 
except in cases where it is proved that we have breached that duty and 

suppliers with reasonable care and skill, we will have no liability to you for 
anything that happens during the service in question or any acts or omissions 
of the supplier, its employees or agents.
Many of the services which make up your break are provided by 
independent suppliers (for example, where applicable, rail carriers, airlines 

accordance with their own terms and conditions. Some of these terms and 
conditions may limit or exclude the supplier’s liability to you, usually in 
accordance with applicable International Conventions (see clause 10 (v)). 
Copies of the relevant parts of these terms and conditions are available on 
request from the supplier concerned.
Force Majeure 
Except where otherwise expressly stated in these booking conditions, we 
regret we cannot accept liability or pay any compensation if our contractual 
obligations to you are affected by “Force Majeure”. For the purposes of these 
Booking Conditions, Force Majeure means any event beyond our or our 
supplier’s control, the consequences of which could not have been avoided 
even if all reasonable measures had been taken. Examples include warfare 

health such as the outbreak of serious disease at the travel destination or 

make it impossible to travel safely to the travel destination or remain at 
the travel destination,  the act of any government or other national or local 
authority including port or river authorities, industrial dispute, labour strikes, 
lock closure, natural or nuclear disaster, chemical or biological disaster, 
unavoidable technical problems with transport and all similar events outside 
our or our supplier(s) control. 
Behaviour
If in our opinion or in the opinion of any other person in authority, your 
behaviour or that of any member of your party is causing or is likely to cause 
distress, danger or annoyance to any of our other guests or any third party 
or damage to property, or to cause a delay or diversion to transportation, we 
reserve the right to terminate your arrangements with us immediately. You 
must reimburse us fully for any costs or losses we incur as a result of your 
failure to comply with this clause.

It is a condition of booking with us that you take out appropriate travel 
insurance. It is really important that you purchase travel insurance to protect 
against the need to cancel the holiday in certain circumstances and to 
provide assistance if you are injured or ill on your holiday. You must reimburse 
us fully for any costs or losses we incur as a result of your failure to comply 
with this clause. 

Up to date travel advice can be obtained from the Foreign and 

including other EU nationals, should obtain up to date advice on passport and 
visa requirements from the Embassy, High Commission or Consulate of your 

do change and you must check the up to date position in good time before 
departure. Most countries now require passports to be valid for at least 6 
months after your return date. For further information contact the Passport 

responsibility if you cannot travel, or incur any other loss because you have 
not complied with any passport, visa, immigration requirements or health 

which we incur as a result of your failure to comply with any passport, visa, 
immigration requirements or health formalities. Any cancellation that arises 
due to visa/passport requirement will be subject to the cancellation charges 
detailed above. 
February 2019

Please see our full terms & conditions which can be found on our website www.superbreak.com
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Continental high speed
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LONDON

CALAIS

ROTTERDAM 
3h 49

BRUGES 3h 25 

LILLE

PARIS

LYON 4h 41 

BRUSSELS

AVIGNON 5h 49 

MARSEILLE 
6h 26

AMSTERDAM 
4h 38 

GHENT 2h 49
ANTWERP 3h 17 


